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Mission field of the Free Baptist denorhination. One-half of these people are women, the hardship of whose condition ap-

peals stronglyto us for sympathy and

commiseration. We are told of the beautiful women in the zenanas who wear costly jewels and cloth of gold but may nev-

er look beyond their prison walls, and to
whom is never brought either

stimulant

or

of whom from early childhood are doom-

We hear of the

spiritual

intellectu-

360

is offered to

now

Will

that

is regarded by the Christian world as the

desolate

consolation.

widows,

many

ed to a life of indescribable loneliness,
hu-

till Jan.

in advance,

price for ene year.

with a pop-

millions,

1,

the usual

pastors

please

call the attention of their congregations
to this liberal offer?

TRE SOUL THAT LOVES GOD
HIM EVERYWHERE.

FINDS

miliation and misery; and of the poor
outcasts whose touch is pollution.
They
are all the vigtims of a merciless superstition that darkens and embitters this lite
and throws the shadowsof indescribable
evils on that which is to come.
If the evils these women suffer were
confined

to

themselves,

the

Christian

My Lord! how full of sweet content
1 pass my years of banishment.

world would be less inexcusable than
now for neglecting them. If it were possible that the men would be lified up into a true civilization and Christian manhood, while the women remain ignorant

All seenes alike engaging prove

and

To soul's impressed with sacred love!
Where’er they dwell, they dwell mn Thee

that in time

O Thou by long experience tried,
Near whom

no grief can long abide;

In heaven, in earth, or on the

them

sea.

While place we seek, or place we shun,
The soul finds happiness in none;
Bat with our God to guide our way,
"Tis equal joy to go or stay.
Could I be

Bt

the blessings
that

the

would

fathers,

no reason to expect this.

first is by

reach

husbands,

What the wom-

tion stones lie in the sand as to raise a
people whose women
are degraded.
Miss Emily Pfeiffer, whose experience
and observation among the women of India make her words valuable, says:

o

- My country, Lord, art Thon alone;
Nor other can I claim my own;

The point where all my wishes meet—

I was once speaking with an Oriental of
high rank on the condition of the women
of his people.”
He said to me, ¢ The

My law, my love, life’s only sweet!
1 hold by nothing here below ;
int my journey, and [ go;
Though pierced by scorn, oppressed by
I feel the good— feel naught beside.

pride,

women are all-powerful even as they are
here.” I believed, I do believe him. The
women of India are nimble-witted and

acute, or they were

No frowns of men can hurtful prove
To souls on fire with heavenly love;

no

husbands and brothers.

match

for

Though men and devils both condemn,”
No gloomy days arise {rom them.

souls about every question which

Ab, then! to His embrace repair;
My soul, thou art no stranger there;

There love divine shall be thy ghard,
peace and safety thy reward.

— Madame

their

They are smooth
| and subtle as snakes.
They fold the
limbless strength
of their degraded

Guyon.

appeals

who can

virtues

which

have

been

killed

within

The difficulties of England in the settlement
of Egyptian. affairs are probably only begin-

race.

Itis not too much to Say. of the

a firmness and

dicate the character of the influences that shall
bold sway in Egypt in the years to come.
The following

illustration of

the whimsical

absurdity ‘and meanness of race prejudice
has
recently come

to our

knowledge.

It is stated

that a student of the Columbia Law College,
Washington,
who was very popular with his
class, was found to have a slight tinge of colored blood in his veine, when a large number
' the
its
cuts,
r (G00

our

Sun.

) thre
1 at

of the students signed a petition,to the faculty
that he be removed, threatening to leave themselves otherwise.

So long as he was supposed

to be white they loved him, but the discovery
of a few drops of dark'blood in his veins turned
Jheir love into hate. Is that not sheer prejio£ dice, and of the meanest kind? While it seems
to us quite idle to state the distigction between
mixed = schools.
for the
colored
and

white scholars and mixed marriages, for the

reason that it is apparent,we could, an we
would; ask a few questions relativeto this

With this view

before

us,

we

ean not

fail to perceive that if the world is ever
Christianized, work must be done among
the women. The bondage in which the
women of India syffer is the bondage of

ignorance and superstition,.
the darkness but they know
Their fetters gall them, but
inheritance which they have
the many generations in

they never dream of relief.

They feel

of no escape.
they are the
received from
the past and

The light of

truth alone reveals the darkness of igno-

rance and sin. This light must be carried to them or they can never see.
They-must be shown the liberty of the
childten of God or they can have no aspirations to escape from slavery.
To
give them this revelation is woman's

mulatto matter that our Souchern bretbren
might be puzzled to answer.
We do not favor

work for woman, a work which can not
be done by men. The Hindoo woman

the amalgamation of the races and’ would not
"““. enco
urage mixed marriages, yet
we can not

who would die rather than admit a, physician of the other sex to her bedside

‘regard such marriages as monstrous,
are to

them

have mulattoes at all, by all

be

lock, and no

If we

means

let

timate offspringof holy wed-

e fruit of criminal relations.

But this subject is entirely foreigd to the ques.
tion of mixed
painful

schools “and

“is altogether too

and polluting for our present consider-

ation, We denounceas pernicious and monStrous the miserable race prejudice which at.

tempts to close the public schools to the chil
dren of * our brother in black”!

must be taught by women it she is taught
at all.
i
4
In the fact that in almost all pagan and

Mohammedan

countries the

women are

pitying love for their suffering and per
Ww

Among the many

pleasant

towns

of

thinking,

offers superior attractions for a visitor

to

those of the stirring little city of Haver-

panied by the necessary work.

Prafing hill. And especially in autumn it really
and giving must accompany each other, seemsas if there were nowhere else to be
or we have no promise of success. Some [found ~ such gorgeous coloring on hill-

are gladly giving their very lives, asiiing

nying

themselves the

others covet.

indulgence

Some

give

to prayer.

§
ih
§
4 hur

ot THE LAST OF THE AUTUMN DA
BY THE REV. E. A. RAND.

There is something very interesf ;
£
about the last of the autumn days. They
are days on the earth and yet they rise up
and touch Heaven. It would seem as if
the very trees and shrubs had been in
‘the New Jerusalem and, having caught
somewhat

of the glory of the place, ‘had

with

the deep

apd

views of lake, distant mountain, city

stooping

as under

mothers

lives,

their

heavy

burdens

who

long

carried, their hairs white as if catehing the
first flakes of winter.
It is the season

ing, that come home like the loaded har-

vest carts to the bara, but personal cultivation of the fields, they must resign to

other hands in large measure.

Aecompa-

nying this time of ripeness and ingathering, is the feeling of insecurity. These
are days on the borders of two eountries,’
and who can say how quickly one may
pass the boundary-line? Those old servants of God know it themselves. You
catch the conviction in their talk. They
are looking forward to something else.

Across the snow-fields of the grave’s hasty
winter, they are looking to the eternal
spring, to a service broader, to a character mor
mplete. It is only a hte

while to Watch, to wait, and be. forever

with the Lord.

;

rl
A A A pn

Dr. Storrs, in his address

at

Portland,

pulpit and out, of this sort,—Ez,

A boy hearing his father pray for a poor
neighbor, is reported to have said, ‘ Fa.

ther, if I had your corn-crib, I'd answer |

that prayer myself,”

and

elsewhere,

all parties are

brows, and even in

the

smoke

hells, remainsto be

the

roadside,

and

have

graced

every

its brothers

have all died at a geod old

and

which

age; but the

‘ hills of grey,” the ¢¢corn-crib,” ** garden wall, or belt of wood,” the time-worn
house, and ¢¢ haunts of home” still remain

to teach the curious visitor that God can
pick up a poet from out the very lowliest
walks of life, and can set him to singing
when quite shut in and out of the way of
all that the world would call poetry and
E ts cumoa

‘Now, I had some notes concerning

anotheisvery interesting place which I
have visited since coming here, but it will
make this communication too lpng, so I
must reserve them for

another

inch

and

confronts itselfon

either

of the

time.

It

would take some time, I find, to exhaust
possible sketches in and around Haver-

j

;

side.

LETTER.

Society

St.

connected

with

the

fairi{ church, has been at work

with

2.

week

English

for

some

time

fronts of unsoiled brick, granite and mar- ‘inthis country among his brethren of the
|-

same faith and with good results.

ble.

and

tier pronounced.

A

pleasant

and sin of intemperance;

certainly

little

pil-

the

oft-

visited home of the Quaker

poet.

and

its

clergy

and people with few and inconsiderable
exceptions have stood aloof from the

movement.

From the resolutions

and

speeches we may now conclude that it is
the purpose of this influential body of
Christians to establish a temperance society in every church, and, especially, to
work among the children in their congregations
and neighborhoods. A large

Leav-

ing the Merrimac shores on our right,
which the poet sang—

of

number of their clergy

and

laymen

are

now enlisted in behalf of the cause.
“Stream of my fathers! sweetly still
Some of their most distinguished minisThe sunset rays thy valley fill;
Pourea slantwise down the lonz defile,
ters and members were in attendance
Wave, wood, and spire beneath them smile,”—
upon this convention. Bishops Doane of
we soon reached the charming lake. Albany, Stevens of Pa., Clark of R. [.,
which has been also celebrated in some the very Rev. H.'T. Edwards,
Dean of
pretty verses by our poet, commencing Bangor, England,and many The
thus: —
clergymen and well-known laymen; took

part in the discussion, read

“ Kenosa!l o’gr no sweeter lake

From thence our drive led out upon a
country road past field and meadow, and
throngh wo.ds which strewed our path
with a variegated carpet of pine needles,

brakes now and then, and move with cau-

tion;

or rustling leaves of maple, oak,and birch.

so

Cana was

their

turned into

the

ma-

Herbert

Spencer

to be ‘‘ astonished

is very

kind, indeed,

at

evidences

the

of

civilization in America,” as he expressed
himself in a conversation with Prof.
Youmans, the other day. It is possible
that were some of us to go into the agricultural or ‘manufacturing districts of
England we might be astonished, too, at
the.evidences of some phases, at least, of

English civilization.

Mr. Spencer, how-

ever, appears to have obtained so soon
quite a vivid idea of our methods in politics, and thus expresses it: *¢ Here it
seems
to me that the ‘sovereign people
is fast becoming a puppet which moves’
and speaks as wire-pullers determine.”
And he seems to have comprehended
another point. le remarks on it as fol-.
lows:
;
But for the universal delusion about education as a panacea for political evils,
this would have been ‘made sufficiently
clear by evidence daily disclosed in Amer-.
nicipal organizations,
who manipulate your
caucuses and conventions, snd run your
partisan campaigns, all educated men?’
And has their education prevented them
from engaging in, or permitting, or con-.

doning the bhriberies, lobbyings, and other corrupt methods which vitiate the actions of your administrations? Perhaps:
party
uewspapers
exaggerate
these
things; but what am [ to make of the:
testirony of your civil-service

reformers.

—men of all parties? If I understand the
matter aright, they are attacking as vieious and dangerous a system which has.
grown up under the natural, spontaneous:

includes

The truly ferocious attack upon the revised version of the New Testament, which

was

published

by the

and js commonly

Quarterly

Review,

ascribed to Dean

Burgon

of Chichester, has been answered by “two
members”

of

the

revising

company

in

a

pamphlet of 79 pages, published by Mac-

millan.

They

defend

‘the Greek text

only

and argue that but 64 times the revisers
have adopted a reading peculiar to Wes-

cott and Hort.

The assertion that

the re-

vigers have abandoned the received text
over 5000 times, *‘almost invariably for

the worse,” is reduced to a more judicial
statement, which has satistied the illustrious crigic of the literary Centralblatt of

Leipsic.
This same critic turns, in fact,
against the Bible societies, whose adoption
of the received text he votes precarious
(schlimm).
In the meantime, no msn liv-

ing could speak with greater authority on
the Greek, as well as the English New
Testament than can Dr. F. H. A. Scrivener
who has given the world that unappreciat-

|

ed master-work, the ¢ Cambridge Paragraph Bible of the Authorized
English.

Version,” first issued in

1873.

edition of King James’s version
be had.— Advertiser.
The Bath Zimes, referring
and
increasing
number
of

Maine says:

= A

better

is mot

to

to the large
divorces
in

*‘ Is it not time for the court

to consider whether the facility with which.

divorces are obtained has not tended -to.
foster and largely increase a confessed evil;

it

could

not

can be clearer than that
|t he Maive divorce laws are mischievously
loose.
They provide for a divorce for all
the causes recognized elsewhere, and then
authorize the court to decree a divorce

is

“inadmissable

Dr.

and

forbidden

Howard

Crosby

resentation

adivorce

of

a

case

will be “rea-

sonable and proper, conducive to domes
tic
harmony and consistent with the peace
and
morality of society.” * We are glad
to hear

his address | t hat a

determined

effort is to be made

to.

was mainly in explanation of the work of | ® ecure an improvement of our divoree laws
himself and his society fn suppressing the | 7 t the coming sessionof the legislature,—
Lewiston Journal.
SS.
low grogshops of this city. One thing was
SN
*
E
The preaching of the day does not
noticeable in all the speeches: the most
lack
eloguence; does not lack earnestnes
s
conservative utterances were listened to in not lack schol
arship, does not lack vigor
Hoi.
quiet, but when the most radical words But it does lack directness,
boldness,

ip

[3

y

Shall see its image given,”

road and

or

was to give his views, bat

and

“Yet shall the blue-eyed gentian logk ,

‘After several miles, we left the

membership

intoxicating

in the Scriptures.

frequented

corruptionists;,

have been good wine,and those who drink
in moderation are temperance people j—
and it by no means follows that tee-total- when dn ex-parte
ism alone is temperance and that moder- | * ends to show that

ation

Through fringed lids to heaven,
And the pale aster in the brook

bosses, the

wapr

or if the letter and spirit of the law is sneli *—
moderate drinkers as well as total ab- that
the court feéls bound
the evidence
stainers and wine must not be eliminated | t 0 grant divorces so frequenby
tly, then is it
froth ‘among ‘‘the good creatures of not high time for the Legislature to give atThe Times is
God.” The wine which Jesus made at ti ention to the subject?”
right. Nothing

And just along here, after careful search,
may be found in these late autumn days
the gentians, whose dainty and curious
habits the nature-bred poet was among
the first to discover. -** Why,” excla
my friend as we rode along, who,
way, is loyal in her devotion to

do you remember that beautiful verse
‘My Psalm?’—
It

papers;\ and

delivered addresses that were well 'received ; indeed, at times there was much
enthusiasm. Of course this church is
nothing if it is not conservative. It will
not do for this body to go quite as fast as
other people. They must put on the

Shall morning break or noon-cloud sail;
No fairer face than thine shall take
ar
The sunset’s golden veil.”

gentians had it not been for Whittier;

The

working of your free institutions—are ex
posing vices which education has proved
— Standard.
apparently slutrbered over this great evil | powerless'to prevent.

no one could be more honored than is this
prophet by the love and respect of his
own country. It would hardly be possible to be in the city over twenty-four
hours without hearing the name of Whitgrimage from town will lead to

This

convention is the outcome of his labors,
and the work he has done promises a
fruitful harvest. This church heretofore has

Wherever our revered New England
poet may wander in search .of a home,
Haverhill will never lose her claim as
having been the birtfplace and the real
home of John (. Witier,

A. Butler for county clerk and Emmons
Clark for sheriff, our city treasury is safe.

ican papers.
Are not the men who officer
and control your federal, state, and mu-

is the gathering of the first Temperance

burnt

Washington

k

PRESS OPINIONS.

ing Hall in this city. Mr. Robert Graham,
formerly the ‘general secretary of the

every

The outlook

this large sum they can feather their own
nests, but with such a man as Allan Campell, our present controller, as Mayor, W.

sentineled |

sketch of the place,only one remains

that must soon join

to

(OBSERVER.

for business. To-day ever particle of debris
is swept away,

seen.

Had been to us companionship,

Of the row of poplars which

support.

is hopeful ; but fraud and cheating at the
polls may beat us. Thirty millions of
money received and disbursed in a ‘single
year is a temptation to the machine politicians. They know that if they ean finger

And, in our lonely life, had grown
To have an almost human tone.”

Convention of the P. E. church in Chicker-

district is covered,

its

chine politicians, die hard, but the people:
are arousing and they must go.

facilities

air” of better and more enlarged

to

outweigh the influenceof the slums, the
grogshops, the brothels and gambling

The buried brooklet could not hear,
The music of whose liquid lip,

One of the notable events of the

of their

coming

Whether there will be votes enough

1 still

NEW YORK,Nov.

waa asked how the minister preached to

with. an antidote or two.” Alas!
that
there should be go much talking in the

¢‘ Snow-Bound”

NEW YORK

related the story of the English sexton who
children. Oh,” was'the reply, ** he gives
some moral reflections, and concludés

and

L000
San
on on

burning blocks saw their ¢* castles in the

of

forms

beyond,

Haverhill, Nov. 1.

the shoe men of Haverhill lifted up brave

into mourning, and the hills so. far away
exchange their crown of purple for one of
silver. * Winter”
is what the wind
whistles as its almost unvarying tune,
among the ragged maples and elms.

have had such -useful

woods

seem to shut all in, close about.
Lonely
hills they seem to be, too. As tenderly
as the poet, sings - of his old home, in

hill.

It will be remembered that Hayerhill,
last winter, went through. her scourge of
fie, but like the business men of Boston,

suddenly come that will send the gardens

They are the tathers and

and

forest, all brilliant in autumn dress.

tr a -

that season

the

We minded that the sharpest ear

Atlantic, and with its surrounding parks

‘A frosty night may

is

to

into a paragraph of his *‘ Snow-Bound” :—

have lentto them the added charm of
human cultivation. There is space only
to give just a hint of one of these splen[ did suburban residences ; that of Dr. James
R. Nichols, a name well known in literary and scientific circles. You enter the
extensive grounds from Kenosa avenue
| through a gateway of elaborate masonry,
and as you lookup toward the brow ofthe
hill, which slopes down rather abruptly,
your eyes rest upon a veritable castle of
stone. In-architecture it is, doubtless, the
only model of its kind on this side of the

land will awhile and in the meantime rest.

Of like interest to us

side

strengthened by the wooded hills ‘which

the beauties of their natural scenery and

black furrows in a field. All this hints
of another spring, for whose advent the
very

which stretches away from the house on
one:

as elsewhere, have taken time to look
about them with an appreciative sense of

stalks float away on the yellow wings off a
bonfire. A plowman turns up broad,

These days also impress us as

It

house, 1 was réminded of a tinge of this
same melancholy in the poet's memory
when he put these lines about the brook

| for that pursuit is as keenly followed here

64

meadow

which gurgles down the hill, through the
woods, and quite near the front ot the

descended to earth again. They 's
quiet days. The noises of harves
g summer residence. These greunds, toare dying from the fields. They are days gether with the adjoining estates of two
though that seem to be looking forward other equally large-hearted owners, are
to a season of activity. The quiet of the
freely open to the public, and one may ride
fields is disturbed occasionally by a nfén
for several miles through lovely wouded
raking together the stubbles and then by
roads which open now and then japon

sient and changetul.

is caused, 1 suppose, by the low

that

f.| zens in the midst of their money-getting,

wi

strength of Him whom we invd

_

as

too, for Haverhill, that many of her citi-

faith, that they are upheld by the omdlipotent

lake-shore

blue of the river winding through it all,
makes a picture not soon to fade from
one’s memory. It is a very happy thing,

‘Fb

God gives the increase.” Let us
our gifts in prayer. Let us surround
missionaries with prayer. Let us
our native brother and sister feel.
their weakness
is helped
by

and

age of red and yellow,

at

careless Ys

some give grudgingly ; but all these gi
are vain without the divine blessing

is given in answer

them and

think he must have turned in upon his
in which this lovely Merrimac valley is heart and sang in early life because of
now clothed. When viewed from seme | very lonesomeness and lack of more conof these gently ‘rounded hills,
the genial companionship and surroundings.
city set in the midst of this flaming - foli- Indeed, as I looked upon the little brook
side, river-bank

no higher honor or greater pleasure, than
to work with Christ for the redemptio# of
the world ; others are freely giving no
eey, and that they may give, cheerfull

accessible to women alone lies the cause
that has, brouglit the “Woman's Mission
Societies into existence. While there is
in the hearts of Christian woman much of

upon me every time I visit the place.

BY IDA HAZELTON.

Massachusetts, no one, to my

place of the

former dilapidated one,can take away the
feeling uf loneliness which settles down

IN AND AROUND HAVERHILL.

give
gffer

women of a nation that they are the
molds in which the souls of its men are
set. The moods of the mother are re- of autumn rest for them. Their activity
an authority
which indicates
that she will
flected in the infant she brings into the “has not absolutely ceased, for in_publio,:
reap the natural advantages of her victory and
The young child is surrounded thelt voices may occasionally be heard in
continue an influence which will be an ap- world.
by her mind as by an atmosphere; her prayer, their kindliness felt in some beproach toward sovereignty.
Rival powers
code, her example
‘perhaps will be induced to acquiesce in this by judgments are his
his authority. The woman who is loved nevolent act, and in one sense there is
the advancement of their own schemes in other
directioms. A reliuble government, that will by boy or man unconsciously prescribes a continual activity, that power going
the form of her own worship, and the with character, with example, like the
protect all classes of her people and encourage
character of the worshiper is modified light and life atiendent upon the noiseindustry by making secure the rights of propmore or less by this form as well as by
erty, will be a blessing to Egypt at which all the thing worshiped.
So this frail crea- less shining of the sun. And yet we say
should rejoice. The present questions, as to ture who
may be an object of scorn to of the old minister, the old officer in the
the mode and results of Arabi’s trial and con- her husband is a large factor in the sum
chureh,the old church member—they are
cerning the re-organization of the government,
of circumstances that determine his life resting. They see the resultsof godly liyare of interest at this distance only as they in. and the life of his sons:
ning; but she is manifesting

_| barn which has taken the

:

fo. |

to their passions or interest. Held by life that we label ¢‘old agp,” the closing
men in a condition of abject subjection, “days of those who are the people of God
deprived by a jealous supervision of all here, and soon will be the saints of God.
moral self-support, the Nemesis of the
them, appears in the characters of craft
and subtlety which they print upon the

" (Editorial. )

To be with them.and God.
Th
VS
« —Dean Stanley.

giving

‘and support it in the air while its founda- ‘boys who watch the old brown straw

where thou art not,

But regions none remote I call,
Secure of finding God in all.

And

might wait, hoping

en are the nation will be. We may as
well hope to lift up the great pyramid

That were indeed a dreadful lot:
oy

also,

we

and brothers would feel the necessity for
even their own sakes of raising the women by their sides from the condition of
slaves into the sphere of companionship
and fellowship in labor. But we have

To me remains nor place nor time,
My country is in every clime;
I can be calm and free from care
On any shore, since God is there.

p

degraded,

That lonely path have trod,
And that same pathie too must tread,

no acceptable prayer without givingfccording to our ability. The prayer of fervent desire, of expectant faith, is acoim-

as India,

al
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The second is by prayer. We may
money without prayer, but we shall
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our native land

sacred spotso dear to every lover of the perance to indulge the habit to a limited
poet. It was a pleasant surprise to find ‘extent. He was listened to patiently and
that since my last visit, and no less a in silence, but when
the same speaker
| pleasure to the poet, it is said, the home- told the story of the sick boy nine years
stead has passed into new and more care- | old who refused to take the whisky and
ful hands, and that the present o woer, Mr. milk which the doctor ordered, the house
George S. Elliott of Haverhill, without | greeted the orator with rousing applause.
obliterating any of the well-known char- This movement of the Protestant Episco- =
acteristics of the buildings, has made them pal Churchin this country in behalfof
all more neat and presentable for the in|Spection of visitors. But not even the and though they do not go as far as some
new tidiness of the premises, nor the big
of ué think they ough
We, we

O Death! how dear the hope,
That through the thickest shade
Beyond the steep and suniess slope,
Our treasured store is laid.

two ways of helping to Christianizeithe

THE WOMEN OF INDIA.

354

-/No more stern call to do or say,
To brood o’er sin and sorrow.

come,” ought to feel bound by her fi
to the Lord Jesus Christ, as well ad
the obligations
of a common sisterhood to
lend a helping hand. To those of us #ho

past the

* Whittier Elm,” we soon came upon the

No more the anguish
of to-day
0 wait the darker morrow;

urgent and imperative. Everywo
who utters the prayer, “Thy king

can not leave

0-0-0
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wie
Big
0.0.

Lynn, Mass.”
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willing work for thee!
humbly bear
captives free
ok
and bonds of needless fear!

So, when my helping hand shall cease at last,
. And my strong heart shall move no more,
May I, earth’s labors all o‘erpassed,
Find thou hast efforts new for me in stove!

‘353
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,,

my days with
I Thy message
some grieving
walls of doubt

ly Whiktier ‘street,

3

That all we feared and all we sought
In one deep sleep
is blended,

tion, they work for the whole race in!
coming ages. The callto this wor

Lo
To dig for men Oasis wells
' Where they amid sweet blooming flowers
May waters drink from far celestial dells!
Oh, ill
May
To set
From

. "0 Death! how sweet the thought
That this world’s strife is ended, »

very foundation of society which
has placed in their hands must be d
before any superstructure can rise.
working for the women of this gen

°N

.

;
:
The Soul that loves God finds Him
where (poetry). Sel.
.
.
An Aspiration. @ BE.
.
,

narrow view of benefiting them al§
They see®plainly that this work inf

oh

Let mé go ‘helpful forth through desert hour:

The Morning Stax,
hiv

.

Thy gifts, O God, my Father, here I hold
With fear and trembling in thy sight ;—
Let me, like faithful men of old,
Responsive prove to stress of inward light!

ublication should be addressed to Editor THE
ORNING STAR.

ishing sisters, they do not work with |
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WAITING BY THE SHORE.

&

acquiesce wholly in the

BY J. W. BARKER.

_..

What seest thou, brother, o'er the stormy sea?
The waves are mounting in their majesty;
And vet thou standest mid the fearful din,
As if some long-lost ship were coming in.

J

will,

the

Holy Spirit applies the atoning blood
that cleanses, and the work of purifying.
is accomplished, and the Spirit witnesses
to this Work as clearly
as to pardon. This
is a matter of conscious experience to
which many witnesses are testifying ver-

< J have been gazing o'er the waters wild,
|
bally and in print.
So many a year, a disappointed child
5. Sanctification is intwo degresa,pare
Of trusted fortune, ’neath whose angry frown,
See 1 Thess. 5: 23,
I tial and entire.
Pve seen full many a gallant craft go down.

quoted above. In regeneration a new
heart is given to love God and hate sin,

“ But now a shadow on the western sky,
I seeas if some ship were passing by;

and whatever of sin attaches to the soul

And as I watch its motion to and fro,
It seems the very ship

of long ago.

“ *Twas by the hills of morning,blithe and gay,
My gallant craft went o’er the sea away,
And just beyond the billows’ angry roar,
Her fragile forin went down to rise no more.

<¢ And nearer, o'er the bounding deep, I see
This gallant ship seems floating back to me,—
. Long lost, but loved, thro’ many weary years,
A form of beauty, and a child of tears.
< The distant islands, by the sunset shore,
Where fancy wandered in the days of yore,
Have kept my treasures thro'the Summer time,
And now when Antamn voices round me chime,
Blithe as the morning, o’er the white sea foam,
My long lost ship comes sailing proudly home.”
‘Once more, my brother, look across the wave;
Foron a Sammer morning long ago,
One went to sleep,—~the silent voiceless grave,
Whose thrilling secrets mortal may not know,
Closed o'er our loved one, and it seemed to be,
A gallant ship gone down upon the sea.

in consequence of a life of sin is removed.
This is partial sanctification or incipient
holiness. ‘Entire sauctification—to be
« sanctified wholly”—purifies the moral
nature from: all inclinations or tendencies

to sin, so that the warfare is no longer
inward but outward.
Iemptations, more
severe than ever, will come to the soul

but they find no response within. There
is nothing left for Satan to work upon.
This is the fight of faith, the saint just
quietly trusting in the power of an in-

dwelling Christ by the Holy Ghost.” The
Christian in this experience is just ready

-

cific name, as is manifest by the e

lic worship.

This pious custom which

was derived

from the

name is often pronounced ** Christ-yans.”
absurdto the

of

same sacred purpose, and

to call any body Christian Christians.

In a smaller measure the objection lies
ich seems to me to hohe some refagainstDi
to this question: ‘The stone
been so almost universally used as a gen- a
eric term to distinguish Christians from which the builders refused ‘is become
those who are not Christians,
and so if is | the head stone of the corner. This is the
much more easily turned into a specific Lord's doings; it is marvellous in our
to denote this young and vigorous branch eyes. This is~the day which the Lord
hath made ; we will rejoice and be glad in
of the great Christian brotherhood. ©
Rev. Z. T. Sweeney is pastor of ‘this rit. "4 Who were the builders who refused
church, a man of rare pulpit talents both this stone, if not the Jews ? Does not ‘‘the
by nature and acquisition. IIe has a very Lords doings” refer to something which
warm side toward the Free Baptists and. Christ, as the Lord, has done ? When did
hg
has corresponded with some of our preach- thal, stone become the head stone of the
ers with reference to the union of the Di- corner, if not on the day in which was
ciples and Free Baptists. We have rea- completed the work relating to that corson to expect this union somewhere be- ner stone ? That work was not completed
tween this and the millenium.. It is well untilthe resurrection, and Paul confesses
for us, while waiting for the good time, that' had that event failed, their faith
that outward union and sameness of would be in vain and they yet in their
name are not absolutely necessary to the sins, I.think there can be no reasonable
has not

doubt that this prophecy relates to the

mutual exercise of Christian fraternity.
PE

A.

Ha

THE SABBATH.

according to John’s words in Matt. 3: 11,
characteristic

indifferent public

les, but that name

this

BY

THE

REV.

M.

B. FELT.

dispensation. This is pefeat love as in,
1 John 4: 18.
The first day of the week
has been .obCan Christians abide in .this state served as a Sabbath by the church from a
without a doubt or fear? Indeed they very early period. Is there any express
“ Lo, o’er the waters gleams a flickering light,
can if they walk by faith and not by command for its observance? Our sevWhite hands are raised upon the farther shore,
controlled by enth day brethren can keep the seventh day
Where gentle Summer smiles in radiance bright, sight, because no longer
And fragrant breezes wander evermore.
their emotions. or circumstances. Al- for twenty-five hundred years without as
ways happy ? [Never unhappy because much as an intimation of it existence ; but
has grown,
2
<¢ The flickering light a ¥endy flame
3
the indwelling Comforter abides to ‘keep of the first day they demand, Give us a
. The phantom form a thing 0 Plealglife,
Is this a state *¢ thus saith the Lord.” I answer frankly
And by the homeward breezes briskly borne, .| them in perfect peace.”
A shi corhes sailing thro’ the watery strife.
of perfection? It is of »perfection in there is none.
.
5 pA ey
love, (1 John 4: 18.), but not in
Neither is there any express command’
¢ And}
ong the near horizons bars,
knowledge or judgment; consequently for public prayer: nor indeed for many
That seem a to rest upon the billowy sea,
not in action.
Is not this experience
The forms of love, like troops of golden stars,
things practiced
and regarded by all as
From distant isles are floating back to thee.”
exceptional and limited to the most em- binding.
inent saints? Any one, fulfilling the
Iris the spirit rather than the letter we
And is it true, lone watcher by the shore,
conditions, can have the experience and are to seek. Paul, in decldring that he
_ That forms of hope and love are never lost?
Will they return, still fairer than before,
‘thus become more or; less eminent in was made a minister of the new (and betTho’ long upon the waters tempest-tossed?
holiness and
usefalness. Do ‘not the ter) covenant, says it was not in the letpreaching of holiness and the embrac- ter:(even of the gospel) but in the spirit.
**"¢t God seeth all,and he is ever just:
cause divisions For; says he, «The letter killeth but the
Beyond the sowing, reaping time will come; ing of it by Christians
His sacred promise mortal man may trust
in churches?
Holiness may not of course
spirit giveth life, ? If there is one thing
And he will shout the welconie harvest home.”
directly cause trouble in churches, but more than another the world needs toTe
worldly and rebellious members may cause day, it is lifse,—‘rue, earnest, practical,
trouble by their opposition to holiness. spiritual life.
SANOTIFIOATION.
:
Is there not danger of making this sub- Are we then without any warrant.or jusBY REV, A, F. HUTCHINSON.
ject too prominent ? There may be; but tification for our observance of this day? It
The importance of this subject as a there is vastly more danger of indiffer- has been before observed that there is a
matter of personal experience and practi- ence to it ? Are not persons ‘professing natural demand for a portion of time for
this blessing inclined to boast of their rest, for moral improvement, and for
cal life is, I am sure, very much underratéd. Surely whatever our Lord has goodness? A sanctified state does not worship. Natural, I say, because I get
made known to his children as his will admit of any such feeling, but opposers tired ; not because the law says I must
concerning them ought not to be neglect- of holiness are very likely to ‘misjudge rest, but because my labor exhausts my
ed a single moment.
In 1 Thess. 4:3 it those who enjoy the blessing. “Does physical energies. God requires man to
is expressly asserted, ‘ For this is the “any one enter heaven without being sanc- worship Him and to improve himself
will of God even your
sanctification.” tified ? Surely not; but the Christian
morally and mentally. - This necessitates
How then can professing Christians claim who walks in Christ as he received him a time when it is to be done. We have
to be wholly following their Lord while (oh, how many do not!)will, in the nat- seen also that each great event usually
* entirely neglecting this divine injunction ? ure of the case, be purified and receiv- has something to commemorate its peThe object of this article is to set forth, as ed into glqry.
caliar “characteristics, there being sebriefly as possible, the truth on this sublected for this purpose the most salient
ject.
=
pointdn interest or importance.
THE GIFT OF GIVING.
1. Sanctification is the cleansing of
We celebrate our Fourth of July beColumbus, Ind.. Oct., 1882.
‘the soul from sin, not guilt incurred by . This heme-like little city is located at the cause it was the turning point in our natransgression of the divine law, but the junction of railroads seventy miles from
tional history. The Jews were required
corruptions of the moral nature some- Louisville,Kentucky,in the midst of a rich to keep the seventh day because immeditimes called inbred sin or native deprav- farming district,rich even for the West. It ately in connection with that day God had
ity, and by Paul in Romans, the ‘‘carnal is even with others of its kind in churches “delivered them from their bondage in
mind.” Guilt is removed by pardon and and schools ,having also an excellent Con- Egypt.
That event was the turning point
is accompanied by justification, while en- servatory of Music. Its Court House is in their history,—the pivoton which hinged
tire sanctification purges the soul from quite beyond the average. The leading their peculiar national institutions. Iiall defilement,or moral corruption.
deed it was an event without which the
church belongs to the Disciples.
« If we confess our sins He is faithful
One evening last week, Rev. F. D. promises God had made to Abraham and
and just to forgive us our sins, and to Power preached here. Though he is now
his seed could not have been fulfilled.
It
cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” It chaplain of the U. S. House of Represen- was to them an important moment. Here
is also the state of being thus cleansed.
tatives, doubtless, he is better known as was the first grand act in ‘the fulfillment
2. The sanctifier. This is the blessed President Garfield's pastor. The fact that of this promise. They had waited long
Holy Spirit, whose office it is to execute Hayes and Garfield were loyal to their and had suffered much, but here was an
the plan of salvation for sinners and church relations seems to have surprised act which was a demonstration of God’s
saints, 2 Thess. 2:13.
us as if it were ‘a settled thing that the purpose to perform his covenant with
3. When does sanctification take place? prosperous man is a mean man. Truly a them. This was often referred to after1 answer, After regeneration.
I would
wards to impress them with the great
hard inference.
not affirm thatit never accompanies reThe sermon was on ‘the © Gift of Giv- truth that God was their God as well as

generation, but certainly very seldom if

ever. ‘* And thevery Godof peace sanctify you wholly.” 1 Thess. 5: 23. The

Christians

at

Thessalonica are

highly

commended by the apostle for their emi-

ing.” In the New Testament, it is so treat-

to inspire Soutient in them.

ed, said the preacher.

chal

It is not

the nat-

ural impuise of the heart, but one

fruitsof the Spirit.

of the

It is a gift to be ex-

been exceeded, declares he never met
with one who testified to receiving the
blessing at regeneration, though some

ercised as much as that of prayer, exhortation or teaching. Disciples who make
it a point to restore the primitive order
can least of all consistently neglect this
gift. The state of the world demands it,
and the strength of the church is to be secared by it. Itis a-much neglected gift,
‘though essential to the Christian life. As

did receive it very

one is a preacher and

nent Christian character,

but they had

not been sanctified, at least not wholly.
John Wesley, whose acquaintance with

persons professing this blessing has never

soon

afterward.

nature of the work wrought,

as here

The

de-

fined, renders jt almost impossible that
any one should receive it at regeneration.
It certainly isi the testimony of all sanctified saints with scarcely an exception,

that after being justified by faith they
were brought to see their inward corrupt-

another a teacher,

so still another has the faculty of making
money ; but each alike must dedicate his
gift to God.
The sermon was scriptural and pointed

and, well received.

The postscript, the

preacher said, was not to ‘ beg” but to
open the privilege of contributing to the,

jons as they could not see them while completion of the Garfield Memorial
seeking relief from guilt. Moreover, it church in Washington. - Its entire cost is
is a fact of experience that those who follow Christ most closely after conversion

$38,000

and

the

Washington

have contributed $17,000;

brethren

some money

come soonest to see, and to see the most has been sent in, but $18,000 remain
to
clearly, the remains of the carnal mind. be raised outside. The house is receiv. Heart purity, as a defiaite experience, lies ing its roof, and by the time the plasterdirectly in the Chyistian’s pathway, and -ing is done, their present funds will be
the faithful disciple ot Jesus must come exhausted.
sooner or later to be conscious of the
The writer of this had met Bro. Power
necessity of -an inward work of grace when the latter
was a student of Bathany
never yet accomplished. Hence Chris- College. While Bro, P. is still young,he
tians are exhorted to ¢* go- on to perfec- has aged fast since 1874, and carries in
tion.” Heb, 6: 1. Those who persuade his face that look which indicatss the
themselves that they were sanctified when man of over Work.
Pi
converted make a gad mistake, as subseIt was a pleasure to me to note that he
quent experienée usoally shows.
always mentioned his own denominatign
‘4. ‘The work of sanctifying or cleanse under the name of Disciples and not

ing is instantaneous. As the work of the
divine Spirit it must be a short work,as is
the work of pardon and justification. The
approachof the soul toward the point of receiv{ng the blessing involves iinie, longer

Christians,

as

they

call

themselves

in

many places, greatly to their own

detri-

ment, especially in New

England,

as it

there confounds them with another
very different from themselves, in

body
some

lamb—a

type

of

The pas-

Christ,—was

example

not

only indicative of God's purpose
them rest in Canaan, but pointed

to give
forward

new covenant was also to

and

of the

churchof Jerusalem, was founded upon
the express appointment of the Apostles ¢?) who consecrated that day to the

make the distinction to the popular ear the
It seems

Z

4

ence of that other body of Christisns~-Xo

for service or suffering. Then comes,
by faith, the baptism of the Spirit, which
is the prominent

Vif

resurrection of Christ.

Ld hath made.

It is the day the

But did not the Lord

e all days ? Certainly. Bat, ]gt it be
said with" Solemn Teverence,
hE ever
po
another such a day as that.- Never
before was heaven brought so near to a
sinfal world, as on the day Christ triumphed over the grave and became the first
fruits of them that slept, and a pledge
and'seal of our resurrection.
1 Cor. 15:

20, 21.

But we will rejoice and be glad

in it, just what most of the Christian
world have been doing ever since. There
are 8 few who deny themselves this owe
legd and still cling to Moses, “waiting, I

was

observed

universally - throughout # the
Christian
churches as appears from the united tesam aware that efforts have been made

to

impeach this testimony,
but as misrepresentation and garbled extracts have to be

resorted to for the purfles.| conclude

1s regard-

ed as very good authority.

preached ‘* entered not in [to the

Joshua]

had given them rest, then would.

he not afterwards have spoken of another
day.” The seventh day was the key to
not profit, &c., because

thé that heard.

of lack of faith in

So God spake of an-

‘other day. What day was that other day ?
“ There remaineth therefore a Sabbath to

the people of God.

The Jews'had a Sab-

bath, but the people of God hada Sabbath
that was * another day.” Is not this other day the present Christian Sabbath ?

* Rest,” in every other place in this con-

Jeads me to the second proposition, viz.,

of authority and sanction which it well

word,
in the
of dur
other

considerations which might be urged, but
this article is already too long.
We have a Sabbath. Our Christian
Sabbatliseomes to us with all the weight

Christ honored ‘the first day of the week could have: There is po express comby his resurrection. Of this there is no mand for it. But occupying so peculiar
question, so I need only to mention it.
a place in the system and sanctioned by
This day, all of the four evangelists, {in Christ and his Apostles, as' well as the
speaking of the resurrection, call the first universal practice of the church, what
Sabbath. (Greek Sabbaton.) The resur- more can we ask P It should mean to the
rection was on the day that the wave- | Christian all the seventh day did to the
offering was to be offered of the first Jew.
He who desecrates the Sabbath,
fruifs, to be waved on the morrow
after dishonors the entire covenant. Those who
Lev.

3: 9—

Christ was crucified at the very time of
thg'Passover, which was a type of the
crucifixion, and raised jon the day of the
wave-offering, which was fa fitting

type

of the resurrection ? How the types and
antitypes blend here !
the disciples aftér the
resurrection.
John 20: 19. That they were met at this
time for public worship or in honorof the
resurrection is not claimed. It is more
probable that they were met to await developments in regard to the tragic scene
which had just taken place at the Cross.
The fact of the resurrection had not yet
been clearly established. The disciples
were waiting, hoping, fearing. Their faith
had been terribly shaken. ‘Christ met
them to confirm their faith by establishing the fact. ‘So the objection that] this
meeting occurred while they sat at meat
seems to be unnecessary.
:
But what called for the next meeting on
the same day ?othe first day of the week
again. John 20:°26. ** And after eight
days,” &c. All were present: Thomas
was there. I will not stop here to notice
the effort which is sometimes made to
avoid the force of this argument by the
claim that it was after eight days; that
the first and eighth day must be excluded
from the count. This rule,applied to the
resurrection of Christ, wopld bring that
event on Tuesday (third day) instead. of

short it may be. Dullness will soon disappear before the quickening influence of

We are not in love with

many of the methods

which

are recom-

mended for giving variety to the prayermeeting.

They would bat tend to ma-

terialize it still more. ' The American cus-

not pray at random.

Want

of

specific-

ness is simply want of intensity. Excess
of petition is another fault. We keep too
much on the lower plane.in our prayers.
Most people have the same idea of prayer

as the Yorkshireman, who, reproving a
brother whose prayerseémed to be aimless,

shall

carefully

consider

the

sacredness

for summat.” To ask God for sogiéthing
is considéred the be-all. and end-all of
prayer. But this is the most ignoble idea

of prayer. . We never pray so trily ‘as
when our hearts turn to God from the
constraint of love, when we seek Him because He is the chief good, and when

we

commune with Him for the sake of such
communion. We may ask Ged for what
we need ; but we may pray when no spec-

ial sense of need is felt.

In either case

spirituality of mind is the secret of the
joy and efficacy of prayer. We believe
that one of the most urgent necessities

of

the Church is spiritualized and vitalized
prayer-meetings. How are we to get
them? - The first essensial is live hearts;
the

is live

hearts;

the

third essential is live hearts.

second

essential

Hence

the

work must be of God and not of man.—
Christian Commontocalih.
——

FUTURE PUNISHMENT,
It must be preached. McCheyne
it must be preached

teiidlerly.

The

said
old-

time preachers lacked in this ingredient.
It is a doctrine that should be wet with
tears. If a minister demonstrate it vigorously from the Scriptures, and feela delight in so doing, it will awaken only antagonism. ' It is not a saving doctrine—

with which it was regarded by the earliest Christians, who ought at least to have
had pretty clear ideas about it, need not
be surprised that in all ages there have Jesus Christ alone saves. John Foster
been those who,like the Puritans, have held to universal salvation; bat, first of
earnestly contended for its faithful ob- all, he held to Jesus: Christ. But, no
servance, Aud he who can restore to us preacher can ignore this doctrine withthe Sabbath of our fathers will confer a out leaving out ot his sermons what Jelasting good upon our society. I fancy our sus putinto his. There is a great restlessrepublican institutions have more to fear ness upon this subject to-day. Farrar is
to-day from the wide-spread Sabbath des-. not a Universalist, but he thipks there
beyond.
ecration than from almost any other may be a hope for the lost m#
A recently installed Congregational mincause.
I wish to endorse what has been so ister thinks there may be a probation up
well and ably written in the Star in re- to the day of judgment, not beyond. Canlation to the proper observance of this on Plumptre thinks that Matt. 12: 82;
day! AndI call upon the church for a Luké 12: 8, give some hope of future
(These passages nssuredly
more consistent recognition of this day probation.
with its privileges and duties. Give us look the other way.) Dr. Schaff, in the
an intelligent and conecientious obsery- first edition ot Lange's Matthew, thought
ance of the Sabbath and we will soon that God might grant a tature probation
have in return a people moral, prosper- to the heathen and those who had ne fitting chance in this life. These speculaous, contented, and happy.
tions show how wide-spread.isithe desire
Blackberry, Ill.
on the part of pious men to justify God's
ways to men. Two things we may settle
x
THE. REVIVAL,
in our minds:
Jesus does teach everlastWhere shall the revival begin? The ing punishment, and the God of all the

pastor looks at his people to see whether they are ** putting on strength.” The

people look at the pastor to see whether
he will break the way, or bring in the
revival that is needed. They look at
each other,at neighboring churches, away
from themselves—both pastors and people—to see whether there be any hopeful
signs of coming revival. They feel the

earth will do right.—Rev.
in the Ne “ional Baptist.

0.

P. Eaches,

BED Gh Sb oh Sb

eee

The grandest sight on this earth is not
the march of the all-conquering storm
whose cloudy battalions go rushing though
the sounding heavens;

the most

beautifal

resurrection of Cit
This was the last
as well as the most important act in the
grandest series of.events the world had
ever witnessed, and which was to complete the chain of evidence substantiating
the claim of Jesus to the Messiahship. It
is indeed the nucleus around
which
clusters all that is either desirable or valuable in both the old and new covenants ;
for as we have already seen, the old found
itself absorbed by, and completed in the’
great head and founder of the new. So

important is this event to the Christian

fathers: ¢¢ I will pour out of my Spirit in

system, that Paul, in “his Epistle to the
Corinthians, boldly rests the whole fabric

these days,” &c. So much by way of
recognition and honor of the day by Christ.
Another point of importance is that the
church going out from this endowing by
the Spirit, and under the direction and

have,

The

did

have its chief point of interest, its important feature, which is the key and center

of Christianity, with the

hopes

and

as-

pirations of the race, on the single question whether Christ was really risen
from the dead,—a question which, by

I seek it.

Let it now

begin

Awaken my soul to the great
thy kingdom.
Give: me
faith and
tenderness of
me with thy constraining
me

a

devoted,

zealous,

in

me.

work-

the way, he left not in doubt.
The present system was not to be Jewish, but Christian,—not confined to our

er.
Revive my soul—do
it now!
press command, yet without censure or Here I stand—Lord, what wilt thou have
protest, set apart the first day of the weel ‘me to do?” Then there will be revival,
as a Sabbath, a day for religious worship, and it will be a glorious one. Shall it be

nation and the few who

This formed one of the most marked

should

circumcision, but open to every

of every tongue or

clime who

receive
creature,

should

keep the terms:
of the new covenant;
which was not sternly, ‘Do this and live,”

but rather,*¢ If thou shalt confess with thy
mouth the Lord Jesus,and shalt believe in

thy heart that God hath raised him from
the dead, thou shalt be saved.”

seem

unnatural

that

the

Does it

followers

guiddnce of the apostles, did, without ex-

tinotions

between ‘them and

the

dis- 80 P—Evangelical, Messenger.

Jews.

That the church did do this, a few brief
references to'historywill prove. Eusebius,
in the third century,says that from the be-

ginning the Christians assembled on the
first day of the week, called by them the
Lord's day, for the purpose of religious

worship, &c.

Iam not aware that this

of

eminent author has been disputed. Mosh-

Christ should hold in great reverence, to
say the least, the day on which so importabandons
seeker
the
when
but
;
;
important points.
Besides
it is' a ant an event occurred ? Though not like
or shorter
surrender
complete
a
makes
most
difficult
undertaking
to
force
any ‘the seventh day given expressly for a sign
Christ,
to
all
to generic term into popular usage as a spe- or seal, yet it was and is a pledgeon his
o
all, dies to gelf find ¢sin and comes

eim, in the sixteenth centyry, says, ‘¢ All

Christiong * were

unanimous

in

setting

apart the first day of the week, on which
the triumphant Saviour rose from the
dead, for thes solemn celebration of pubS

he

ro-+e

The

THE PRAYER-MEETING,
first essential, then, of a live

prayer-meeting is that it should be deeply

and intensely spiritual. This condition
fulfilled, all else"will follow in natural order. We hear many complaints, for example, about the dullness of these meet-

ings, But men who are charged
spiritual vitality can not ‘offer

prayets, even though

;i

-b-8--b
bo
oP

interests of | When we know facts,
earnestness, heathen are so terribly
spirit.
Fill this life, that, the thought
love. Make and suffer is enough to

loving

with
dull

they should some.

times offer long ones. We are by no
means in love with long prayers, but this
is a secondary matter after all. The

Bia

=~

thing on earth is not the garden which
opens and sends forth from its censers
the first day. Again, the day of pente- pulse of the prayer-ineeting, and note the fragrance; it is not the stateliness of the
cost. Acts 2, We find the law of . this temperature of the sermon, and guage the; tree which you sit under through the long
feast in Lev. 23. ¢ From the morrow aft- fervency of the prayers, to discover some summer's day; those are not the® most
er the Sabbath number fifty days, &c.,” favorable symptoms of coming revival beautiful things on earth that art carves
We out of stone ; the beauty of the soul lies
to pentecost. This began as soon as the fervors. Not so do revivals come.
Sabbath closed, which was at sundown must look to God. We must look at our- in its secret chambers; and the - rich;
on;the seventh day. Nor when the day selves. We must begin at home. Each deep, just and loving natures—these are
of pentecost was fully come, &c. When P individual heart must face the demands of the beautiful things of this world. There
On the approach of the morning, the first. God and meet the issue. Why should is nothing so beautiful as Christ in men;
morning after the seventh. Had we the not each individual, at home, in the and when one has the nature of Christ in
time it might be interesting te note the church, anywhere, * bring all the tithes him, and begins to reflect it in his life,
intimate relation between all these events into the storehouse,” present body and religion needs no apology, and there is
and the types which foreshadowed them ; soul as living sacrifices unto God, and no call for argument. *¢ Christ in you
but we will not delay. Christ honored cry-unto him for help: ** Lord, we must the hope of glory,” is the Christ that conthe first day of the week again by fulfill- have a revival! Wilt thou not revive us ‘victs men, and converts them, and builds
ing on-that day the promise made to the again? I must have a revival, I want it, them up into eternal life,— Beecher.

to the world's great sacrifice for sin.

|

tom of taking brief testimonies and remarks between thé prayers may, if done

the old covenant, but that covenant did] said, « Ax Him for summat, mon, ax Him

nection is from an entirely different
Greek katapausis. If I am wrong
application of this text let some
scholars set me right. There are

See

the secret of true fel-

full man, a man in sympathy with God, can

realization and benefits of the covenant]
because of unbelief.” ¢ For he spake in
a certain place of the seventh day-on this
wise,” &c. ¢ For if Jesus [probably

While there is no express command
here, nor yet perhaps does this prophecy
stamp the day with the sanctityof a Sabbath, yet it does seem to show that under the Christian dispensation it was to
be regarded as in some sense differént
from all other days; that it was to be a
dayof rejoieing and gladness. And this

11. This was evidently a type of Christ's
resurrection as well as a pledge of the
coming harvest. Was it by accident that

who really knows

lowship with God; whilst unspiritaal
people do pot relish such prayer, however

There is one more passage of Scripture judiciously, be helpful; but otherwise it
I wish-to present in closing this article. is liable to become a hindrance. Of
I refer to Heb. 4: 9. There remain- spe ehes we have more Ahan enough; of
eth, therefore, a rest to the people of God.” prayers we have all too few ; therefore let
The term ‘‘ rest” here is «in the Greek us keep down the former. ‘Anything
Sabbaltismos, or Sabbath. Bear in mind which is to improve the prayer-meeting
these two covenants, and that the princi- must add to, and not take from, its spiritpal object of this Epistle was to show the uality.” Vagueness of petition is another
superiority of the new over the old. Now | grave defect in these gatherings. But it
those to whom the first covenant was | arises from the same cause. A spiritual

suppose, for the manitestation of Israel.

the Passover Sabbath.

depth and spiritual energy of the) prayer
are the essential things. Christian people do not soon tire of listening to a man

I the Holy Ghost.

timonies of the most credible writers.”

that with honest men Mosheim

—

RE
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blood

boil and thrill.

if they or we

could

we say that the
lost, even as to of how they sin
make even old
As to the future,

be saved

without

Christ, Christ would not have come to
save us, Christ did not die on the cross
to save us from a trifle. Christ makes no

mistakes in telling us what he saves uss
from. Soften his words as you may, tone

a

down the thunder if you can, that word
** perdition” points 10 something terrific;
and, whatever its meaning, it must bea’hes.
tremendous meaning. The
Christless
must be lost: and we who know the secret
of salvation ought to hazard our merely
mortal lives, if this be needful, in order
to make'the Saviour known.—Dr. StanJord.
It is the duty of Government to make it

as hard as possible for A man to go
wrong, and as easy a8 possible for him to
go right.— Gladstone.

Tih

Sunday School,
bn

Lesson ViIL-November
For Questions

see Star

Lesson

JESUS

AND

CRUCIFIED.

>

DAILY

in our time, when

=i

Jesus mocked and crucified, Mark 15: 16—26.
cesus insulled

and slain.

David’s prediction.
Christ’s power to saved

abt. 27: 27—49.

Psalm 22: 1-22.
Isa. 63:1—10.

Crucified by wicked hands.

Acts 2:22—38.

Christ pierced. Zech. 12:9,10 ; John 19: 33-37.

The preacher's theme.
431-1.

Divinity has

been authenticated by the splendid troph-

a 1

READINGS,

Christ's

1 Cor. 2: 14;
.

2 Cor,

ies and triumphs. of eighteen hundred
years, shall impiously presuiie to mock
and deride him?
‘¢ Peels,” it ‘has been
said, ‘‘ make a mock at sin;" but the
most stupendous foel of all is he who
mocks at sacred things. ' Irreverence for

sacred persons,
and times, and things,

is, perhaps, the besetting sin of our day
L GOLDEN TEXT.— They pierced my hands and ‘and our land4 Let us see to it that noth-_
my feet.

Psa. 22:16,

ee

MARK 15: 16—26.

Soom

16

And

which

is

the

Jews!

And they

away

within

Pratorium;

aad

him, Hail, King of the

smote

his head with a

reed, and did spit upon him, and bowing
20 their knee§ worshipped him. And when
they had mocked him, they took off from
him the purple, and -put en him his garments.
And they lead him out to crucify

him,

91

.

And they compel one passing. by, Simon
of Cyrene, coming’ from the country, the
father of Alexander and Rufus,to go with

22 them, that he might
they Jriog blu

23 which
Cc is

| being

bear his cross.

unto

the place

And

Golgotha,*

interpreted, The

place of a

skull. ‘And they offered him wine mingled
24 with myrrh: but he received it'not.
And

they crucify
among

him, and part his garments

them, casting lots upon them,

what

25 each should take.
And it was the third
26 hour, and they crucified him. And the superscription of Wi¥ accusation

was

over, THE KING OF THE JEWS.

written

Torics—The abuse of Jesus.
The crucifixion.
»IY

Notes and Hints,”
Connecti bik. ~Pilate pronounced
sentence of death upon
side the judgment-tall.

of

the palace
:

where

Patallel passages, Matt. 27 : 27—37;}Jobn 19;

The abuse of Jesus.

One might

oar

or our
:

heap all manner of insulting abuse.

It

was customary among the Romans to
scourge a prisoner before putting him to
death. ~ This was a severe punishment: of
itself, and was inflicted

BIBLE OLASS INSTRUCTION.

upon

the

naked

whip, often having

BY WHOM IT SHOULD

BE GIVEN.

The teacher of the Bible Class

be a Christian man or woman.

should

He should

if possible be ‘‘mighty in the Scriptures ;”
not a mere familiarity with texts—a sort
of spiritual scrap doctor—but familiar
with the grand Thesis of the Bible and
its best illustrations.
Spiritual truth develops, by sucoessive
stages, as the seed grows into the plant
or tree.
Not to understand this is to

and zealous,

His promptness should be a

matter of principle, and his

ing to knowledge.

He

geot in study, fervent

zeal accord-

should be’ dili-

in

spirit,

keen

in

his perceptions :—then will he be a workman not to be ashamed,

rightly

dividing

his confession and profession, he will en-

might be
scourging
sons died
Jesus was

ter the hearts of those who listen to him,

toriam, wherein the presence of four or

A Christian in his

eross which he was compelled to carry,
name,

was compelled to carry it for him.The place of
II. The Crucifixion.
is commonly
crucifixion
our Saviour's
called Calvary, though that word occurs
but once in the Authorized Version (Luke
28:33) and not at all in the Revised Version. In the passage referred to, it is not

a proper name, but was transferred by the
translators. It means * a skull,” and
was appliedto a locality,
known,

rounded

hillock

not

was,

which

resembling

now

defi-

perhaps,

a

a skull

in

as

Shall appear at his right haiffl,

RECLAIMED
A

FROM OWLS AND BATS.

missionary's

wide countrasts.

experience

presents

On one Sabbath a work-

er in the Northwest was

placed between two thieves to add to the

At noon a series
occurred, indica:

disgrace of his death.
of remarkable events

ting that the death then taking place was
that of no ordinary person. Perhaps. the

most Significant of these was the rending

of a magnificent veil hanging in the teraple

between the Holy Place and the Holy of
Holies. All the usual formalities were

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS,

I.

found plenty of intelligent people fox
fiters and teachers, and expects that

ofthe

years will be few before ‘‘the church
spire will rise from the foundation laid
that afternoon.”
On the following Sabbath he was nearly a hundred and fifty miles distant from
the above new field, and in a distriot

set-

tled forty years ago.
A. dilapidated
church building was there, which had
been erected thirty-one years ago. For
some years it has only been occupied, as
an English woman near by said, ¢ by the
howls hand the bats.”
The birds had
flown in at the broken windows and built
their nests on wall and ceiling. The village had been known as ¢* Whisky Hole,”

and some took a wicked delight in calling-it ‘* Hell's Gate.” The saloon is the
village headquarters. A schoolteacher
who dared to speak against the saloon
had been mobbed and an attempt made
upon his life. But a Sunday-school massmeeting was held in the deserted church,
the bird occupants joining in the service
of song. A Sunday-school was organized and a good woman chosen as superintendent. Thus the missiogary of the

Sunday-school World.

fulfilled in Jesus Christ.

II.

Only by the death of Christ have

we the hope of salvation.

ITEMS.
' One Sunday-school in Kansas organized by a missionary of the American Sunday-School Union reports that twentyfour members of the school have been- re-

ceived itto the church during

the year.

Another school reports three conversions,

and sfill another two conversions.

ginning of the year, there have

been en-

couraging proofs. of the Holy Spirit's
work. There were estimated to be over

at two meet-

‘ings, and two of the converts

lege this season to grepace

try. —8. 8. World:

are de

last resort,

so they hastened

down

to

Calcutta, where James and” Mary met
them, and as soon as possible a passage
to Australia was secured. They left their
darling babypgith Mary and hastened
away. A letter from Colombo, Ceylon. I
am happy to say, assured us that she was
improving.
i
Daring

the months of May and

Mr. Marshall

[at Balasore

June;

station] was

twice brought very near the grave by fever, and soon was driven to the hills

for relief, and

Ida, being

too feeble

to

work, accompanied him.
At the end of
nearly two months,
Ida seemed to have

regained her usual health. Mr. Marshall
was better, but on his arrival at Calcutta
the

fever returned.

Dr. Bacheler, meet-

ing him there, gave his decided opinion
that if he didn’t leave the country Very

soon he would not live to see the appoint-

ed time for sailing next spring. As the
fever returned almost daily, no time was
to be lost. A hasty outfit for the family
was got ready, and to-morrow they take
passage for America in the city of Edinboro.

Dr. Bacheler [of Midnapore stafion]
was 80 worn down that he started for
Dajoeting for a three months’ vacation.
James and Mary have assumed Hattie's
work, since she went to Jellasore, in addition to their previous heavy burdens.
Thus, in the course of a few short
three stations
have

question now

have

been

been accustomed

to

bereft

the fééble flocks there
protection.

be solved

fill these vacant places?

to look

The

is, Who shall

Bhimpore

mst

remuin unoccupied, only as James os

enter

col-

for the io.

to the

en
td
after which
bi

er

a

ORGANS
imi fair Gs
4

are cartainly best.havingh
een

petition for Sixteen Years ; no o ther

can organs having been feund equal at any.

cheapest.
Style 109 ;
4 and power,
"
| compuss
wit fi
sacred and

teas]

Also

octaves ; sufficent

Be

for popular

secular music io schools

or familes,

ab

only S93
One hundred other styles at $30,
$57.
$6 , $72, $78, $93, $108, $114 to $500 and oD

she

Few, even among the con-

would

Jellasore

and

be simply cruel

here alone, so I am

Saatipore.

toon

must

again

It

to ask Ida to live

to spend

two or three months with

the coming

her, and

be deserted

Dan-

to allow

Nellie to go and live with Hattie. Thus
we hope to hold these positions till help
comes to our relies, should it not be too
long delayed.
Could a man and his wife
be sent to occupy D intuon, Nellie could

come

here to Balasore where a medical

missionary is greatly needed, and I could
make my home with Hatlis,where another

worker is also greatly needed.
wish [ could say something

of you to offer a

Oh how 1

to induce some

this suffering

but precious work, and also to arouss the

home friends to supply the needful funds!
If any of you fail in your duty, you will
also fail to receive the blessing our Father would bestow. May he help you to
hear and heed our cry,

It is related of a woman confined by
sickness that she was in the ‘habis of tak-

ing hef missionary map and; placing

her

finger on some spot, praying for that especial. field. She called it, ‘ paying the
mis-ionaries a visit.”
y

Would
dened

it not

greatly cheer the bur-

hearts of our own

aries, could

dear mission-

they, in this trying crisis, be

assured that we were thus in the habit of
‘“paying them a visit”? Would it not almost bring the health giving currents into the veins of our dear sister Burkholder,

to know that, taking the missionary map
of our own India field, and placing their
on

her

own

station,

Bhimpore,

the friends at home were praying for the
speedy restoration of herself and husband
to

their

dear,

shepherdless

fl ck,

that

they were praying for its schools with
their more

than 1,400 pupils, and

<

»

for the most

part passing out of the condition
mission-field proper. In those belonging
to Great Britain there is a. population of
nearly

1,250,000.

The

Moravians

f r the

heathen in their midst still sitting among
their dumb idols? How would a knowledge of such visits to Midnapore inspire
with fresh hope and courage its overworked, fainting toilers in our Bible
school and zenanas and ragged schools!
And so with all the other stations and
their faithfulw orkers. How many of us
will take up this work of *‘ paying our
misgionarics a visit"?
;

chapels

and missions

of New York City

than the American Board expends for the
whole pagan world.

manufactur

only by

* Fleming Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
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and
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the first to preach the gospel to the re:
groes inthe West Indies. The .Wesleyans have seven large districts in the West
India missions, with 97 missionaries: and
39,004 members. The West -India Mission of the London Missionary Society has,
during the last ten years, passed almost
entirely out of the care of the Society, for
the people themselves have now undertaken the responsibility of Christian church
Tite.
:

Under the management of J. ¥, FRISBEE, A.
B, and J. ¥. PARSONS,~A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suburbs of a thriving

BROS.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

FLEMIMG

city, and adjacent

"SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

of a minister

at home,

AND GRINDERS

LEAD

Ah! the work

as compared

with

AND

that of a missionary, is but the lighting of
a parish lamp to the causing of the sun
to rise upon an empire that is yet in darkness!
— Alexander Duff.
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Its Simple yet Marvelous

Its Disease Explained by an Eminent
* Physician—Startling
Facts not
Generally Known. Who Can

Discover a Remedy,
© Messrs. Editors:

&c.?

warranted to
move pi

The subjoined facts are believed to be,in a meas-

ure, fovel to most persons out-of the medical profession. Their importance is thought to be sufiicient apology for their appearance and general
publicity.
Instant death is one of the characteristics of

«

dropsy

of the chest, or weakness from’
overwork.
:
=
* Dr. Graves, an eminent physician of New Hamp.

shire, has recently
ing facts relating

given publicity
to this dreaded

the

which causes instant

considering

In

breaking

est possible amount: of work, and is like

a hollow

Its rich. and

|

victim

walking, palpitation, a sense of suffocation,
the

lips.

These

of obstruction are not now and then,

but

blue-

evidences

always,

especially when sudden efforts are put forth.
Thus it appears that the affection of the heart,

except 1 rare cases, is patent to the most

casual

HEAVEN.

The general symptoms

of the

heart,

shooting

are:

to

the

Pain in the

region

shoulder-blade;

acute inflammatory fever preceded by chills,

400
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Does a lame back or disordered urine indi-

Olcate that you are a victim? THEN DO NOT

E|HESITATE; use Kidney-Wort at once, (drug-

Sl gists Yecouypiend it) and it willspeedily ovor-

ad somd the
and restore healthy action.
[4
For complaints peculiar,
£ : Ladies. to your sox; such as pain
and weaknesses, Kidney-Wort is unsurpassed,
: ined. Juoouiinguce, fetenkun ofurine,
clk dust or ropy deposits,
ull drag;
Hi pains, all speedily yield to its curative on]
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principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England.
Tele aphy a Epeciaiy,
Best,

1y85

®cean Park
Inqure of
.
J.C: WHITE, Lewiston, Me.

June 7, 882.

For

with &

Board, (including room rent)
$2,156 per week.
For further information apply
to A, A. MoULTON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

For sale or To Let.
One

Principal,

Students fitted“ for business

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28
year.

and expenges to agents.

Outfit free. Address P. ©.

Ridge

March.

courses, viz, : €lassical and Scientific-

Co., 821 Cherry 6t., Phila., Pa.

YEAR

M.,

and

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Gran‘le, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists nf four
terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

FISHER.
SAMPLE BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.
AGENTS WANTED,
NOVELTIES
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Three terms per year, commencing on

Principal, or E.

BEREAN PAINTINGS,
to illustrate

both

further

Wis.

board of assistants.

book.

and to aid, not supplant, the sermon. We are prepared to loan them at reasonable rates. For particulars, address

fKIDNEY DISEASES.

NeorTHwooD

and cries over it. Tens of Thousands
for it. Ministers say “God Spot it.

especially

Admits

For

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

wishing to

To the Pastors of New England.

Designed

practical.

influences.

Secrcétary, Rochester.

The temperance cause is now “booming,” and this is the best
selling book ever issued. Now is the time to work for Holiday
delivery. Send for circulars and sec our Spe:
rms.
. >. WORTHINGTON & 00. Hartford, Conn.

success.

HAS BEEN PROVED
The SUREST CURE for

and

Secures good

Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.
is

pa~by John B.Gough-2x

fully used lor nearly thirty yearsyito, anyone who
will apply to me.
Yoors truly, F, E. INGALLS.
Concord, N. H , July 22, 1852.
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complete

sexes.

Wie VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This infiagsion is ’
now under management of Rev. D.
Powel,
with Proi. OU. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those

AGENTS!

SUNLIGHT
mo SHADOW

terrific.
There is also oppres.
avd in the worst cases amounts

Pulpitations are violent; the brain

Yes, there ig one—DR GRAVES HEART REGULA.
TOR, and | wili send a treatise explaining the disthe

INDIGO

AGENTS!

violént

is opp essed, and fainting occurs.
The termination of th's disease is rapid, and all hope of hfe is
in immediaie treatment.
:
Taken in the ageregate, deaths from heart disease are lound 10 be inferior only to consumption
as to fatality.
Out of more than five hundred dissections wit.
vessed py the renowned Dr. Clendinniug, about
one third presented signs of Peart disease.
Must
this be s0? [Is theie no remedy?
en=e and

best

FPhoinany

formation address the Principal-~or. A.J. Russell,

of 10 weeks each. .
Fall term begins August

Fa
A AG
DD NERD
RL
233 North Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

coust:igtion in the region of the

heart, accompanied
by more or less pain in the
lett arm.
In lemales il is attended with great seu-

sitiveness aud pain io the breasts.

course

N

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
HSehools, Fire Filly Farms, eté, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

Angina Pectoris, or rheumati-m and. neuralgia
of the beart is st icily a ne vous disease; it begins

with a pain »nd

Send

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY,

glaring in sleep; congestion of tne lungs; expectorative stains vi dark blood ; swelling of jugulae
vein; lividuess ot face; dropsy in legs and teet;
a contracted and tight feeling about the lower part
of the chest; engorgement of the liver and spleen;
The

of the

SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study. * Students
are fitted for teaching and for college.
Business

RB.

for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 163 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

pulse.

the State. One

BEAN

8t 40

patienthasa sensation ol the heart being in a floatmg state; pulse frequent and irregular.
‘I'he general symptoms of the valvular disease

irregular

Waterbury
:
Preparatory,

4 ness, selentific schools or the best colleges.
C. PERKINS,
A. B., Principal.
For turiher particulars, address the principal,
or
‘ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

ele-

Hug Machine ever invented. Will knit a pair of
stockings with IEEL and TOX complete, in 20
minutes. It will also knit a great varicty of fancy-

and

SEMINARY,

J.

H. Hutchins, A.

5

eeliug of the brain; small,

MOUNTAIN

Spring term begins February 26.

Wat r in the heart case is the result of inflamma.
tion and is a common attendant of dropsy. The

with oppressive

James,

For
further
particulars address Rev. S.
D.
Church, at Waterbury, or the Principal,
Miss
Lizzie Colley, at Waterbury Center,
;

IRES’
IMPROVED
ROOT
BEER
;
25c. package makes 5 gallons of a delicious, wholesome, sparkling Temperance bever=
age. Ask your druEpist: or sent by mail for 25¢c.
C. E. HIRES, 48 N. Dela. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

left side; a cough, generally dry,and general prosnt palpitation.

Emma

other school of equal grade,
Fall term begins Augu*
:
Winter term begins Nuyvember27

ant Home Book made more beautiful,
Revised.
{ntire vew Plates.
40 pages added.
84 mew
authors.
$2.75.
Cn this, Bibles, and our new

pain incieases by taking a full, Jong breath and
by stretching the lett tide. . Inability to lie on the
tration, and vio

Mrs.

teachets cf penmanship in New England.
nography a specialty. Expenses less thar,

:

TEEAIN

try Introduction by T. L. Cuyler, D. D.

has been discovered that about one in twenty-three

receut

French;

OCHESTER

BETTE

energetic

of

;
A.

Lradley, Garretson & Co., 66 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

treatment.
.
Pericarditis, or inflamation of the heart case, is
not inirequent.
The membranous sac in which
the healt is contained, becomes -inflamed, and it
who die at an adult age exhibit marks
or former attacks of (his disease,

of

mercial Departmentin

There

illustrated

.
Parsons,

Classical, Englich,Commercial. Special attention
#iven-to those preparing to teach. The best Com-

AGENTS
Wanted ... 50k ; 8,Liberal
Bibles
low in price; selling fast; needed everywhere
terms.

The heart’s construction thus explained, shows

of the victim

Teacher

REEN

75¢c. SIZE.

3 for handsome

the vast amount of labor it performs, and assists
in forming an idea ot the following described diseases und symptoms accompanying them:
Hypertrophy, or enlargemeuntof the ventricles.
The symptoms are: Enlargem: nt of left venlricle;
and palpitation more consiaut than in any other
disea-e of the heart. There is a rush of blood to
the head on extra exertion, with
throbbing
or
headache, aggravated by sudden rising or lying
down.
Dizziness, ringiog m the ears, sparks anu
illusions betove the eyes; also a purplish violet
color upon the cheeks, nose andlips, a Aull, severe
and aching pain in tiie region ut the heart, extendiog towards the shoulder and inside of the arm,

these require on the part

and

"COLOCNE
LARGE SAVING BUYING

21st, 1882.

Teacher of Instrumental Music. Courses of study
Classieal, Scientific, English and Normal.
:

on every bottle. Any druggist or dealer in perfumery
can supply you. 25 and 75 cent sizes,

may be appri-ed {rom signs which are unmi-takable, such an inahility to run up stars, hairy in

jot

Expenses low.

Monday, Aug.

Center, Vermont.
_ Courses
of Stmdy.—College

is nothing like it. Insist upon having FLORES.
Ton CoLOGNE and look for signature of

the purpose of the heart's action will be defeated.
The successful working of these valves is the
whole secretof real heart disease.
There
is no
danger of dying from heart disease without know-

ness or purplenéss of

popular,

lee-

as Harrison, A. M., Professor of
Lalin and Greek;
Elias Boltz, M. S., Professor of Mathematics and
German; Mrs. M. Cuscaden, M. S., Precep'ress

lasting fragrance has made this

delightful perfume exceedingly

and

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.— Ridgeville, Ind.
Rev. 8. D. Bates, A: M , Presidentand Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy ; Rev. Thom-

"FLORESTON

|

term begins

Winter term, Nov. 6th.
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.
Summer term, April 6th, 1383.
=
For Catalogue address J. H.
B., Principal,
Pittafield, Me., July 11, 1882.

Hiscox & Co., N. Y. 50c. & $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

these valves become disorganized in any way
during the contraction or immediately afterward,

The

Fall

different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to

minute.
The functions of the heart (epend whol.
Ty upon the contraction of the heart when
full,
and the strict integrity of the two valves.
Should

classes

Financial aid is rendered to
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

Full board of teachers.

CAUTION !—Refuse all substitutes. Parker's Ginger Tonic is

heart fills again. In this way the heart empties
and fills itself again aboat seventy-five times m a

ing it months and years beforehand.

mechanic or farmer, worn out with
mother run down by family or housePARKER'S GINGER Tonic.
lawyer, minister or business man ex-

composed of the best remedial agents in theworld,
and isentirely -

opopthe

have access to the

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

ou up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
t has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.

This contraction mechanically closes one ot the op-

enings by a simple membranous valve, and
ens the other.
After it has emptied itself the
ening closes and the one of ingress opens and

PPARKER’S

» If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
GINGER Tonic at once ; -it will invigorate and build

ball with two cpeuingzs, one for the bloodto euter,
and the other for it to depart.
Whea full, it coxtracts and forces out the blood into the arteries.

embracing the

x IN
ARY
rite Wyoming Co., New
ork. This schoel was never in better cond:
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses eZ study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Cotlse.
Kor full catalogue.
address the Principal.
b
:
:
R. M. BARRUS.

Tonic will cure you. Itisthe Greatest Blood Purifier,
Bnd the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.

diseases of the heart, it becomes necessary for the
readerto. form some idea of its structure and the
duties it performs.
The heart, for instance, is a
bundle of muscles, put together to bear the great.

© ..College.

are two ceurses of study,

cal students

ism,
Kidney Complaints, or any disorder
of the lungs,
stomach. bowels, blood or nerves, Parker's GINGER

of

Hillsdale, Mich.

tures of the college.
those needing it.

hausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take

the

Schol-

Department of Hillsdale

There.

intoxicating stimulants, butuse Parker's Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheuma-

to the followmalady.
He

says: * Life rests upon a thread,
death.

Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.

: Scriptures, Systematic :- Theolo,
, Pastoral Theology, Homileties and Church
History. Theologi-

prevent falling of the hair and to re.
anditching, Hiscox & Co., N.Y,

If you are a
“=, overwork, or a
hold duties try
If you are a

with kidney or liver troubles,indigestion, asthma,

Collegl

Commercial,
Pre-

;

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

is upon them, believing themselves to be affected

Theological,

fees, only $16, a year. Board, $2 to

Theol

GINGER TONIC

Aatnight,wholly unconscious that the dread disease

catarrh,

Scientific,

For Catalogue address,
3
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

56c. and $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs and medicines,

heart Uisease, and claims its victims in the busy
walks of life,while resting in a chair or while in bed

aa-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or Faded Halr
Parker’s Hair Balsam is fully perfumed and is

>

1toffers

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
ate,

and If

This elegant dressing
is preferred by those
whohave usedit, toany
similar article, on account of iis superior
cleanligess and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

Mechanism,

College,

Bre
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
) —For further information address the Pres
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
;
:
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

$2.25 a wee

The Source of Life and Motion.

Bates

paratory, Music and Art
ts. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of
ous irfluences.
Thorough and cheap. ‘Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, incidental

PARKER'S

| The Heart.

to

vantages superiorto those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study extends over three
years, of thiee terms each,
h term thirteen
weeks in length. Fall term
begins August*29.
Winter term begins Decemper 12
Summer
term begins March
27th, 1883. Expenses are as
low as in any similar schoolin
New England.
For catalogue, or further
culars, send to
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

PURE WHITE LEAD.
CORRODERS

School. /

Lewiston, Maine.

AND MANUFACTURERS

The missionary’s work?

fas it will act promptly and safely.

More money is laid out on the churches,

Educational. |

genuine DE. edC. McLANE'S VEEBMI-

|% The
of a. 'FUGE

Indies are now

vusbrver.

an extra effort and now and thén gives it

fingers

Ee
L.A -.

All predictions of the Messiah were one hundred conversions

a

Balasore,

In Kentucky, among the nearly thirteen
hundred scholars brought into Sanwas:
favor
ne
and
observed in his case
day-schools
by a missionary of the Amershown to him by those having chargeof
ican
Sunday-School
Union since the bethe cruel work. Of his death we shall

have ocgasion to speak next week.

to

improve, and then suddenly went down
so law that her life was neatly despaired
of. The doctor ordered a sea voyage as

a hurried visit, and he is liable at any
4bme to be laid aside with fever.
Mr.
abin in the | Coldren must divide his time between

American Sunday-School Union tries ** to

was

the very best medical at-

organizinga

Sunday-school ina little log
edge of a forest in a new sett

Christianity.

The West

gos

For a few days she seemed

for care, guidance and

strengthen the things-which remain,” as
well as to plant the seed in new fields.—

He

the great day of judgment.”

gathered
EP

It was just outside the city walls

nine o'clock ig the morning,

dy-

they mean to say to the lost heathen in

months,

:
and not far away.
The manner of crucifixion is. too well
understood to require explanation in this
place. That of Jesus occurred at about

shape.

blame

According

ERA

of those to whom

Ee
PL
Er I

ed a wreath, or crown, of some thorny
shrab which they placed upon his head,
and in his hand they put a reed to imitate a king's scepter ; having arrayed him
in this guise they gathered about, bowing
and shouting, ¢* Hail, King of the Jews!"
* Asif this were not enough, they struck
.
him and spit upon him.
relenthalf
Pilate, indeed, apparently
ing, made another effort to save him, and
leading him, faint and bleeding, before
the people, said, ** Behold the man.”
He failed to move their cruel hearts ; they
demanded his crucifixion more vehemently
than ever, and he, lacking courage to use
his power in behalf of the innocent vic.
tim, yielded and they led him away toward the place of crucifixion. On the
way he fainted under the burden of the

nitely

well

And inherit the fair land
That his love hath won.”

they

This they did in mockery, and then plait

and a certain stranger, Simon : by

as

“ And the good and faithful servants,
Who their Master’s work have done,

was thrown.

somewhere,

practice

carrying the spirit of his Master to each
weary oue and bearing the infinite pleadings of the Crucified One.

five hundred soldiers he was stripped and
overhistornand bleeding shouldersa *‘pur. ple roby was, probably, no more

a ensSt-off military cloak which
than

Can any one

ago.

ing, drowning men for persistently call- tributors to foreign missions, are aware
auy other or
. Algo for ea
ayments.
New Tilustrated Catalogue free.
oy par
ing for succor as long as strength lasts? If of the large galos in important fields. It
‘This Company has commenced
+8
the manuiacture of Sprig he
hen
two of them
presented the same si
;
their cries for help are unheeded by those is demonstrable that at the present ratio
Grand Pianos, iolred
Appearan ce that Fanny did nine years
.
of
advance,
which
to
many
seems
soslow,
important
improvemente
; adding to power po
who can aid them, at whose hand, in the ‘Christianity will in fifty years number its So I thought it must be WOE, and went to beauty of tone and durability.
Wil not
work at once with a bottle of DR. C. MoGreat Day, but theirs will their blood be adherents in India by millions, and in LANES
tuning
*
one-quarter
as
much
as other
108.
VERMIFUGE
Illustrated Circulars Free.
:
es
required? No young men yet volunteer- China by hundreds of thousands. And
. The MASON & HAMLIN
Organ
years;
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Co.
,
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Tremont
8t.
,
Boston
;
46
E.
1.
as
the
ratio
ot
advance
is
increasing,
even
ing to fill the places of our fallen and
8t.. New York; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 130
results are to be looked for. A
| wounded missionary heroes!
In the lan larger
man who thinks the progress of missions was 80 gratifying
in
days
two
spent
guage of our sainted sister Crawford, we discouragingly slow is, generally speakonderful effect of your Vermifuge
©
"Worms on
£4
around
and now
Du
supa Utica,
would ask our strong young men, trained ing, a man who has never-adequately in- exhibition
in my store.
»
«50. Domestic Seale Gor RE
ok
:
Yours truly, : JOHN PIPER.
:
in the ** schools of the prophets,” ‘* what vestigated the tacts.— Watchman.

where she had

legal limit to the namber of blows which
given. The agony caused by
was often so intense that perunder the infliction. After this
led toa publio hall, called Prse-

India Mission?

tendants.

the word of Truth.

bad picked

that the progress of the gospel through
the missions the last ninety years has
been greater than in the first century of

was taken to Darjeeling early in June,

+40

several lashes and these were loaded with
pieces of bone or metal. There was no

up

Are any of our readers growing weary
of the repeated pleas for re-enforcing our

if he did not think 4t
0
However, This did not
elt
con
she had. I obtain
jottle of DR.

A friend writes that a letter from one

have supposed that when Jesus had been
‘given up to his enemies they would have
beengatisfied, but on the contrary it
seems to have been the signal for letting
loose all the fury of a ferocious and unreasoning mob.
He then stood before make the Bible a mere book of texts
them as a condemned criminal having no, without cohesion or ultimate design.
rights that they were called upon to reThe teacher should be *¢ apt to teach”
gard and was a fit object -on which to to be successful. He should be prompt,

body with ‘a heavy

best estimates that can be made, from extant materials, there can be no doubt

HAMPSHIRE STATE SUNDAYof the India toilers urges her to * howl”
for’ ‘help for the mission.
¢¢ But,” she
SOHOOL ASSOCIATION,
|. This Association will hold its ninth adds, * what more can be said? ? A letter
Annual Convention at Claremont, on the from Mrs. J. Phillips, written from Bala14th, 15th.and 16th days of November. sore, Sept. 12, has just ¢oine to me en27
:
Anexcellent programme has been pre- “closing address:
A recent letter from James says:
pared” by the Executive Committee.
Many prominent workers ‘from differ- ** Mother, I wish you would write an apa man for Dantocs and send it
ent parts of the State will take topeil—for
the Star.” I can think of nothing to
part in the’ Convention, and.will
be say more forcible than a statement of the
assisted by Mrs. Roath, Mrs. A. J. Gor- facts, as they exist to-day in our mission,
don, T. W. Bicknell, Esq., and Rev. though many of them may already be beSmith Baker, of Mass. The usual ar- fore you.
For many weeks, our devoted sister
rangements for entertainment of dele- Crawford struggled heroically against the
gates, who should report to Mr. C. H. inroads of disease, determined to conquer
Adams, before Nov. 10, and for reduced and hold her post [Jellasore station].
fare on the railroads have been: made. _But, a8 you all know, on the 16th of April,
‘the messenger came and our sister went
Schools are invited to send contributions home to rest.
of from one to five dollars to the SecreFor many months{Mrs. Burkholder [statary and Treasurer, John G. Lane, Esq.; tioned at Bhimpore] had suffered greatly
Manchester, of whom ‘programmes and from chronic dysentery. The changes
resorted to and the best available medifall information can be obtained.
«
|
cal aid proved equally unavailing. She
0-0-0

the

16—23; Luke 23: 26—88.

I.

BY MRS. M, M. H. HILLS.

than a century

NEW

Jesus in publie, outThe soldiers brought

him back into the court
#helr barracks were.

in

homes.— Baptist Teacher.

17 they call together the whole band. And
:
they clothe him with purple, and plaiting a
18 crown of thorns, they put it on him; and
19 they began to salute

countenance

Sabbath-schools, our churches,

~..

(Revised Version.)
the soldiers led him

the court,

HY ing akin to- it finds

the

I hat a child
. The doctor I

- INDIA'S ORY ONCE MORE.

|

. GLEANINGS.
But what shall be said of those who, in

1

churches began in 1792,—ten years less

Quarterly and

Papers.

MOCKED

~

hr

The modern missionary eFa—of which

The physical causes of the death of

Christ.

i

¢ the distinctive characteristic is the diffu-

Death by crucifixion.

II.

19.
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The Morning Star.
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C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.
AF All communications designed tor publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &¢., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory
to mail-

ing. he
must send full name and
address, not
nece
y for publication.
We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur-

pose.

We need at least a week in which to decide

whether we can use contributions

of any

length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contributors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unldss an understandingis had to that

0

effect before publication.
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Acard from Bro. E. W. Page informs us
that Rev. A. J. Marshall, his wife, and their
five children,arrived safely in New York, from
India, last Friday.
Bro." M’s health is very
much improved by the voyage home.
He was
to leave New York on Monday for Ohio and

Michigan.

An article relative to his work,

and that of his wife, in India will appear in the
next Star.
While we ‘‘welcome the coming,”
we also * speed the parting,” missionaries.
Miss Lavina Cooms expects to sail, as already
announced next Saturday.
‘Don’t skip the
editorial in this number on the Register.
To

be

idle, it

is

not

always

‘that we be doing nothing.

necessary

has been Xe! brought out by one writer. as
follows :
ost people of this land and age
are apt to reply: ¢ Whatever other sins
we may be guilty of, we are not idle. We
are busy from morning to night.” But,

theless, idleness.

When

a servant is bid-

den to do- a certpin work for his master,
and instead ‘of doing that, occupies the
time for

which he is paid in doing

some-

thing for himself, the master justly accuses

him of idleness.
we are, if we
commanded.
¢ Why sit ye
are busy with
our

selfish

servants

It matters not how busy

are not busy in what God has
The question comes to us:
bere all the day-fdle?” If we
our own pleasure, busy with

interests, God

and his children,

calls us, as

from

his

these to

our God-appointed work.

om

00

AN OPEN LETTER.

will

canvass

representative men are anxious that the

for the Sidr than has been attempted for
years. For many reasons belonging to
the nature of things, the pfeparations for
this canvass have not proceeded as rapidly as our impatience has desired, but a
beginning has been made and we now’
expect that the work will be progressing
very soon all over New England, and a
little later in New York and the West.
The action of the corporators implies

public mind

be enlightened

confidence in the paper and in the denom-* “brought the account of colored schools

ination. They have believed ‘that the
fields are ready for this harvesting, that
the people are ready to respond to earnest
and vigorous efforts; and they have, we
think, a right to expect such a response.

S

it somewhat

lightly,

bat we do not understand how our sense
of its gravity could be increased. Believing, ay we do, in the importance of this
paper to all the interests which

are

session’ii Sheffield, Rev. Rufus Clark
presented a resolution favoring ‘an increase of circulation for the Star, and the
subsequent utterances of the brethren
led to special arrangements for a thorough
canvass of the whole Quarterly Meeting.
These are tidings that are good to hear.
We expect results in that Quarterly Meet-

247,000

to 800,-

113, or nearly 325 percent.!
As would bé inferred, the number of
colored teachérs has greatly increased,
and, whatis of far higher importance,
their qualifications have steadily improved.

Indeed,

the most

striking

feature

The qualification of teachers is now a

topic of absorbing interest in “all the
States. Scarcely a public meeting is held
or an article written on the subject of education in which this point is not discussed. Attention is drawn to it in legislative bodies also, und the result begins to
appear in their action.

While it is well for us to look at these

single copies)

‘We shall spare no pains to make the Star
a more desirable paper for our people,
and also for all others, than

it has

ever

been before.

the poor whites who lacked both the

am-

bition and the appliances essential

even

ness:

to the attainment of a primary education.

less than eight thousand, its light shall be
known and shall increase in twice eight
thousand homes! Let the effort be made
and the

desirable

Star be put into

end

twice

and hands as now,—and

reached; let

as many

the

homes

what, we ask, is

likely to be the effect: upon the spiritual
life and efliciency of our churchesP—as
touching also the ever pressing and ever
growing work of home and foreign missions?—and in the interests of the freedmen and of education? We heard, only
the very day on which we write, of a man

living away from the churches, not often
attending them, who has just given a considerable sum of money for mission pur
poses,and whose heart has been kept in the

EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH.
The illiteracy of the South belongs
mainly to two classes: the masses of
freedmen to whom the temples of learning were closed prior to the war; and

The late Dr. Barnas Sears, agent of the
Peabody fund, in his report for 1879,
stated that there were about two million
children in the Southern States without
instruction.
Probably
about
one-half
were colored and the other half white
children. General Eaton, superintendent
of Public Instruction,

in

his

report

for

1880, recently published, says:

2

The percentage of the white population
not enrolled in the schools is nearly as
great as that of the colored, and in both
cases these percentages represent a class
of people w o are able to contribute very
little

to

the

public

revenues.

In

the

present impoverished condition of nearly
all the States under consideration, it
seems impossible for them to bear even
the burden of element any education for
the entire scheol population.

It is not to be supposed that the mater-

ways of Christian beneficence largely by<¥iat condition of the South has greatly im-

‘the influence of the Star, of which he is a
weekly reader. His is not an isolated
case. The Star can go—does in many
instances, and should in many more—into

remote homes among the hills or in the

far West, where no church bells fill the
air with melody, and where the voice of
preacher or missionary is but seldom
heard. There are lapses, too, from
churoh life, ** backslidings” they are called, and persons grow to neglect almost
every religious daty, perhaps; but they
still take the Star. They have had it for
years; perhaps their parents, now in the

spirit world, tookit before themiyit is a
- part of home to them; they can not do
without it; and they continue to read it.
1t becomes to them sole preacher and re-

_ ligious teacher for years, it may be.
we could double

4

the

circulation

If

of the

since the report was written. But a
change for the better has, already taken
place. General Eaton gives this important testimony as to the hold which this
idea of public education has already gotten upon the southern mind.

Amidst all the discouragements that

selfishness, stupidity, and demagogism
could create, the educators of the nation
worked steadily forward for the public
good, and were gratified to discover that
neither the public school nor any of its
necessary adjuncts or modifications was
misunderstood or

part of the public.

disliked

by .the

On the contrary,

most trying struggles showed

chief

the

that both

educators and people had clear ideas of
the essential objects and characteristics of
these institutions and of their importance
to citizenship andto the perpetuity. of our
national life.

He further affirms that * public’ pathy

where hereafter it may become the means

voice

and ignorance” are the chief obstacles in
the way of the advancing cause of education, and that representative men of the

The corporators of the Printing Estab-

South declare ** the necessity of bringing
the educational interests prominently for

God and duty, to whom no living
may. venture or be able to speak.

1

proved during the period that has elapsed

paperwe should put it into many homes

of reclaiming not a few wanderers from

and if our readers

tation of these reasons, let them
the ‘edition before New Year's.

to pay

so much valuable and interesting
tion as is contained in these 144
clearly printed matter. There
fifty to eighty thousand church

for |

informapages of
are from
members

and others who should have copies of this
F.Baptist Year Book.
They will therefore
send for it at once, or get their pastors to
do it for them, and so get it cheaper in
quantities.
The ‘“‘powers that be,” it must
be confessed, have lacked the confidence
to print enough copies to ‘‘ go round,” and

80 everybody will, very naturally, want to
apply first and make sure of a copy.
But what is in this book? An invitation to
a feagt is ordinarily made more influential
by some revelation of what is to be had
there. Wa will tell our readers what this
Year Book contains, and then if they don’t
decide that they must have it,we will argue

the case with them later. But we hope no
one will tempt us to the argument.
The
columns of .the Star should be used for
other purposes than to persuade any member of our churches of his duty to do so

simple a thing as to by the Register.

The

whole edition should be exhausted before
the Christmas chimes cease their ringing.
In this Year Book is the indispensable
information, terrestrial and celestial, usually contained in the almanacs, together
with a full chronological list of the leading
events in the history of the Freewill Baptist denomination. Then come complete
tables of denomiuational statistics, giving
Yearly
Meetings,
Quarterly
Meetings,
churches, ministers, Post Office addresses,
the gains and losses of the churches during the year, the number of resident and
non-resident members, and the number of
S. 8. scholars. A ‘supplementary ” statement tells the reader about other Baptist
denominations in this country that are
akin to us. An Index to Quarterly Meetings, and an Alphabetical List of Ministers,
come next. Then the Ministerial Obituary
Record since the publication of the last
Register.
We turn the leaves next to learn

(alas! that so many of us have yetto learn
the

simplest

Christian

facts

people)

relating “to

our

ewn

something about the

Printing Establishment, our Benevolent
Societies, and our colleges and schools.
Now, at length, are presented the entrancing (if they are not so, the worse for us!)
pages of the Annual Report of the F. B.

Benevolent Societies and the Financial Secretary—that is, the Foreign and Home Mis-

sion and Education Societies, and the Rev,
E. N. Fernald.
Our indefatigablé" and
much-accomplishing Financial

Secretary

‘deserves the honor of this special mention.
If any man’s face should serve as frontispiece
. to this

.

% genetic wer ruw Popuiar Usage usu spo -

whole

annual ‘record

of

held at Concord: to arouse

public sentiment

lack of a few thousand dollars: this lack
we believe will be supplied. Indeed, we

against the rapidly growing evil of vote-buying
at elections, and among the resolutions adopted
was the following :

Resolved,

That if the clérgy would obtain

knowledge at first hand by attending

primaries

thousand

acts are

~~

that. it may

cerns the Master's kingdom and the com-

mon weal of our whole people. After a
little delay, he has now entered fully
upon the work of enldrging the circula-

tion of the Star in the old Pine Tree
State. * Pastors and friends, the result of
our eftorts and of his labors rest with you.
We pledge anew our best endeavorsto
make the Star deserving of your favor.

‘and the West
o

REGISTER
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IZ Price, twelve cents each by

mail,

postpaid.
Per dozen, $1.18 postpaid.
Per hundred, $7.00 with expressage added.
We are nqw able to fill orders and

hope to receivéa great many
without delay.
:

of them

NOTES.
3, is received.
It makes its usual handsome
appearance.
Our correspondent from the college refers to its contents, on our last page.
The growing list of scholarships is a pleasant
thing
Il friends of the intsitution. The
freshman cigs, though. somewhat smaller than

usual, is still a large one, and indicates no decline of the marked favor with which this col-

lege is regarded by the public. We should like
to see a more rapidly increasing college libra-

Still, the

library

is as serviceable

as

many that are larger. - Bulk, for the mere sake
of bulk, is not«the thing to be aimed at. We
should say that a printed catalogue of the libra-

ry is the thing immediately needed.

The cata

logue pf the theological department looks as
well &§ usual.
Where is the agency that shall
put forty young men into this school of the

prophets?

The members

of the

faculty

ure

doubtless doing all that good and true men can
do to this end, but who are doing the rest, and
perhaps the most vitally essential part, of this

much needed work?

If only one hundred pas-

tors were doing what a few are, whom we wot
of, the forty students of theology who ought to

fore

the issue of the next catalogue.
We quote the
following as to*‘ special studies.” * Students
precluded from entering either course of study
are admitted to the school for such a period as
their eircumstances will allow, and are permitted to pursue elective studies, under the direction of the faculty.” This provision ought
to be more generally taken advantage of.

Several missionaries who have had experience in China have recently united in the publication
©f a pamphlet for the purpose of seting forth the “truth about opium-smokipg.”

Bix of them are ministers and

"

citing.

While the Mormons are likely to have

everything their own way, yét the agitation of
the question will do good, and large audiences
listen attentively to the facts and

will

have still

polygamous marriages

another odium

attaching

te

them, that no polygamist can hope for political
preferment.
Let us hope that the odium will
be so great that good Mormons will not be
willing to bear it.

Our readers will find in this issue
a second
article by the Rev. M. B. Felt on the Sabbath.

We regret the delay which has intervened between this and the
because meanwhile
tice to Bro. Felt
from only a partial
our circumstances,

lay;

former article,
some may have
by judging of
presentation of
are responsible

Bro. F. is not.

have been numbered
followed by another.

was

not

done.

particularly
done injushis position
it. We, or
for the de-

His first article should
to show that it was to be
It was our fault that this

Whether

our

readers agree

with Bro. F. in all his points, or not, this second article will show him to be a firm believer

four have

had

medical experience, so that they are thorough-

have

little re-

authority, we

care not

and we can

spect for the medical

how eminent it may be, whereby this bane is
made to appear a blessing. The pamphlet

forcibly declares that ‘ three or four hundred
missionaries scattered throughout China can
not live among the people without the truth

about opium-smoking

being known to them.”

Of course not! The attempt to bolster up the
opium habit is as futile as the equally gratuitous effort to make it appear that the drinking

habit is benefigent! The

Second

Decennial

Missionary

Confer-

ence of all India, as we learn from an interesting letter by our Dr. Phillips in the Gospel

in All Lands, will convene in Calcutta, Dec.
28, and continue in session for several days.
Among the topics which will be discussed we
note the following: Preaching to the Heathen,
Training of Native Converts, Woman’s Work,

Self-support in the Native Churches, Produc-

inspiration must be kindled in the breast of every one who attends!

And

what

an impulse

must be given to the great work of evangelizing the world!
Surely
it should be the very
best missionary conference ever held,” and

should set in motiona
wave whose force will
swept over the wide
eagerly the results of

mighty missionary tidulnot be spent till it has
world, We shall await
this great meeting, and

hope that our readers will have thé privilege of
seeing an account of it from our India cor-

respondent, who will doubtless be an
participator in its discussions.

active

works

to the Treasurerof

afford

the Home

debate.
The sul

much att
struction

CHAS.8S. PERKINS,

We

k
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A Present Need. 5

will

school. If
might col

While

tl

been

be de- :

wel

have mor

voutly
thankful
that our theological
schools have an unusually large number of
students.
But this state of things, for

from tuit
Building:
paratus

which we have all prayed, makes a demand
upon the churches for cash as well as grat.

new,

\

a de

pearance
and othe

‘itude; and our debts to the Lord's treasury can not be paid in thanksgivings!
Shall these young men whom God has

money,

a

tuition, 4
warrant ¢
readers 0
and learn
ing our n
tage. It
some of 0
that this
reveals tl

called unto the ministry of his San, who
have consecrated themselves unto his serYige in the churches and are seeking in the

schools the culture which
| mand—shall these young

the

reading.

Mission Society, Moses B. Smith, Esq.,
through whose hands all money given for
our cause must finally pass.
:

It is a thing for which we should

of

Jarge and

the churches demen go on with

their studies and complete their course of
preparation for their great work? Or, shall

present ts

the
they leave their classes, abandon
schools, and, with limited knowledge of the

by any in
We do

Bible, crude notions of theology, and unripe

parisons,

theories of preaching, enter the lists where

every man, to be a winner in the broadest
fur-

the peop

Mr. Hale, the republican candidate for governor in New Hampshire bas found it necesssry to deny, over his own signature, tha the év-

nished"? That is the question confronting
many of“ g6r*“theological students as the

er said he “had the means to be elected and
should be,” and to affirm that in the prelimina-

ry canvass he paid no money and authorized
none to be paid except for legitimate expenses.,” We have no good reason to question
the personal integrity of Mr. Hale, and as little

to deny that somebody’s money has been used
Our politics have fallen

as a corruption fund.

The Congregationalist has felt compelled to
deny the * allegation” that it is

impossible to

procure the insertion in it of any utterance
not
in harmony with the couvictions of its editor.”
It declares: “ To our best knowledge and belief—we never, in any single instance, declined
an article solely, or chiefly, because we did not
agree with the conclusions for which it plead.
ed.”
For so good a paper as this indicates, the
Congregationalist is certainly much abused.
The U. 8. Circuit Court in California has de-

cided that the recent anti-Chinese law does not
probibit the Chinese from migrating to this
country, provided they are not working men.
Merchants, students, travelers,. thieves and

murderers (!) are not excluded by this famous

piece of legislation. The
industrious Chinaman will only have fo quit work and he may

come to this country and

no man can say him

nay!

be¢¢ thoroughly

and best sense, must

perhaps,
Now, ¥
an intere
intellectu
recomme
commend
have wri
ed. Ine
ticle to se
read it ca
may be b
courses |
course.
If those
of young
derive be

present term in the semiparies draws to §
os

close,

There is another class of young men who

are, by the
consider an
themselyes.
have heard
“Son
of
watchman,”

grace of God, called upon to
equally serious question for
. They are young men who
the voice from above saying,
man,
I have made thee a
whose hearts have responded

with a glad ‘‘ Here am

I, send me,”

but

who feel their poverty of armor and equip-

ments (and that Is- one of the best things

about them)

and dare not set

themselves

pursued

up as teachers, until they have been
taught. And they are irquiring of the
Lord, and an unusually large number of
them are writing’to
our theological professors, to learn how to

find their way

and their
the schoo
All que
ceive pro

cipal, As
cution.
New H

to

and through the schools ints the pulpit.

Beyond question, the number of students
in our theological schools would be speedily and largely increased, had the Education Society the needed funds to assist
them.
What answer will our people give to
both these classes of our young men? The
present term will close before thanksgiving. Before its close.some of the students

now in school

must decide

Roger
W¥ hel
cert last |
of our.ch
represent
etables
on the o

heads bel

for the next

vest, A
of the pl
singing b
Nr

term and the balance of the year. Others
must decide the question whether they

will enter the schools at all. Help is needTwenty-two
promiment
citizens of New
ed at once—from all sources from which it
Hampshire, whe represent both political parties, have issued a circular offering a reward of is available.
Let the churches, and let in.
$200 for the arrest and conviction of any indi- dividuals, take the work in hand without
vidual for the viol
of the
atio
general laws
n of |
’
’
the State against bribery at the coming elec. owes
an installment on his note to the
tion.
Education Society—and there are
many

@orrespondence.
#9 In addition. to the usual denominational

matter, this department is open to brief and otherwise unobjectionable communications’ from all
parts of our field.
;

The Boston Church.
We

have passed

through

ing crises since my

the Star.

two very try.

last communication

in

But the good Lord, who is evi-

even

in this time of our

greatest

need.

The amount of money now necessarily
hazarded by ourselves is so large that suc.
cess must be secured.
The work of raising funds in’our behalf,
in accordance with the vote of the Anniversaries, 1s now

going

on;

is so short that it is feared

but

the

time

the amount of

ten thousand: dollars which we have been
encouraged to hope for may not be secured unless the voluntary donations and

subscriptions from the churches and from

individuals continue to come in. We need
the help of all who have any interest in
this important work, and we need it at
once.
Whoever gives to advantage must
give quickly, and in order that all the gifts
together may bring tha needed help, many
must give. Not one dollar contributed

tion and Distribution of Christian Literature, outside: of Boston shall be hazarded or
paid in towards our work, unless by the
Medical Missions and Work for the Aboriginal
Races, Dr. Phillips says that more than * two special permission of the donors themhundred missionaries have already signified
their intention to be present.” What a meeting of battle-scarred warriors!
And what an

are foun
mean col

in, and a loyal friend to, the Christian Sabbath.

dently on our side, has remarkably led us,
go that now we have hope, beyond any periRutherford Alcock, Sir George Birdwood and
od in our long, hard struggle.
Deputy Surgeon-General Moore, all physicians
We have secured from the owners of the
of high standing; who clainr that the habit is
Shawmut Avenue property a brief exten.
The pamphlet, which we have not
innocuous.
seen, is said to be an overwhelming refutation ‘sion of time. This has been obtained by a
farther small payment made by ourselves.
of the claim of these distinguished physicians,
Without this extension the whole work
and shows conclusively that ‘‘ moral, political
have failed. Every dollar of the
and commercial. considerations combine to must
prove the importance of suppressing the opium
money pald in by parties outside of Bostrade.” For ourselves, we can have no ques- ton is safe in the hands of the officers of
tion that the position of Great Britain relative the Home Mission Society, and not one
to the opium-traflic is disgraceful,—an outrage cent of it has been
employed to aid us
civilization;

travel, bi

to our

f+ Are nol
ous for ti

ly qualified for the task. They undertake especially to meet the recent statements of Sir

upon

give in th
doubt if

to our Financial Becretary, Rev. E. N.
Fernald, who is also agent for the Home
"Mission Soclety in behalf of this work, or

arguments of

have so far regarded the law as to nominate
for their candidate a man who has only one
wife. The monogamous Mormons will soon
to the front, and

Jar institt
ed here,
The libra
extended

it, and thus

be unto us according

the anti-polygamist speakers.” The Mormons

come

the comn
fact’ that

faith.
:
=
Contributions may still be sent to me, or

directly

The canvass preceding the election of a Congressional delegate from Utah is becoming ex-

‘The moral
into a truly lamentable plight.
sense of the people, however, is not dead.
There wiil be some things proclaimed from the
house-tops yet.

The Catalogue of Bates College, for 1882—

ry.

misapprehdnsions

abor articles for the Atlantic Monthly.

hb

secured.
We ask the prayers of all that
our faith and courage may be strong, and

done jn conuection

disseminated by partisan editors as the Fhanklin
(N. H.) clergyman who prepared himsdif in a
similar way to write pid
in the South and

MAINE FOR THE STAR.

dollars to go with

thing We

the success of this great enterprise will be

vote-buyers and sellers, so as to learn accurate-

ly what immoral
with election
and what

send mes

have every reason to believe that when the.
denomination shall have raised ten thoysand
dollars
we shall have
fifteen

and conventions, and by interviewing editors,
reporters, office-holders, active
politicians and

be as effective in removing

exhaust

in the progress of the work is the multiplication of normal schools andof normal
the West ! What say you, readers,—bedepartments for colored students, a result
fore the 31st day of next August comes .due to the harmony in opinion and intel- Give us your right hand of welcome, your
round, shall the Morning Star shine in ligent foresight of the various agents con- prayers, your subscription and cooperation. In the benefits of whatever gain is
one, two, three thousand more homes
cerned in the elevation of the freedmen.”
secured we shall all share
alike, and
than it does to-day ?
The avails of the Peabody fund are now
shall honor God in the same. We hope
The Ashtabula Quarterly Meeting, in mainly devoted to the fostering of normal
Ohio, answers Yes. We bave just learn- instruction, and Dr. Sears writes these soon to report arrangements completed for
| other States and ‘sections in New England
ed with special pleasure that at its recent hopeful words in his last reporgs™ = #

to us as a people; and, moreover, seeing into how many more homes it should
‘go, where are church-going parents
and also children
fast “growing
to
a manhood and womanhood of usefulness
or of woe,—we feel constrained to cry out
in all possible seriousness,and earnestefforts, and help us push the circulation
of our Morning Star until, instead of in

should possess a copy;

—_

An anti-bribery mass meeting was recently ‘shall rejoice in, except this one thing, the

don’t want to be afflicted with the presen-

under his supervision to July 1, 1870, and

and !—say three thousand ; it ought to be,
and it can be.” His words strengthened
our already strong faith in the possibilities that lie in an eatnest,wide-awake canvass at the present time. We have prayed many times: God bless him, and may
his faith and zeal become those of twice
ten thousand hearts in New England and

dear

Brethren and friends,increase your

sons why every member of our churches

gave the enrollment in schools of all clasAs was announced recently; Rev. James
ses as 247,000. The report of the Com- Boyd, for the past two years the efficient
missioner of Education for the year 1880 and well-known State missionary for our
gives the total number of colored people
‘accepted an apThe ultimate and full responsibility of the under instruction in the various schools churches in Maine. has
pointment
by
the
Printing
Establishment
efforts to be made will be, in this case, of the South, public and private, as’ 800,as General Agent for the Morning Star in
not so much theirs who make ‘the efforts | 113, while the enrollment in the public
Maine. He is well known as an earnest,
as theirs for whom they are made and to schools: alone was 784,709. Notwithactive,
wise and faithful Christian miniswhom they are addressed. We were standing the fact that the Freedmen’s
ter
who
pats his heart and strength into
talking recently
with a man long Bureau, which had so greatly assisted
whatever his hands find to do. In this
known and highly esteemed among our especiallyin the formation and support of
churches, who replied with characteristic colored schools, was dissolved, yet in less new work, h&is pot, laboring for himself
spirit to our modest bid for a thousand than ten years the number of colored pu. nor for the Establishment and the Star
alone; he is laboring for that which ~conmore subscribers to the Star: ‘A thous-

seem
88m

Y-RAY

going

There they are, and they speak for themselves.
!
;
If, now, any one is still in doubt whether he needs and must have a copy..of the
Register, we will argue with him at another
time.
There are threescore and ten rea-

;

as illiterate,and
less than one hundred and
fifty thousand who up to that date had attended school. ‘The final report of Gen.
Howard as commissioner of the Freedmen

We are not

to tell what things are in these reports.

and one-half millions of colored people
above fifteen years of age that were classed

=>

nes

up both hands for his.

In the census of 1870, it appeared that
in the recent slave states there were two

Editorials are usually ‘‘open” enough ing, and shall not be disappointed. Is hopeful aspects of the great problem of
to require no advertisemant of the fact;
this the spirit of our brethren all through Southern education, yet it must not be
but not so with letters. We prefer to the West? We look for further tokens of forgotten that two million children
in the
have the present writing regarded as a | it. Let it grow and spread through all Southern States are without instruction.
letter, because a letter -is a word from our denominational borders and flame out So far.as we have been @ble to
get at the
person to person, full of personal address in all our gatherings, as it used toin by- facts the
progress of education among the
and personal interest, and we wish now
gone years. We notice also thatthe Farm- white people has been nearly or quitg a¢
to speak personally, directly, earnestly
ington (Me.) and the Big Ivy (N. C.) great as among the colored ; but so lohg
and openly to all the friends of the Star.
Quarterly Meetings have lately consider- as the temples of learning are closed to
Now, if we were about to preach-a ser- ed,to some extent, the claims of the Star.
two millions of the children afthe South,
mon we might take as our text this word May the time soon come when the inter- the problem we have had
thrust upon us is
of Paul to the Thessalonians: ‘We be- est in our publications shall show itself not solved, nor so nearly solved as to
permit
seech you, brethren; that ye increase
whenever brethren are gathered for the us to relax our efforts or halt in our enmore and more.” If we take a little lib- consideration of the work unto which God i
deavors to light up these down-trodden
erty with this text and choose to consider has commissioned us.
potential citizens of this great country.
‘‘increase” used transitively here, we shall
We shall returnto this subject again.
0-0-0
4-04
do no worse a thing than many a worthier
Meanwhile, we bespeak a warm welcome
preacher has done before us. Increase
for our canvassers, whether pastors or THE REGISTER AND YEAR BOOK FOR
what, then, more and more ? Our special
1883.
otherwise, whenever and wherever they
application of the apostle’s general ex- shall make themselves ginown. Let their
Itis ready. Every reader of the Star (and
hortation is this: Increase the circula- way be prepared by all present subserib- a good many others) should be interested in
There are fourteen
tion of the Morning Star. We beseech ers speaking of the Star to their friends this announcement.
you, brethren, that ye labor to increase
and urging them to prepare to take it. hundred ministers who are concerned in
the circulation of the Morning Star more The corporators have, after the usual this publication. Their names are in it
Every one of
“and more!
Now you have the whole gifts to the Benevolent Sddieties, put all and—something besides.
thought and special duty, mayhap, which the net proceeds of the Printing Establish- them, of course, wants a copy and will
we would enforce upon your attention meént’s work for the past year into new send for it at once. Ten cents is a small
sum (twelve for
and lay
pon
0
to have introduced

»

¢ things done and endured,” we would hold

as regards

these great questions ?

pils had increased from

The thought

when a parent sends a child upon a certain
errand, if, instead of going, he busies himself about some play, his activity is, never-

thorough

.
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STAR,

ward by means of public addresses.” Is it
-not
a most significant and hopeful fact that

made provision for what we believe

v

me——

lishment, at their recent annual meeting,
be, in the end, a more

MORNING

;

The cofit
voted to |
blessings
mention
tions: J
can do” 1
and Flos
ry depart
ing of
school: a

such— send in the same by the next mail
without further notice. In this way only
can we make a full appropriation the last
week in November, and maintain the present numbers
in our theological schools.
Many of the churches that give to Home
and Foreign Missions give nothing to this
cause. Let every such church enter the
¥ducation Society upon its list of benefic-

iaries at ofice.

and Miss
The cone
all who |
the comi
harvest.

Our Se
we are lo
of many

’

All funds contributed to the cause in
New England are used to assist students

Provid

in New England . Institutions, and all contributions coming from west of New Eng-

x

land go to assist our young men In the
West.
The Gemand, both East and West,
was never greater than now, and never
could funds for this object be used more

It is not our purpose to give a history of the

More p
nanded
Why th
men? [i
we pray
Under th
a farmer
planted
harvest.
The L
meet oui

of the influence that it has exerted in the past.

studying
are wait

effectively.

E.N.

FERNALD.

Lewiston, Me., Oct. 30.

New Hampton.
New Hampton Institute, or to speak at length

Such a recital would present nothing new to
many of the readers of the Star. That the
school has been a molding influence for good,
not only to the church, and the state wherein
it is located, butto the country at large, all

enable tk
getting r
The m
ing to h

claled, |
same tin

who are familiar with its history will bear witness. The pulpit, the bar, the colleges, the
halls of congress, the mission-fields, and thou-

boys wh
pastorate

sands of homes have felt and Acknowledged
this influence. But it is our purpose, at pres-

preparat
double t]
have bee
to hold

ent, to present a few facts in regard to the
present standing and needs of the school. It
is doubtful if any school of like grade, in New
England

presents as many

advantages

as are

offered here for so small an outlay to the student. The board of instruction is composed of
teachers of large experience; and, considered
In its entirety, the institution has never, we
think, been stronger. There are six cougges of
study: The English and Classical course, of
four years; Classical course, of three years;
English
course,” of three
years; Scien-

tific course, of

two

years;

disburse
°

few weel

10 the be
column
ART

fe th
Associat

Musical course,

church j
T.C. Co

of e,
three
selves, until the whole twenty-five thou- of three years, and Commercial cours
terms of ten weeks each. Besides the advansand dollars shall have been secured in re.
tages usually offered by such schools, the Comliable pledges.
We are putting our whole mercial college is an addition which any,
inst

strength into the work here, and, with
God's help, we mean to succeed,

We have

now taken full possession of the Shawmut
Avenue church, and have commenceda

Sunday morning service.
Our expectations in regard
congregations and increased

thus far, fully realized.

to increased
interest are,

To me, the work

now looks promising beyond whatI had
dared to hope. Everything seems to be in
favor of such a success here as all who
have bad anything to. do with the work

Most;
of

ter and
i steadfast

tution might well be proud of. With teachers

of large and successful
most approved methods

Past, T
mony,
eral yea,

experience, dnd the

of imparting

instruct.

fon in commercial studies, this department is
taking very high rank among the commercial
colleges of the country, “A teacher of penmenship, acknowledged by all the penman of distinction in the cquntry to be of the very best,

the Ags
Vit the
Freewill

ally cor
hich

Is employed every day of the school year, and
students of every department may enjoy the

advantages

very

of instruction

moderate

prices.

taught every day, and

in this branch,
Telegrapby

pupils are’ prepared

hesitate

at

is’ also

to

|
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/
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be defer,
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time, the subject be presented to the churches
<end messages and receive by sound. If any-. for their consideration and action that delegates
thing were Wanting te prove the superiorityof might vote by instruction this year. This
fact that Boston and other cities, having simi-

Jar institutions at home, are alway represent-

ed here, would go far to establish its claims.
The libraries at New Hampton deserve more
extended mention than we feel at liberty to
give in this article. Suffice it to say that we
History,
doubt if any seminary has better.

travel, biography, and the best works of fiction

are found in abundance, while there is no
mean collection of encyclopedias and other
works of reference. The literary societies are

Jarge and flourishing, and the wéekly meetings

course has been taken, and the result was that
a resolution was adopted
unanimously,
to
make application, at the next session of the
General Conference, to be héld in. Towa, in the
fall of 1883, to be received as a member of that

body.
Rev.

%
T. C:: Cofer, pastor of the church in

Women everywhere use Parzer’s Ginger Tenic,
because they have learned by experience that it
overcomes despondency, indigestion, weakness in
the back and kidneys, and other troubles of the
sex.—Journal, .
4
es

his friends

of his very pleasant journey to Harper’s Ferry

our Foreign Mission cause, with the request
that I convert it into money for the cause.

and of his cordial reception there. He saya:
¢¢ The school opens finely, a larger numberof

The offering costs her no little sacrifice, ag the
ring was the last gift of a dear friend who is no
more.
I suggest that somebody buy it at a 1ib-

students than ever before in October, and still
they come.
The prospect now is that it will

Nex!
to Jove, sympathy
is the divinest
of the human re
yr he.
'
.

be crowded to its utmost capacity. The great
eral price, and return it to its place on the do- ‘necessity of the school is an endowment fund
nor’s hand for the.sake of its sacredness as the that will increase the teaching force, or in the
memento of a friend forever absent. I will near future our already over-worked teachers
gladly transact the business for any one who
must yield to constant strain upon their physiwill make the most liberal offer before Thanks- cal powers, and be compelled.td’ give up the
giving.
:
grand and glorious work in which they are
i 5. Rev. A. Losee’s proposition in the Star now engaged. Brethren, shall the taunting
of Oct.4 to be “one of twenty to raise $2,000 words said of Christ when on the cross, ¢ He

|

department, we think that the

wa

the commercial

Mbg ~The Rev. D. Waterman informs

of Oct. 4, a lady has sent me a plain gold

ofsmall size and fine quality, as an offeri

Nashville, was elected a delegateto convey the
request for admission, and if received to represent the body. Rev. J. W. Gower, one of the
aged and honored of the ministers, was elected
alternate.

speakinggthe

peen well ‘maintained, the running expenses
have more than kept pace with the receipts
from tuitions, the principal source:of revenue.
Buildings. are constantly peeding repairs, apparatus wears out and must be replaced by
new, a decent regard must be had for the appearance of the grounds and various recitation
and other rooms. ~All these things require

money, and as most

of our revenue is from

(ition, and as the adyantages here offered
warrant our doing so, we cordially invite the

readers of this article to investigate our claims
and learn if assistance on their part, in swell
ing our numbers, will not be of mutual advantage. It has occurred to us that, possibly,
some of our clergy do not appreciate the work

that this school is accomplishing; for inquiry
reveals the fact that some do not take pains to
present to their people the advantages

offered

by any institutions of learning.
We do not like frequent indulgence in comparisons, but the question suggests
itself,

| «« Are not our Methodist brethren more zealous for their denominational schools than sre
te people of other denominations, excepting
perhaps, the Episcopalians?
Now, we believe that the clergy should show

an interest in whatever is beneficial to a people
intellectually #8 well as spiritually; and to
recommend a school whose merits justify such
commendation
should be a pleasure.
We
have writteh at greater length thaa we intended. In closing we invite all readers of this article to send for a copy of our new catalogue,

read it carefully, and recommend us to all who
may be benefited by: pursuing any one of the
courses laid down, or by a miscellaneous

‘Lost Books.

of themselves as an isolated body of that small
number, but connected with, and a part of a
body numbering over eighty thousand.
Doubtless, it would be wel] if other small and

scattered bodiesof FreewilyBaptists, good and
true in the sunny South could become acquaint-

ed with and identified with us, that there. may
be with us, *‘ no North, no South,” but the
bodies composing the General - Conference be
located through the length and breadth of the

welcome at their homes.

me

very

much

&

church building has been commenced, with the
expectation that it will be sufficiently finished

ual, a member of the church with the cause at

this fall to be used through the winter.

covered a period of seven years and in that
time I have served in several offi¢ial relations.
In the S.school I am acting as assistant su-

in Nashville, the

capital city.

Recently

This

will greatly increase their prospects for useful

ness, growth and

permanency.

The churches

of the Asso. are assisting to erect the building.
May great blessings come to those churches
and their unsaved friends.
S. D. BATES.

Marion, O., Nov. 1.

If those who can do so will send us names
of young ladies and gentlemen of un age to

if

cipal, Associate Principal, or Teacher of Elocution.
New Hampton, N. H.

COR.

THES.

+0

Roger Williams F. B. Sunday-school.

THE

PRESENT

FINANCIAL

heart.

My identification with

with

particular.

the call of the

Lord

in

_ The matter is that we are doing almost nothlng to help fit up the men whom the Lord has
claled. Shall we continue to pray and at the
Same time Jessen the amount of help to the

boys whom

the Lord is calling to important

Pastorates and

to India

through

We must

H. H. HOWARD.

Mrs.

It is really a cross to je to send

the second, third, fourth, fifth notice to one of
my brethren or sisters that .35—.50—$1.00—

$6.00is due on his note of hand! And 1 suppose
it is a trial to those who receive the notices!
Brethren and sisters, can’t we help one another in this matter somehow ?

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news.
These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ-

Rev. E. Crowell writes us from West Bethany, N. Y., as follows: ‘‘ After a pleasant pastorate of nearly five years, I have concluded to

pay
not.

Many of the notes are now overdue... The care

column of figures.

of them all costs a good deal of time, labor and
"when

Cumberland Association.

Their payment would be a great re-

fue thirty.ninth session of the Cumberland

Association of F, Baptists, was held at-. Head's

paid

in is invested

The money

in large sums, and

the interest on it is collected at much less expense. It costs about as much to collect the
interest on a five dollar subscription note as on

church in Robertson Co., Tenn., Oct. 14, Rev, _an investment of a thousand dollars. I ear. |
+ C. Cofer, Moderator and J. R. Gower, Clerk. nestly request every one indebted to the Bible
Mostof the churches were represented by- let- School Fund, whose eye falls on this article, to |
jler and delegation, and reported a general make a special effort, at once, to cancel this obsteadfastness and some revival during the year ligation. The notes (except those in Ohio) are
Past. The business was donein love and hare all in my hands by direction of the ¥. M.

mony, During my first visit to this body, sevTay years since, I suggested to the brethren of
1¢ A850., the propriety and benefit of a union

Board.
It will save much time, and avoid the
liability to numerous mistakes, if all remittances of these funds be made directly to me.

VIt'the Gen. Conference of North America of

In every case of receipt of money on a note,
the money will be credited and endorsed on

The matter has been care-

ully considered and at theimeeting of last year,

hich

/

[ attended, the delegates

were

ready

the

note,

warder

and

a

Receipt

by return mail,

sent

to

the for-

If the money is sent

Personally to vote in favor of such union; but

elsewhere, I can not, of course, be responsible

esitated, as they had not been instructed by
fle churches to take such action in their beal. 1 suggested that action in that direction
be deferred for one year sind that, in the mean:

for delays or errors. In every case of the payment of a note in full, the note will be ‘ can-

I

[]

celled” and returned

4,

In response

by mail to the signer.

thé meetings.

Miss

present one week

sion should be sent to Rufus

leave my people of West Bethany
the winter with my three sons on

The whole

hi

this fall and

doah Mission.
Moses B. Smith,

{The

January

sessipn will

H.M.

with

FORD,

H.

field and

help

ton, Mass.
Rev. J. C. Steele, North

were good, preached
W. H. Yeoman

for Jesus.

Sec¢ial

meetings

consecration

were

meeting

by Bro.
Wood.
things,
long
to

is to raise the money to
M. Phillips. Mrs. Coe is
addresses.
rg
Virginia.
x

We learn that the Rev. N.C. Brackett and
family have returned to Harper's Ferry much

by their vacation:

the

Treasurer of
M., to whom

It
be

extra,

The

in

the

at

the

Days’

Sandwich

W.

B. Davis and E. H.

And

Davis

was
a
feast
remembered.

taken

Q. M.

by

W. Davis.

of
One

Q. M. stir up

G.

that each

to bold

Q. M.,

this session
to

arrange

with

W.

H.

and
and
and

Rev’s

Wood,

following
Whereas

Lothrop

and

Moulton.

above

to

find the

are

re-

committee

C. M. EMERY, Clerk.
The thirty-fourth ses-

evening Nov. 17, and

continuing

to the

close of

the following Sunday.
The resident pastors are
very desirous of ministerial assistance, outside
: the Q. M. limits.
W. H. CHAPMAN, Clerk.

The

Rochester

in the time

(N. Y.)

with the Fairport

Nov. 17—19, beginning 2 P.

M.

on

the

church,

17th.

The

opening sermon will be by Rev. J. C Steele.
The
Ministers and Laymens&Instituie is to commence

sion, and

prophecy indicate the literal return

Thursday

Whereas, in the history of our pastorless church-

es, it is true that mistakes are often made in engag-

ing ministers of whom little is known, and whose
sharacier will not always bear investigation,thereore,
Resolved, That we recommend to our churches
the Q. M. com.

engag-

expected that all of

represented

6—8.

by letters and

with
The

the

Cathoun

delegates.

DON'T

DIE

es, bed-bugs,
phers. T75c.

flies,

The at-

North Parma Ch NY
Rochester Q M By Rev
C B Hart
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Reed
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Scottsburg
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Jackson Ch

by
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W

Soc Rev W Walker
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«42Gibson Q M

ing ** Wells’ Health Renewer.”
The ancient city

$i.

of Babylon,

\containe
vacant land enough to
the population during a siege.

go-

Druggists.
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supply

walled,

corn

for
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my
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and always keep
|

for'a gcore/or

it with me.

more

WARREN

of

Note

North

Respectfully.
GEO, H.

Y

by

i

Parma

HARRIS.

N

AND

October,
F.M.
20

Jefferson
QM N Y
Rev J J Allen

By
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Ladies’ Aux
«.

.*T

Q M

;

i

“

Horace
Perry
manent Fund

Per:

Otsego Q M By
Varysburg

NY

Ch

”

The

of King Arthur.

Story of the Iliad and

the

Odyssey.

the Fields, oR THE TEACHINGS OF
NATURE AS SEASONS CHANGE. With vign.
ette frontispiece
12mo, cloth.

$1.50

The Three Trappers.
A Story of Adventure in the Wilds
By ACHILLES DAUNT.
12mo, cloth. profusely illustrated.

of Canada.
$1.50

Beyond the Himalayas.
A Story of Travel and Adventure in the wilds oy
Thibet.
By JOHN GEDDIE.
12mo, cloth with numerous illustrations.

31.50

Ralph's Year In Russia.
A Story
Europe.

of Travel and Adventure in Eastern
Br ROBEET RICHARDSON, author of

“ Almost a

Hero,” ete.

$1.50

In the Polar Regions; oR NaIN THE
and Sto-

AND NATURAL- HISTORY
TURE
FROZEN
ZONE.
With Anecdotes

Soc,
10

In

1.00

the

Temperate

OR, NATURE AND
THE TEMPERATE

2.06

. $1.25

Regions;

NATURAL
HISTORY IN
ZONES.
With
Anecdotes

and Stories of Adventure and Travel
12mo, cloth, fully illustrated.

Rambles

$1.25

in Rome.

An Arch@logical

and

Galleries,

of Rome

Historical

Viilas,

and

Guide

Churches,

the Campagna.

Archmological

cal Lecturer on Roman Antiquities.
plans and illustrations.

3.10

10.00

and

to the

and

By

An-

8S.

Histori-

With maps,

12mo, cloth.

$1.50

A@-For sale by the Jriveipal booksellers, or will
be forwarded postpai on receipt of price.

1.00

THOMAS NELSON & SONS,

5.00

2 00

42

142
29%

1.42
2.98

5k

17

2.68

a2
1.50
86

2.58

.

1.20

100.00
1.06
42.09

1.80
175.04

10.62

J. C. STEELE, Treas.

Send draft on

der on Attica M’g

istered Letters.

$1.50

12mo, cloth, profusely illustrated. -

6.20

in

$2.00

Homer's Stories Simply Told
Stories of the Days

tiquities

by

North Parma, N. Y.

ol,

Regions

1.00

D Boyd

Total

Nore.

GEDDIE,

¢ SHAKESPEARE'S STORIES
SIMPLY TOLD.”

RUSSELL FORBES,

ev A F Schermerhorn
:

:

His

By JOHN

30.00
on

Otsdawa

Empire:

ries of Adventure and Travel.
EQ

A,

$3.50.

and other eminent artists, each.

Museum,

Evaos Int on

Mortgage
SR Evans
Note

Flaxman

Clerk.

2.00

10.00

M.

By CHARLES HENRY HANSON.
12mo, cloth,
beveled.
With illustrations from designs by

5.00
2.25

For Minutes

SR

Russian

UNIFORM WITH

5.00

6.20

PEN

MACAULAY,

12mo, cloth, with fine engravings.

Ellsworth
the third

4.09

$3.00

JAMES

SERIES.

wiTH

F. R. G. S., author
of * Lake
Central Africa,” etc.
12mo, cloth, beveled, with maps.

ser-

Clerk.

1882,
H M
20

4.09

By

Drawn

TORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE.

the Had-

Opening’

PENCIL.

The

not

Clerk.

with

24—26.

Y Ch

Int

GIBBS,

I prefer Downs’ Elixir to any other cough remedy for children, simply onaccount of its tonic and
«

Rev

years,

President Vermont Life Ins. Co.
Fairhaven, Vt., Jan. 1, 1882,

expectorant qualities.
Z

N

A

AW GatesSherman NY
Herman Dutton Int on

Rey

;
Burlington, Vt., Jan. 25, 1882.
I have used Down’s Elixir exclusively for myself
and

Rev

Rev L White

chipmunks,
.

have

Pictures,

author of * The Leisure Hour.”
Imperial 8vo, cloth, gilt, illustrated,

Association.

Receipts for

Clears out rats, mice, roach-

moles,

who

C, E. WOODCOCK,

were

IN THE HOYSE.,
ants,

Nov.

Saturday in Dec.

Sherburne Ch

“ Rough on Rats.”

churches

& North.Branch

Central

Clerk:

Sea

the Jews?

‘Bllsworth (Me.) with the West
church, commencing the Friday before

B. Hart and G. Donnocker with good interest to
all who were present and we felt the influence of
the Divine Spirit with us. The services were all
interesting and we felt to say as did Peter, * Mas.
ter, it is good for us to be here.”
F. WARNER,

of

L. I. ANDRUS,

tendance was good.
The business was harmoniously transacted.
The preaching was by Rev’s C.

Next session with the Scotsburg church.

NEW VOLUME OF THE PEN AND PENCIL

The Garden, the Woods, and

Essays,—Does

mon, Friday 7:30 p. M., by Rev. F. R. Randall.

Webster

churches

the

ley’s Corners church,

A. J. DAVIS, Clerk.

(N. Y.)—Held

B. Hart;

bring the money or send it.
G. P. LINDERMAN,

Blue Earth Valley (Minn.)—Held “its September session with the Freewill Baptist church
at Mapleton.
:
The December session ‘will be held with the
church at Freedom. The business session will be
on Friday the 8th at 2 o’clock P, M.

church, Oct.

C.

paid their tax of ten cents
per .member to defray
expense to Cen. ‘Association of delegates will

pastors living in the neighborhood
of such
churches should cooperate in and push that work.
2
C. L.st PINKHAM,
Clerk.
finer
;

Freedom

sermon,

commencing Friday evening, Dec. 1, with a sermon by Rey. C. E. Hallock. We look for a good
attendance, and anticipate a profitable time. It is

esolved, That we as a Q. M. should make more
earnest effort to resuscitate our feeble churches
which are unable to support pastors, and that

Crossing

v

Rev. T. A. Stevens; Justification, Rev. J. Kettle;
Church extension within our Q. M. limits, Rev. C.
E, Brockway; Nature and, limits of Free Will,
v. J. C. Steéle; Home
Missiofis, J. T. Clagne;
Depraviey: N- F. Strickland; Original Sin not actual sin,
Rev. C. A. Hilton; The
place of the 8S.
School Sup’c., R. E. Nesbet; Life,
Rev. H. Whitcher.
C. B, HART, Clerk.
Oswego (N. Y.) with the Hastings church,

‘ber, with conference Tuesday preceding?’

betore

Nov. 19.

PROGRAMME.

to the3d Wednesday in Septem-

the importance of Sopferring with

evening,

Opening

the changing of the time of holding the

mitteé, or some reliable authority,
ing ab unknown man as pastor.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

are

churches to

of holding our quarterly sessions; therefore,
Resolved, That the churches of the Q. M. be requested to answer the following question angAeturn the answer at the next session : ** Will
you as
as a church favor the omission of the August sesOctober session

NELSON'S

D.

sion of this Q. M. will be held with the church in
Orange, Cuyahoga Co., commencing on Friday

tions were passed :
qite a portion of the New Durham Q.

M. deem it wise that a change be made

and

Delegates and visitors

on entertainment.
Geauga & Portage.

the churches

ge

18135

Clerk.

Katon,

with the

quested to go to the church

a

St.,

O. Wiggin;

The ministers appointed as

S. 8. Convention.

Mission Society.

his church

560 Washington
BOSTON.

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
. Belknap(N. H.) at Franklin Falls, Nov. 21-23,
one week later than usual on account of the State

good
step

Oil ‘Cloth and

}

558 and

which they are appointed to determine the time of
holding meetings.
J. W. SCRIBNER, Clerk.

the sisters,

and variety of Foreign

Carpeting,

Q. M.

and

Prescott; 1st

requested to communicate

led

grade

Domestic

Matting.

Meetings

H. Trafton; West Campton, C. W. Nelson

the

afternoon

every

and

dith Village,T. H. Smi
and G. O. Wiggin;
Moultonboro’,J. Erskine and J. W. Scribner; New
Hampton, G.0. Wiggin and T. H. Smithers; 1st
Sandwich,J. W. Scribner and T. H. Smithers;
2d Sandwich,E. H. Prescott and D. W. Davis ;
Tamworth Iron Works, C. T. D. Crockett and W.

having no pastors and assist them to hold such
meetings this fall and winter. The committee consists of

(8t30)
Co., N.

Trafton and D. Calley; 2d Eaton, J. Runnells
C.T. D. Crockett; Ellsworth, D. Batchelder
B.F. Mudgett;
3.) Hokderoess, D. W. Davis

protracted meeting at their own time and select
their men, and that a committee be appointed

for Three

“Alexandria, D.

Eastman,

business committee recommended
the

of

WILTONS,
BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,
AXMINSTERS,
ORIENTAL RUGS,

Ashland, T. H. Smithers and C. W. Nelson;
Bartlett, C.T. D. Crockett, and J. Pettingill; Bridgewater, C. W. Griffin and D. Bachelder; Bristol, J.

Clerk.

especially

Thursday

that of forming a Woman’s
.pastor in

Treasurer

C. M. EMERY,

where friends may address her after Dec. 1.”
The Ohio Frée Communion Baptist Wom-

for

Parma, Monroe

M.

The sermons

Q. M., and

in the right direction was

:

Freewill

preparing
:

AND RETAIL.

“will meet at Franklin Falls, November 23, at 9 A.

Soe N
Opeoata.

Ohio.

the

Notice.
The Ministers’ Conference of the Belknap

Appointments

by Rev’s M. A. Quimby and

of Belknap

Dr.

Miss Mary
:

SR

Miss. Soc.

Lothrop,Moulton and Wood of New Durham Q. M.

Yi,

WHOLESALE

Y., Treasurer of the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions should be sent.
“ Mrs. H. J. Coe. 821 Scranton
Avenue, Cleveland,
0. Treasurer O. Free Com. Baptist Woman's

to drive the enemy from the

take the world

#

INI

Most ofthe churches reis no J. Erskine; Jaekson; J. Runnells and W. H.
Trafton; Madison, J. W. Scribner and T. Ken!stoo;
among the churches at present,
Meredith, J. B.
Davig
and T. Keniston; MereThey are having some new re-

mean. by. God’s

N. H.,

(25t)

Rev. Charles S. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

cruits. Bro. Avery
feels:thdt the Q. M. did them
good.
Since our May session, a goodly number of
converts have been added to some of the churches
by baptism, encouraging the hearts of the older
veterans.
As a Q. M. we are advancing, and

If any of the readers of

of

H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa,
the Iowa F. B.
Home Missions.

Rev

an’s Mission Society
support Sister Nellie
treasurer,
See P.O.
West

. (26423)

and Eduéa-

Rev: S.F. Smith, Fairbury, Neb.,
M. Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y.

the Star have friends on the Pacific shore whom
The Man of the Iron Mask died in 1703, after
in French prisons.
they would like me to call upon they will please long confinementmr
———
send me their address before Dec. 1. Mrs.
THAT HUSBAND OF MINE
Crowell will spend the winter with her daugh- Is three times the man he/was before he began us~~

Portland,

all Home Mission funds are to be sent.

with the Epsom church.
special interest
except Epsom.

of Dover,

BE

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. to whom contributions

New Durham (N. H.)—Held its last session

My address after Dec. 1 will be 1928 Sutton St.,

Treasurer

may be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

sermons -

be held

in Colebrook.

Hutchins,

2

CARPETS
J HLPRAY,SONS€0

:
Mission
und Education”
Societies,Concord, N. H.
(1362)

e went to our homes feeling that the world is
deld and we are the commissioned ones to

church

and then hope to be ready to accept any pastorate that presents itself’# my consideration.

ter, Mrs. Rev. L. A. Crandall, at Owego, N.

13tdleow

Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harper’s Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-

Florence

The

Caswell

by:
pa-

Rev. J. H. Walrath,
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

the

the churches

winter.

A.

Northwood, N. H., Oct. 7, by the same,

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M, Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(1028)

give it the gospel. May this feeling of personal
responsibility be in all Quarterly Meetings.
.

and spend
the Pacific

Sent
this

Rochester,

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev.A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

Q. M. was char-

visitation of the Spirit among

Waldo

R. P. Perry, of New Yurk City, and
S. Canney, of Strafford, N. H.

H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
of
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeting, to whom:

the

slope.” “I intend to start about the first week
in December on the Southern Pacific R. R. and
expect to return about the first of April next,

San Francisco, Cal.

Block,

Deering,

Me.

and Shoroush determinaticn. A real missionar;
Spirit geized
the meeting and held it to the end.

He also delivered his celebrat-

age in

Post-Office Addresses.

pr
the papers pr
, the
topics
aiscussed, showed careful preparation, earnest zeal

to assist in

powers

sermon, Wednesday, was by Rev.F. E. Davidson,
of Biddeford, Me.
Thursday there was preaching

church.

Mr.

Perry—Canney—At the Free Baptist parsoh-

all money for this Soc. should be sent.

of tl

ed lecture,‘ To and Fro in London,” to a large

to a suggestion in the Star { refreshed
[

Newmarket,

same, Mr. J. Herbert

J. A. Lowell, Danville, Mrs. M. M. H. Hills, Dover,
Mrs, Poor, Fremont, Mrs. C. D. Dudley, Great
Falls, Mrs. C. L. Plummer, Kittery. The opening

for the

Ff

thanks.
Doubtless many who do not
would be equally glad to do so, but can

10 the boys. Let us fill up Bro. Fernald's third

Freewill Baptists.

York.

Power's

tion Societies.

of

A Conklin of

and Miss Mary Bell Cate, of Northwood.

REV. E. NoFERNALD (to whom all contribuviens
fromthe churches for our Benevolent Societies should
besént) Lewiston, Me.
52t
the Maine State MisAll money contributed f

acterized by earnestness and power. The letters
were cheering. The whole field puts on a more
cheerful aspect. The brethren are taking heart.
Revivals are expected. Many prayers went up

Special gospel meetings have been held with
the church at Pike for three weeks, resulting in
quickening the church and in the conversion
of some souls. John R. Clark, the temperance

and highly interested audience.

lief to the Society and its officers.

Haley,

the Sheffield

carefully followed that the right man only be
chosen to reap a rich harvestof souls in this
important field.
:

To all such I beg te express a word of hearty

Tr
s——————
fri fesmm———————

By®F.

the Rev. C. E. Pinkham,

Notices.

morning, afternoon and evening. A good interest
ers, not{jnecessarily for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday nightin order to was manifested and an earnest desire expressed
for asrevival of God’s work.
Bas
get into the next issue of the
Star.
We,
of
course, reserve the right to condense, or toreject,
| The location of the next session was not decid.
W. J. DUDLEY, Clerk.
when for any reason it shall seem well to do so, ed.
matter thus furnished. ]
:
Ashtabula (0.)—Held its Oct. session with

New

149

vw YX.

Mrs. James Rand, So. Berwick, Me., Mrs. J. N.
Reed, Candia, Mrs. D. Bachelder, Concord, Mrs.

Ministers and Churches,

evangelist, was

patience.

per, W. A. NOYES,

Ham, Portsmouth, Mrs. Cyrus Roberts, Raymond,

promptly, as they cauyjlie
some before they
were due—and many whose notes are not yet
due, are very prompt in paying their interest.

ARTHUR GIVEN, Cor. Sec. of Ed. Soc.

majority

Ce ;

ing, I will send 1ree of charge, to all who desire it,
this recipe, in German, French or English, with

by the sisters. An Auxiliary Woman’s Mission
Society was organized.
Officers:
i
hit im
{ G. C. Waterman; Secretary, Mrs. C. D. Dudley;
| Vice-Presidents,
Mrs. J. B. Daniels, Manchester,

Unless we

send full remittances

A

A
Me
lod (2)
Smee

and Miss Nellie A. Trickey, both of Northwood.
Montgomery—Hoitt—At the Free Baptist
parsonage
in Northwood, N. H., July 15, by the
same,
Mr. Henry R. Montgomery and Miss
Rose
M. Hoitt, both of N.
:
Hutchins—Cate—In Northwood, N. H. at the
residence of the bride’s parents, Aug. 29, by
the

cure for Consumption

full directions for preparing and using.
mail, by addressing with stamp, naming

day afternoon was devoted to missions, conducted

A large number of the notes have been paid

double the amount of aid which the young men
have been receiving,
we shall be more consistent
t0 hold up a while on our praying.
The first
disbursement of the year is to be made up in a

19.

Books Forwarded
BY MAIL.
;
J H Green Warren Centre Pa
Mrs Jesse Royal Barkerville Lewiston
Rev Josephus Latham Frangisco Gib Co
Jacob Stuart Camer

thany.
:
Caswell-Trickey—In Northwood, N. H., at
the residence of the bride’s parents, July 8, by

in thousands
of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer

Deetings.

Oct. «18,

Smith—T H

Hamilton, of Batavia, and Miss Alta

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat an:
Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure
f
ervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,

churches reported either by letter or verbally.
Delegates were in attendance from York Co. aud
ew Durham Q. M’s. Rey. James Boyd reported
the mission work in Maine. A part of Wednes-

this in view, and

ten years of

Preparation That will bémockery.

few weeks.

in this way.

churcn,

family

We esteem it

tested its wonderful curative

M

I arcied,

CONSUMPTION CURED.
;
An old physician retired from practice, having
had placed in hjs han is by an East India missivnary
tie formula of a simple vegetable remedy for

after having

O

Ris-

Ramsey—J E
Smith-—R

Lawrence—Sargent—At the parsonage
im
Loudon, N. H., Nov. 1, by the Rev, C E. Hurd, Mr.
Warner W. Lawrence of Wellington, Me, and
Miss Anna L. Sargent of Loudon.
Hamilton—Conklin—uct. 26, by the Rev. E.
Crowell of
West Bethany, N. Y.,, Mr. Eugene L.

Pity is sworn servant unto love,and this be sure,

the speedy and permanent

Ridge—Wm

enn
i
ji
E R Williams Woolsey College Green Co Tenn

Publisher of Zions
in my

8

Rev JW Gower Pleasant View Chatham

wherever it begias to make the way,it lets the mas.
ter in, © SE
;
J

Rockingham (N. H.)—Held with the So. Berwick

2. The next Remittance will be due Nov.
W# held our annual Harvest and Praise con25, and the sum to be remitted is $1715.00.
cert last Sunday evening in the audience room
Rev. F,Btarbird, who for the year past has
The Treasurer has now in hand, to make
of our church.
We had a crowded house, and
been doing good, earnest work in Carthage
this remittance and puy up the deficiency on
represented the harvest by a pyramid of vegand vicinity, is enjoying a revival in East Dixetables on one corner of the platform and the last quarter, $626 92,
field. In ope week eighteen were seekers of
on the opposite a large sheaf of wheat, the
The balance, therefore, to baraised between
the heavenly kingdom, and Bro. S. baptized
heads being full of grain and ripe for the har- now and the 25th of this month is $2222.26.
vest, A very large squash otéupied the front
To do this it is evident that some extra effort, five Oct. 22 and added them to the church, one
sister being 75 years of age.
:
of the platform.
The exercise opened with
over and above the regular contributions of the
The
interest
in
the
Saco
church
has
been insinging by the school, Scripture reading by Bro.
churches, will be necessary.
Let that effort be
creasing during the fall. The pastor has been
Alfred Anthoby and.-prayer by the pastor.
made in the fear of the Lord, and the love of
The po
as very interesting and was de- his cause, all along the line, and we shall have, holding extra meetings, assisted a part of the
voted to praise and song to God for bis great not only a balanced Treasury, which is only an time by Rev. J. B. Jordan, and anxious souls
blessings to us as a Sunday-school. I wish to incidental matter, bat a sustained and en- are seeking the kingdom of God.
Rev. H. Atwood is about-elosing his tenth
mention a few of the most interesting seleccouraged Mission, which is the main thing. A |
tions: A duet, entitled, “What [little hands pinched and barren treasury is- bad enough, year of pastoral Iabor with the Barter’s Island |
church.
An interesting scene occurred with
can do” was sung by Misses Maud Armstrong
surely.
But an unpaid, and therefore uisand Flossie Eddy, both members of the prima- heartened, Mission, is evidently a great deal them on the last Sabbath in October. After
the forenoon service, and amid a torrent of
ry department; a chorus of male voices consistworse.
That is a thing we can not at all af
rain, a large congregation assembled at the
ing of eight young men from
the Sundayford, and we should not think of it.
*
Old Baptism Grounds,” and five happy censchool: also a duet by Mrs. John Kingsford
8. The Bible School Notes are rapidly beverts were buried with Christ in baptism.
It
and'Miss Nettie Clark was very finely sung.
coming due.
is expected others will follow the 2nd Sunday
The concert was a success and could but teach
" There are now in my hands for collection
in November.
all who listened that we must be prepared it
three hundred and thirty-one (331) of these
“The preacher’s plan,” whereby pastorless
the coming of the Lord to be gathered into his
notes,
They are signed bv persons in nine difchurches may be supplied, has been adopted by
harvest.
ferent States.
(The Ohio notes are in the
the Otisfield Q. M....Rev. W. J. Twort of
Our School is ina prosperous condition and
hands of Rev. 8. D. Bates of Marion, Ohio.)
Otisfield is using successfully Long’s illustrated
we are looking and praying for the bringing in
The notes were all given on time, ranging from
sermons....Rev. J. M. Remick of Cape Elizaof many precious sheaves to the Master.
one year-to‘fen;
at interest payable annually. beth and West Cape recently baptized a band
H. K. CLARK
Very little interest has ever been paid until
of converts, his wife being the first of the numnProvidence, R. I., Nov. 2.
notice was given that it wus due. Ina few
ber. These churches are greatly encouraged.
unaccountable instances, notice fis been sent
Rev. B. A. Sherwood,
late of Manchester, N.
many times, and not only has no money been
What is the Matter ?
H., bas begun his pastoral work with the W.
paid, but not even an acknowledgment of the
Buxton church....Rev, Columbus Keene supMore pastors are needed.
More men are denotice has ever been made!
There must be
plies the Webb’s Mills church.
manded in India to save us ‘from disgrace.
some mistake about this somewhere!
It
Seven persons have been baptized and eight
Why this unsupplied demand for qualified seems to be my duty to send the notices when
received into the Rockland church during the
men? [t has béen suggested and urged that
the payments are due. The Board ought to summer and fall months....There is also a
we pray the Lord of the barvest for more men.
call me to account if I shouldn’t do it. But, in
very encouraging degree of religious interest
Under the circumstances this looks to me like
some cases, it doesn’t seem to amount to anyin the Camden church at Rockville Village.
a farmer sitting in his house in July, having
thing, for some reason! Won’t some of those Some new voices have been heard in the Masplanted no seed; and praying for a bountiful
good brethren and sisters—for they are all tes service. Others seem awakened to their
harvest,
need of salvation....The Montville churches
The Lord has called enough young men to Christians and nearly all church-members—
won’t some of them be kind enough to suggest
are making a noble effort to secure a pastor.
meet our necessities.
We never had so many
where the mistake is, and how it may be corA good support is already pledged.
May the
studying for the ministry as now.
Many more
are waiting not for prayers but for money to rected? It hardly seems that it ought to go on Divine direction be so manifestly given and
enable them to answer
getting ready.

Alonzo 8. Weed,

Gerrish—Mrg

Record—Miss 8
Steyenz—0O

Starbird—Mrs

prosperity.

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

» Quarterly

Swinburn—F

|

i say

L

Smithers—G B Stanley—S L Tyler—W -W Stout—
#® M Truitt—P Tarbp—E E
Tattle—T Spooner—
Mrs C Woodworth—wW B Weed."
:

Use this

our

Cough Ralsam have been used

thé body has

SITUATION.

1. The last Remittance was short, and that
deficiency has not yet been made up.
We need $1143.18 to pay bills that were due
Aug. 25. It is, of course, well understood that
every dollar of this sum has been earned by
hard work, and is honestly due the Mission.
We have adopted the policy of ‘Pay .as you
go.” Let us put our hands in our pockets and
pay this before we go any farther.

Hence,

with the most gratifying result.
one of the best of medicines.

22. The church is re-plastering the house of
worship.
The
interest generally
is good
throughout the Q. M. The Pickwick church
has secured the labors of Rev. L. C. Kerr of
New Haven, Mich.

perintendent and teacher. I have striven to
give this subject of repairs my undivided, ear-

nest cooperation and

of it.

Herald, 85 Bromfield, St., Boston.
Several
bottles. of .Adamson’s
Botanic

Three united with the Hogston chureh, Oct:

this only, I wrote the letter referred to. However, I recall the appeal and trust it will not
prove a stumbling-block to our interest in any

Foreign Missions,

derive benefit from any of the courses of study

From

and indifferent on the subject of religion, have

dition to our people he * in no way advises.”
. “The article was written by me as an individ-

Paine—Alice E Phillips—Mrs

ner—M C Royce—A
Seavey—A
Sayles—S8

to me are useless when

Agricultore is the sure bagis of

but this result was not reached.
We can say
that the church was greatly revived
and
strengthened, numbers, who had grown cold

* advises” Whereas the presentment of our con-

known

As the farmer prospers, all other honest industries
prosper.
{

We expected the conversion of scores of souls,

in

medicines

Gammon—A

C Harding—W Hughes—W H Littlefield—Mrs J B:
Laighton—Mrs N C McKoon—F W McElroy—C
Malcom—C 8 Pendleton—Mrs RB D Preston—dJ E

I immediately

compared with the Old German Remedy.
statement when and where it suits.

Statement.

are now engaged

was almost instantaneous.

the slightest twinge

that all

revival meeting at Liberty closed last night.

collecting dimes from all, who feel disposed to
give, towards repairing the church, and this he

course.

pursued here, they will confer a great favor,
and their kindness may result in much good to
the school, and to the world at large.
All questions in regard to the school will receive prompt replies,if addressed to the Prin-

cert at L., participated in by four schools.
Nov. 1, he writes again, saying:
‘The

8. S. scholars were and

hard work

with very small pay. But the churches are
waking up to better things. Rev. T. C. Cofer
is still earnestly working to build up a church

having

renewed their covenant, and have again received a new impulse, and, we hope, may hold
The Rev. Wm.Fuller,pastor of the Harrisburg,
out. Five professed conversion.
These will
Pa.,church,in the Star of Nov. 1sl stat:d, that ge baptized at our next church meeting in Nohe ‘‘ knew nothing of the intention to publish
vember.
I have just finished 27 days of active
such a letter as the one from H. H. Howard.”
service, and as I have tried to take care of myThat is true, he did not; but he did know that
self, I feel as well as when I began.”
the facts as presented were true, and that our*
Minnesota.

These, and, indeed,

“all the ministers have done

ings begun Oct. 14, as well as a fine S. 8. con-

at the time of the Genersl Conference in 180.

+O

isters have died during the past year. Three
of the oldest, who survive, Rev's W. H. and G.

made

table of the * Historical Room” at the Weirs,

A

toward me in many ways. The visit was enjoyable and inspiring. Two of the oldest min-

J. W. Gower,

the

Concord, N. H., Sept. 20, 1882.

before-

hand that long sermons were desired.
The kindness and hospitality of our southern
brethren are proverbial and were manifested

and

vival in the church at Liberty, where the meet-

on

rowed or taken those books. Any one who
has either or both is hereby requested to return them to me.
S1LAS CURTIS.

The meetings for public worship; at the late
session, were attended, Sunday and week days,
by large numbers of attentive hearers, hungry

R. Head

former.”

I am not positive that I have seen either of
them since. Some person or persons have bor-

land.

for the truth, notifying the preacher

volumesof Rev. E. Chase’s * Religions In-

The Rev. W. A. Headrick has written of a
good work in two M. E, charches in which F.
B. churches shared, also of a beginning of a re-

placed

Ellis—C C Ford—N

ing aqout on crutches, I walked from one to three
miles daily about business,”
and have been free
from this horrible disease for over a year not

Tennessee.

volumes, viz,, * The Original Minutes of General Conference from 1827 to 1859”—and twa;
These volumes were

passion

dropped all other treatment, and confined myself
to its use alone. After the use of three bottles,
instead of being driven to my business, or mov~

| prohibition ticket.

The subscriber has lost from his library two

J 8 Brackett—J E Bibbins—Biglow & Main—A
Blunt—Wm E Brinkerhof—W A Crosby—G B
Cutler—D F Chandler—A B Drew—J Ei

:
[Quiney, (Iil.) Daily Herald.] .
Speaking * by the Card.”
C. H. Wood, Esq., of the C. & T. Ry., Port Huron, Mich., favors our corregpondent with the fol.
lowing: After suffering for nearly a year with
rheumatism, receiving treatment from most of
the best physicians of Michigan and the West, I
bappened
to try a bottle of 3t. Jacobs Oil. Upon |
the first application I used fully half a bottle, and’
its effect

unity of the chucches and unanimous
for the express purpose of sending out new re- saved others, himself he can not save ” be literaction of the delegates inspired the people
cruits” to our depleted Mission has received a ally and sadly true of our self-sacrificing teachand
subjects,
various
upon
reading of essays
with great hope that the future would be at- | response from Bro.S. Hulseof Lima Centerr
{ ers atStorer College? Those who know them
debate.
REE
en
tended with greater strength, effort, success
Wis., who makes the second pledge of $100 for know that they will not abagdon-the work till
The subject of oratury has always received and usefulness.
L
this object. Whose name shall appear next on absolutely compelled to do so. But can we as
much attention here, and opportunity for inThe number of churches in the Asso. ‘is this roll of honor? The whole sum should be
a people afford to let them sacrifice life itself, to
term.
every
offered
struction in this branch is
Ly
sustain a canse. which is no more theirs than it
we will speak briefly of the needs of the twenty or more, and fhe number of ‘ communi- made up before Christmas.
, cants one thousand. These earnest brethren
E. N. FERNALD. ~ is ours?” - Bro. W’s health is very good.
school. If we were to sum the wants all up, we:
Nov. 3.
%
look forward with ' delightful anticipation
Rev. D. Powell, of Flemington, has been reMoney.
thus:
them
express
might concisely
when
they
may
no
longer
be
obliged
to
speak
cently aelgcted to the State Legislature, on the
while the average number of students has
afford the best opportunities for

<The

|

Money Letters Received.

N, Y. Banks.

Co, N.Y.

x

Money 3:

Post Office or

Reg-

J. C. STEELE; Treas.

Bleecker

HISTORY
and

OF

St. New

York.

HYMNS

their Authors

The ONLY book of the LL us TRATED
Pages, 75 plates, 65 portraits (14 fine steel). Filled
with
biographical sketches and spicy
incidents of
over 800 prominent ancient and modern writersof
hymns used by all denominations. Emergetic
Agents, Male and Feéemale, Wanted Ev.
erywhere. Address PUBLISHERS, 1020 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
13t38
BEATTY'’S
‘

and

mght,

Organs, 27 stops, $125.
$ 200.50.

Catalogues

Beatty, Washington,

Pianos
Factory runnin,
da,
free. Address Daniel ¥.
N. J.

206610
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:

at table whether it is breakfast or supper

+1 [you are going to eat.
Leavi

nland

sai

away

to

PRaAE FOR HARVEST.
the ihe oe he Th > a
To
her fate. No pen can describe the’ desoBY4 VW.
lation of this Arctic Ocean—the ice-tloes!
~ Mhen melting snows are fading fast
And the glowing sun hew warmth is bring: | the bergs ! —the strange light of the miding,
his
a
night sun!
id WingIoEs | But suddenly we are transported to the |
— DE
tropics ; to the land of bananas aud piues, |
With hope of harvest.
,
where the houses are all ventilation and
atv)
yentl
|
.
When summer's heat the blade sllures .

ard
-

|

of death doth touch
hectic flush
Ce
Tired nature's face with parting glory,
"Phe Feaper’s steel,of olden story,
Doth seize upon, with misersefutch,

:

i

y. Arms —

great-grandfather and it” will

be

colored

Now listen!

ing

I gave

worthle

that

¥ a good scold-

:

ussy, her

:

i

;

before he

promised him to amend

—_
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:

-

.

giddy

ways

A

:

¥
A

Fair queen on thy throne,

"

X

ne;

A

- Let boats

¥

i

wa mone,

a

wast . '-

**A snip ashore ! a ship ashore!”
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good book for boys.

This story opens somewhat abruptly to one
who has not read the “ Voice of the Home.”
Roy, who has lost both legs by being run over
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About the lives they love!
*Wristen before Longfellow’s death, :
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Tue CAMBRIDGE
Book OF
POETRY
AND
SONG.
Selected from English and American authors.
By Charlotte Fiske Bates.
Illustrated by Fredericks, Church, Dielman,
Taylor, Harry Fenn, Gifford, and other emipent artists. With indexes of authors, titles
and first lines, pp. 882. Royal 3 vo. New
York: T. Y. Crowell & Co., 13 Astor Place.
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the volume before us. Miss Bates
five culture and discriminating
herself a writer of graceful prose

Her experience also in

compilation of “The Seven Voices of Sym-

pathy,” and * The Longfellow Birthday Book”
prepared
her for the larger undertaking which
is completed in the sumptuous volume before
us. We deem it altogether unnecessary to

find fault with this work.
things any

Iu the nature

such collection can not be

of

equally

satisfactory to all minds; but Miss Bates’s book
deserves to take rank with the best of its class,
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authors,

many of whom are represented in no other
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John Randolph of Roanoke!
How
ure stands out in the group of American
Statesman!
An admirable subject for a paint-

Mr. Beecher is willing to have go forth as a deliberately prepared statement of his faith; positive and negative. Price 10 cents.
Funk &
Wagnalls, 10 & 12 Dey St., N. Y.
The last number ofthe Bibliotheca Sacra
for the year is at hand.
It presents two studies by Ex-president Woolsey, one on the end
of the Gospel of Luke, and the other on the
beginning of The Acts.
Edwin D. Mead presents a translation from the German of Dr.
Edward Zeller, on the Development of Monotheism among the Greeks, H. C. Vedder of
the Examiner contributes a harmony of the
Gospels with dissertations, relating to the
Trial of Christ, - The Rev. F'. H. Johnson, of

Andover, treats of Positivism
The

Rev.

0 for

on get

upon, our canvas.

azine than this.

cense
annueprenkard

y de-

8 the

rkers
nove-

dipped in the tints of the rainbow; no background of landscape beauteous in the glint of
summer sun; no sky flushed with purple and
. azure: rather, indeed, must we use somber
shades, picturing a melancholy countenance,
-and surroundings of storm-clouds and gleam-

ing lightnings. Look! * I might be now living
at Bizarre,” he wrote, ‘if the reunion of
Richard’s widow with the traducers of her
husband had not driven me to Roanoke, 8 savage solitude.” This was in 1810. He had

quarreled with his step-father, Judge Tucker,

Here,

and with his brother’s widow ; the passions

(lobe
re is
here
way,
r0ing
time

avarice ind family pride were
him; the

rage for drink had

growing

seized

of

upon

him;

one

nephew became insane; another nephew died
with consumption ; he had failed in public life;
he had been driven from his seat in Congress:
disappointment and sorrow had eaten into his

heart; and now he was driven to the savage
solitude

of Roanoke, "Well may his biogra-

pher say, * His was a nature that would have

as of

xtenears,

» has

made for itself a hell even though fate had put
a heaven about it.”

Mr.

Henry
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performed his task well in giving us this biography of the famous Jobn Randolph. It
forms an admirable addition to the American
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chaptarg, taking up such topics as Rundolph’s

3 dit the,

Youth, Virginian Politics, In Harness, A Centralizing Stutesman, Vaulting Ambition, &c.
The attention of the reader is drawn along by
the clean and chaste style of the author; by
the pen-pictures presented of eminent men of
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ves
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series.
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bid-ank

twelve

that day; by the narrative of the important events that then shaped the history
of our Republic.
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- We are much attracted to the table of contents, presented by the Baptist Quarterly Re-

view

of a brush

R.

as a working

ig of the Epistle to the Romans as seen in
the Revised Version; and the Rev. W. H.
Cobb furnishes a paper of unusual interest on
Dr. Doruer’s Position with regard to Probation after. Death.
The usual notices
- of. re¢ent publications is followed by an Index to the

ter, and for a biographer! We require the
style of Rembrandt whenwe place his portrait
need now

us

-served by giving as wide circulation as possible to this pamphlet, which contains just what

this fig- l.completed volume.
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Been

in

the

for

October—December.

There

finer-looking or better edited. theological
and publisher.

is no
mag-

J. R. Bi#times, D. D., Editor
Cincinnati, 180 Elm St.

The Art Amateur for November contains
no less than twelve pages
of designs for
plaques, panels and tiles, for embroidery and
lace, for monograms and names, and for fret
ornaments, borders and medallions.
Notable
among this profusion are the china-painting
designs of lilac, honeysuckle and seckel pears,
and the beautiful screen-panel design of myrtles from the South Kensington School of Art

Needlework.

Among

other” features of this

number is a capital
portrait of the artist
Henry Bacon with a biography and a number
of his clever sketches.
No one who tukes a

practical interest in art can afford to be without this magazine.

The following are all published by Oliver
Ditson & Co., Boston, and are good samples of
the attractive pieces of sheet music continually being sent out from their presses:

Please’ Hurry up and Kiss Me. (30 cts.);
Old Homestead on the Hill. (30 cts.) ; Pining
Flowers. (85 cts.) ; ‘My Mother’s Plain Gold
Ring; Winds all Hushed. (25 cts.), quartet for
male voices by Emerson; Father, What’er of
Earthly Bliss. (30 cts.), sacred song by Danks;
Good old Times (talop. (30 ets.); Lied. (Pronounced Teed.) (2) cts.) ; Fountain Polka. (40
cts.) , by Strauss; With a nice portrait of Mrs.

Rangtry.

TO THE OHILDREN OF AMERICA.
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vide a suitable Memorial to.the poet near his

ing on insanity. I was alarmed. Now I'sit up until ten o'clock, and enjoy music and company.

My daughter is recovering her voice.
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Brothers,

Illustrated.

By

George

Adventures

Manville

Cloth, 12 mo. pp. 831.

New York; T. Y. Crowell.

The author of th1§'book is a frequent con-

tributor to’ several English maguzines and a
bussably entertaining writer for young people.
Although in the present instance he might
have improved his narrative much by cendensing his style and abridging a great deal
of the dialogu , the story nevertheless is com
/
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she wus able to ride and walk out. Her father
and sister had béen gone from heme but a short
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garden, build there a memorial’ to the poet,
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event comes a voice to the living, * Be ye
forever open to the public,
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READ WHAT THE PUBLIO SAY ABOUT IT.
1 find Pool’s Barometer works as well as one that costs fifty dollars. You can rely on

it

every time.
C APT. CHAS. B, ROGERS, Ship‘ Twilight," San Francisco.
Barometer received ih good order, and must say that the Instrument gives
perfect satisfaction in every respect.
It is neatly made and hig
Chops two bps) iy

GEO. B. PARSONS, M, C.

+ Rs

fice, Detroit, Mich,

Pool's Basometer has already saved me many times its cost, in foretelling the weather,
It is a wonderful curiosity and works to perfection. F, J. ROBERTSON, Milwaukee, Wis,
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Use Dr. Graves’ Heart Regitlator,—it acts ‘promptly.

stamp for eminent physicians’ treatise on these diseases.
In Nervous Prostration and Sleeplessness,
Dr, Graves’ Heart Regulator
has no equal,
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Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time
-of the
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00.
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denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. Ii 18° published by au-
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Whe History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century o1 our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
#1.00, including postage.
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Jue only published sermon by Randall. Price

The Morning
Star.
is a Jarge religious paper of eight pages, in its
fitty-seventh volume. It is able, literary
and progressive.
All
communications, should be addressed to Dover, N. H
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Terms ;—$2.00 id year, if paid strictly
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Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause,
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
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Pierce.~—Georgia L., daughter of Moses and

that she was

SOLD BY ALL DRUBRISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICINE

The

and

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
| BBules of Order.
arethe same as those in the Manual,

its claims. j,1RECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

norses in the Unjg#d States, and has been
used
for forty years
h never failing success by mllions of mothers
their children.
It relieves the
child from pain, cures dysentery and diarrhcea,
A riping in the bowels and wind colic. By giving
ealth to the child it rests the mother.
Price 25
cents a bottle.
52621

Rogers was a firm believer in God and through

It was hoped

that cause

cents.

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcoBs OIL a8 &
SAFE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifiing outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best female physicians and

husband were converted,
Her husband en- |
tered at once into a life of toil for the Master, |
and was a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed.
They came to this country in April
1848 and for a time resided in New York,
where they joined the F'. B. church, Rev. Dr.
Graham, pastor.” They soon moved to New
Hampshire, where they were engaged in their |
legitimate calling in various places, winning
souls to Christ, until 1878 when the Master
bade Bro. Rogers come up higher.
Mother

close.

- ACHES

which

cline articles.

her

brothers and sisters was unusually severe. Although the impression prevail
among her
friends that the disease must terminate fatally,
yet few, if any, were prepared for the suddenness with which
her life was brought to a

I TIE PANS

for all those dire com-

terrible diseases
%

Nothing builds up shattered
quickly as Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Rogers.—Mrs. Katharine, wife of the late
Rev. William Rogers, departed this life Oc.
18, at the advanced age of 75 years. Mother
Rogers was burn in
Wells, England, and was

Spear.—Died in West Gardiner, Me., May
21, William Spear, aged 72 years.
Bro. S.
united with the F\. Baptist church in W. Gardiner 42 years ago and remained a faithful and
worthy member till death. His® house was a
home for God's'servants and all Christians.
He gave liberally for the support of the gospel,
and in his will remembered the mission cause ;
$60 to the F. B, Home Missions, $30 to the I.
B. Foreign Missions.
This will be paid in due
ia labors in the church as peace-maker
time.
and adviser were very
valuable.
His call was
sudden, but it found
him at his post with his
armor on and his neighbors exclaimed, * Mark
the perfect mam, and behold the upright; for
the end of that man is peace.” He
leaves a
wife and other friends to mourn their loss.
MARK GATCHELL.

HEADACHE,

Passing around the hat is an old and excellent
method of getting at the cents of a meeting.

ral contributions to his memory were abundant and rare, among which was a beautiful
pillow and a basket, presented
by loving
friends. The sermon was preached
by the
writer from the text he selected, * I would not
live alway.”
McAllister.—Sister Adelaide, wife of C.
W. McAllister, died in Sutton, N. H., Oct. 9,
in the 39th year of her age. She was snatched
suddenly from earth to heaven.
She retired
in better than her usual health Monday night;
but the angel of death entered her room about
91-2.0%clock and, by a stroke of paralysis, before 12 o'clock her earthly life closed. She
was baptized and united with the Freewill
Baptist church in Sutton, June 10, 1877, and
remained a faithful, devoted member till her
Master said,*¢ Child, come home.”
She was
the light of her earthly home and highly esteemed by all who knew her. She prized
Christian privileges and improved them when
she could.
Her faithful example encouraged
others.
In her death the church feels a great
loss and will long remember her earnest admonitions and cheerful courage.
She leaves a
kind husband, a noble little boy and father and
mother-in-law, who deeply mourn their loss.
Sermon by the writer from this text: * Son of
man, behold, I take away the desire of thine
eyes with a stroke.”
Kz. 24: 16.
A. B. Drew.

all her difficulties in life leaned upon the Divine arm for support.
During her last illness
her Saviour was very near and precious unto
her. She leaves seven grown daughters who
mourn their loss. Being born of God she hath
overcome the world and gained the victory
through her faith in tbe Lord Jesus Christ.
She will rise to meet her mourning friends on
the morning of the resurrection.
L. H. WINSLOW.

Kidney-Wort,

ON THE TRUTH OF “THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would ‘search the Scrip
tures.” Twenty-two léctures on the most im.
_ portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
cts
Minister's Manual,
“designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Seripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten. or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
Tre Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
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In either liquid or dry form it is a perfect

remedy for those
many deaths.

The flo-

warried in April 1827, and in 1831 she and

SCALDS,

1} General Bodily Pains,

The latest euphemism for taking boarders is
having a few * remunerative guests.”
© #.k « Necessity is the mother of invention.”
Diseases of the liver, kidneys and bowels brought

-

excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
:
Lectures
.

AND

_. Baltimore, Md.,

ptist Minis-

11 cts.

]
. —Proi.’J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
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different ¥,

Price $1. Pos

Butter’s Fommentary

AND

.* Chills,” * Malaria ” and * Shakes.” A sure “antidote and preventive is * Wheat Bitters.” .

forth

ters

EARS

T. A. STEVENS.

Upon a writer<¢laiming that his works eontained
much ** food for thought,” a friend remarked:
* That may be so; but it.is wretchedly cooked.”
Miasma poisons
the blood, promoting
the

positions of honor and trust. Many will long
remember his sympathy and kindly aid in
times of trouble and
need. He left a beloved
wife, a dutiful son and his wife, a daughter andson of his wife, a sister and other relatives and

out upon this favorite scene that he wrote

The

ri

sermons,by as any

FROSTED FEET

one on a little while before.

held many

friends who déeply mourn their loss.

13

CHIPS.

Springs; aged 54 years.

town in the N. H., legislature and

the proceedings of the first gixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage,
Sermons.
A volunie of 300 pages, Soni imE twenly.fiirce

Bhe was taken sick on Friday and, aft-

died September

Orr To

Tur / WiLps,

8

;
Conference

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the hound volumes embrace

ings here, became an earnest worker for her
Savigug and was ready and willing to ge. Just
before ber death she called the family to her’
bedside one by one and kissed them good-bye,
telling them to meet ber in heaven.
By request of the parents a sermon was preached to
the young people at her funeral. Her class in
8. S. attended as mourners and followed her
remains to the grave.
The father and mother, two younger sisters and all her grandfathers and grandmothers have the sympathy of
the community in their loss. She has only

Obituaries.

the denomin-

Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Jisnntes of the General

Lorilla F. Worden, died at East
Y., Oct. 18, of neuralgia, aged

.
10c.
7c.
:

ance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the:
General Conference, Literary Institulions, Publications and Aged Ministers.
:
The Tables, twenty in number, are of great va
ue for reference.
ere are steel engravings oO
Buzzell, Stinckfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.

OF THB

community in which she lived. All knew her
only:ito love her. Sherrie'gave her heart to
Christ last winter during the protracted meet-

ue Oxygen. May hgaven’s choicest blessings rest
upoa you and yours.” Treatise on Compound Oxyzen, containing large reports of cases and fall information, sent free. Address DRS. STARKEY &
PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia.

and

A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews

SORENESS
CHEST,

‘er suffering great agony, died the following
Wednesday.
She was more than ordinarily intelligent and thoughtful. Her death is a great
Joss to her family, the Sabbath-school,of which
she was an excellent member, and the whole

ceiving 80 much benefit from your Compound Oxygen.
Only for this I would be in the grave.
I
could not sleep; had no rest; was really border-

old home. There is a piece of land opposite months. Of rare personal beauty, of bright
of refined manners and, best of all, of
the house in which he J)ived, which was kept intellect,
humble piety, she was endeared to all who
open during Mr, Longfellow’s life-time that he | knew her.
So suddenly was she called to her
might have a free view of the Charles River. ‘eternal home that the aflliction to parents,

It will take its

years.

hymns

ational
progress for the century, ives a history
of
our work
in the causes of Foreign avd
Home
Missions, Educationl Sunday Schools, Temper-

during the months of his sickness, but bore all

Penfield, N.

place in every well-selected Jibrary, as a valuable contribution to our knowledge of early
American times,

every student of history.

had

of just one-half of the

worship,but is often used in churches.
TerMS: Single, $1.50, dz. or more
$1.20. Postage,
Abrig.
“
%
05, 7 antes
: HO.
ad
Centennial Record.

‘with resignation and submission to. God’s will,
‘Worden.—Sherrie A.. eldest daughter of

Grave,

He was born in Sutton, N. H., and lived there
nearly all his life, He entered into business as
a merchant in early manhood and continued in
the same business and in the same place for
about 85 years. Having a business talent
coupled with strict integrity, be was successful
not only in his business, but in developing a
manhood well worthy the imitation of young
men.
He never made a public profession of
the Christian religion, but loved Christian
principle and endeared himself to Christian
people by his generous contributions for
the'{’
of the gospél and by his sympathiv. and
work. - Her heart grows hedvy as she thinks support
kindness. He showed his regard for Chrisof the work to be done. She asks God's help tiapity in the choice of- his companions and
most
intimate associates.
He was a leading
and gives herself into his hands. Her success
man in his town and many, among all classes,
and God’s help in this work form an interest- often
sought bis counsel, which he willingly
ing portion of the book.
The
numerous
gave.
His business relations and’ kindly mien
made him widely known, and his friends were
characters are skillfully handled. The volume
many.
His healih began to fail about one year
deserves to be thoughtfully read. The writer
ago, and he sought relief by the best medical
must have felt deeply to have written so well.
aid he could procure; but still he continued to
decline, and as the last resort he went to Colorado Springs, accompanied by his faithful and
ever devoted wife. But consumption had fasPAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES,
&oc.
tened upon him with so firm a grasp that in
We have received, in pamphlet form, the
about two months after his arrival there he
was obliged to yield to its fatal power.
When
Statementof Mr. Beecher made before the
he became satisfied that he had not long to
Congregational Association of New York and
live, he expre
.his willingnessto trust himBrooklyn.
It is from the plates of Dr. Lyman
gelf in the hands
of his God.
He arranged
his
Abbott’s book, now in press, ‘ The Life and ‘business matters to his satisfaction and made
arrangements
for his burial service, choosing a
Charucteristics of Henry
Ward
Beecher.”
clergyman to officiate, the Scripture Lo be used,
Many exaggerated and misrepresenting reports
bearers, conductor, a hymn to be sung, ete.
are in circulation, in many parts of the counHis remains were brought to Sutton, N. H.,
for burial, where his arrangements were cartry, that Mr. Beecher, in his statement, denied
A large
the Inspiration of the Bible, the Divinity of ried out on the 8th day of October.
concourse of
people gathered at the funeral in
Christ, confessed himself a Materialist, Pan- the church, filling it to its utmost capacity, and
theist, ete. Thus, as far as Mr, Beecher’s influ- from fifty to one hundred were attentive listenence extends, harm is wrought.
The cause of ers outside. The entire congregation seemed
in deep mourning.
By this providence a great
truth and othodoXy itself can mot but be loss is sustained. He had represented his

who.dre,, Force.

RANDOLPH. By Henry Adams. AmeriStatesmen
series, Boston: Houghton,

Mifflin & Co.

Have

ork his

begun housekeeping:
Ten
)
wife, his
only child
him alone in a strange land. In
a few years he married Mrs. Sarah’ Peters, a
worthy Christian woman, who is again left a
widow.
The bereaved-wife bears testimony
that there has not been a day in all their married life in which the deceased neglected the
family altar. The church loses a faithful member by his death, and two daughters and three
grandchildren mourn the loss of a kind and indulgent father. Bro. 8. was a great sufferer

Committee

thing to do.” Death soon calls Roy away.
Mabel visits his grave and prayerfully consecrates herself to the work of saving the youth
of her village.
She speaks the ifames of Roy’s
friends who have already yielded to the tempter’s voice, her brother at home and one in college bejng among the number.
Her father,
too, votes for license, uses wine at his home,
and
preaches
aguinst
the
temperance

There 18 & charm that none forget

Dmpan.

Rum has burt us, Mabel; it has hurt

all, and is hurting still; yon will have some-

But sing they songs, no rival yet
fas thrown the gauntlet glove;

» Loan

ist like
Se
earned

rum.

Our Longfellow, and Whittier, Holmes,
Ab, who shall take their place!
An eye that e’er as vainly roams,
Asad, a thoughtful face.
5

family

Dego S. and

Weuld

On arrival at New

:

and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book. and is for the vestry and social

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,
" BACKACHE,

He came to America in 1850

his family.

wife contracted small-pox and died just after

will accompany the copy at the rate of jour cents
per line of eight words.
F erses are inadmissible.

gone, Mabel, a work to help break the power of

in childhood.

the

has, in

childhood and dearest friend in later years:
You will find your life and work when I am

;

But three* are left to sing,
And may the flowers that o’er them wave
E’er freshen with the spring.

alking,

intoxicated,

this awful manner, been made to feel that he
‘and his companions have been serving a hostile demon.
He has paid a fearful price for
the lesson he has learned, and now he wishes
to save others from the monster’s power.
He
thus addresses a young girl, his playmate in

Byrons might go thundering down
verse of stately move,
discords there might haply drown
home of perfect love!

Our Poe has gone, our Bryant grave

I have

d any-

by a train of cars while

But vernal springs, and kine that lowed,
And Nature's happy throngs.

ed

with

postage,2 cents.

Spiritual Songs.
:
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection

der, aged 61 years.
Bro. 8. was Lorn in Aylesbury, England, June 21,1821, and was convert-

FRANCIS COGGSWELL,
ron the Children’s
T. W. Higa
Ny
Contributions.
Cambridge, Mass., Oct.2, 1882.
|

8. E. DP.

cents;

NSaunders.—John Saunders died at East
Penfield, N. Y., Oct, 2, of catarrh of the
blad-

A lady in Tecumseh, Neb., writing to Drs, Starkey
& Palen, says, “I wish to thank you for re-

MABEL'S WORK.
A Sequel to the Voice of
the Home.
By Mrs. S. M. D. Henry.
New
York: National Temperance
Society and
Publication House, 58 Reade Street. 1852.
pp. 468. Price $1.60.
ard

So modest, meek and mild,
For Nature there her store had learneti,
In beauty undefiled.

not as they that have no hope.

teachers and.

that the

In brief, it is a

REMEDY

We mourn

a

volume is handsomely bound.

pany. of sympathizing neighbors.

The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
20

GREAT GERMAN

—

are numerous and well executed and

H. E. SCUDDER,

THE

comfort te the afflicted family and large com-

It also thought that a Package of these cards
may sometimes be found an acceptuble and
appropriate present from teachers to scholars.
‘Contributions should be sent fo'John Bartlett, Treasurer, P. O. Box 1590, Boston, Mass.

Single cards will not be sent:

my

chair, being too weak: to kneel. She loved the
Sabbath-scheol and hduse of God when able to
attend.
Elder 8. C. Kimball spoke words of

B
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ed and sustain considerable interest; something is taught in the line of natural history;
and a couple of Zulu boys, together with an
Irish servani, give variety to_ the dialogue.
It shouldbe added also that the illustrations

We loved your verse 8o sweetly toned,

of

giraffes,

other closely enough in the narrative to awak-

We told the Bees, and told them o’er,
, Old legends strange and grand ;
A something of the light did pour
That lights that other land.

end

hunted

from the hunt the feathers and fur which had
been secured sold for enough money to pay
all expenses. “The adventures follow one an-

and I, .

children

superintendents are réquested to act as agents.
For every ten such subscriptions a package ot
ten memorial cards will'be mailed to the address of the sender in order to be distributed
to the several contributors.
The card contains
an excellent portrait of Mr, Longfellow, a view
of the house in which he lived, and one of

success.

zebras,

the

collect and forward these gifts,

_tonishing, therefore, that when they. returned

with rich Hesperian fruit;
No voicéd woes across the sky,
Twas youth that made them mute.

0essive
hours

lions,

give

the Association invites contributions qf ten
centa. In order that it may be made easier to

aim. ‘Indeed, they seem eitherto have exterminated or captured nearly. every creature
It is not as- | |
came within their range.

your sang your childhood’s happy lay,
The barn and gabled roof;
Maud Muller raked the new-mown hay,
With halting love aloof.
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crocodiles,

chief and

remarkable

inorder to
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Vultures,

But Time with downy-sandaled feet,
——' fas gone as go the years,
And now the friends that fondly meet,
O’er others mourn in tears.
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ventures which two young English boys enjoyedin company with their father in the wilds
of South Africa. Setting out from Natul they
journeyed some distance into the interior un-
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Bates Theological School.

;

curred
Howe

THURSDAY, NOV. 2.— Richardson, Boyn-

Nov. 3.—A.

C.

quitted of murdering his brother

is ac-

in Washing-

ton last Feb.—~Mautilated gold certificates are
to be redeemed in the same manner as U. S.
notes.
— There have been 116 business failures throughout the country during the past
seven days.

4:

SATURDAY,

NOV

4——A

runs into a freight

train

passenger

at Pomfret,

several men are badly hurt. —

Prof.

was

described

Its

by

Mr.

train
Conn.;

Hil 1sdale Notes.
Recently Mr. Wheeler for three evenings
exhibited to large audiences in the college
are injured, one of them fatally.——An organchapel his fine stereopticon views of European
ized band of incendiaries are discovered at
scenes. A proportion of the proceeds are to be
Lancaéter, Penn.
devoted to the benefit of the college museum.
MONDAY, Nov. 6.—Rear-Admiral Charles The photographer has again visited the colH. Poor died in Washington last night of lege, and has taken a large number of groups,
apoplexy, aged seventy three years.—One
including the college faculty and many of the
entire business block was destroyed by fire at classes. During the past three weeks the stuRed Bank, N.J., last night and at last ac- dents of Hillsdale have listened, after morning
counts several others were in danger.
chapel,to three short lectures on practical sub-| jects, by prominent citizens of the community.

a large

majority

in

the

in

Friday’s storm at Madrid.—The decision

of

the British government

to send Lord

twelve years on the bench the judge

to Egypt causes great excitement at Constanti-

—many

nople.

ignorant

WEDNESDAY,
Nov.
1.—The
Memorial
Committee decide to place a bust of Longfellow in the Poets’ Corner in Westminster
Abbey.——Mahmed Ali is committing outrages
in
Armenia.—The
Egyptian
government
decides to make an advance on the false proph-

“et in hope of saving Khartoum.

evena

eT

mence.

==
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SATURDAY, NOV. 4.——The
of the false prophet in Soudan
——The German government
new Bey of Tunis.
Noxpay, Nov. 6.—The
spreading among all classes at
ico.~=Several villages have

earthquakes

rumored defeat
is not believed.
recognizes the
yellow fever is
Camargo, Mexbeen destroyed

in rorthern

Syria.—Ulea:

burg, the second largest town in Finland, has
been nearly destroyed by fire, and many persons perished in the flames.

Miscellaneous.
The area of the recent floods in the Tyrol is
much greater than that of September, and the
losses are consequently

much

greater.

It is estimated that
it will req

fo suppress the insurrection
and that it will cost £2,000,000.

in tae Soudan,

even

were

of the

times

The recent storm on the French coast was
unusually severe. Many casualties are reported from Dieppe, Fecamp, Cherbourg, Havre,
and Bordeaux. - At the latter place the river
guerdowed its banks and the quays were inun-

class numbers 23; the Junior, 23; the Sophomore, 37; the Freshman
class, 29. In the
Theological School, the Senior class is 3; the
Middle, 9; the Junior class, 6. The name of the

tl

One hundred sailors were drowned in the recent typhoon in the Phillipine Isiands.

Thousands of lives have been lost by the recent great floods in the central provinces of
Japan, and many small villages Swept away.
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The Pope
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a letter

Mrs.

:

Wal

and

P

present

:

Tyler, widow of the ‘ex-President, bas
for three years a house in Richmond,

and

where she will spend her winters.

Tbe Johns Hopkins University has a larger
entering class this fall than bas been
known

Father.

I do, therefore, with

the consent and

by the

advice of the council, appoint Thursday,

the

day ef November next, to be observed
thirtieth

throughout the state of New Hampshire, accord
to ancient and approved usage, as a

day of thanksgiving, gratitude and praise to
Almighty

w

God for the numberless blessings

‘he has conferred upon the people of our

beloved commonwealth.

Given

at the Council Chamber in Concord,
"his twenty-seventh
day of October, in the
of out Jory

of

the

indepen-

denceof the United States the ome

_ Aired and seventh.
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struction Book and 585! Pieces Violin Music. BIG BAR-{
|gAINs in all kinds of instruments. Illus. 4p Catalogue}
‘ree, G. H. W. BATES & CO,, Importers,

world. The advantages of such a notice every
patentee understands.
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This large and splendidly

works, and

FAVORITES.

other

departments

of industrial

progress, published in any country. Singlo
copies by mail, 10 cents. Sold by all newsdealers,
:
Address, Munn & Co., publishers of Scientific American,

MINSTREL SONGS. oro ax uw.

Here, at last, we have nearly all the world-famous;” universally admired, sun
and whistled
melodies, in one book.
100 popular Ballads and
Plantation Songs with piano accompaniment.
This number inc'udes * Old Folks at Home,”
Coon,”
“Old Kentucky
Home,”
**Zi
“ Nelly
BY ” % Camptown’ Races,” * olden, Slippers,”
. iny
Dale,” * Twinkling Stars,”
the
Light,”
2. plain.

illustrated news-

paper is published
'EERLY at$3.20 a year,
and is
admitted to be the best paper devoted
fo science, mechanics, inventions, engineering

UNIVERSAL

Bright

The public schools of San Francisco are said

to he overcrowded.

vim

and there are more than 90 others.
$2.50
cloth,
$3. gilt.

261 Droadway, New York.

Handbook about patents mailed free,
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ILLUSTRATED

Christian Weekly.
Nothing better can be found than a copy of the
ILLUSTRATED CHRISTIAN WEEKLY,
with
its
twelve pages filled with the- most beautiful cuts,
and the veny best of reading.

In a single year it makes a volume of over 600
pages, with 400 cuts, giving able Editorials on cur

rent topics, best original matter, notes on the Sun-

day-8chool Lessons, together with Stories from the
best English and American
the very low price of

authors;

and

The Rev. E. W. Blyden, D. D., President of
Liberia College, is expected to arrive in New
Orleans on business connected with the interests of that college, Dr. Blyden
is
native

African.
Minister

In 1878 he was sent as Liberian
to England, and while in London

was made & member of the Athenaeum Club.

to a lunatic

{Ehiladelp a Times.)
Philadelphia Police Department,
The Philadelphia Ledger of December 29,
mentions, among many others, the case of

Preston Powers’s model for the bust of Gar-

flnished and placed on exhibition at

lumbus,
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Io religion talk is brass, action is gold. The old
ro said, *'Pears like | conld say more in five
minvtes tha I could live in five years.
*

‘sam effecteda cure in my family that four skillful
physicians falledto do.’
. Bold by druggists und dealers ate30 cents,

150 NASSUA ST., NEW YORK.

Buy are our Mich

he had made

aang, weak, and sickly children are made hon'thy
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Markets in the world almost at your
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igan Lands. SOILRICH,
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In his will Le snid that as

$2.50 Per Year, Postpaid.

MAHOMMED was born at Mecca about 570.
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A French advocate let! all his money

asylum.

#2.50 cloth.

DITSON & CO., Boston.

it is es-

Jacobs Oil in his family, for various painful ailments, wich excellent results.
He has also heard from many who bave used it
for rheumatism, that it alone ot all remedies did
them good.

:

#2.plain.

_ AA pint of the finest ink for families or schools
can be made from a ten-cent package or Diamond
‘I'ry them.

all al-

medium difficalty, and by the most
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UBICAL FAVORITE contains about 50 pieces of an avera ie length of 8 to 4 pages each, of
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HOW TO PRACTICE, by A. M . Pupin, is a capital
little guide book for teachers nd kcholars, go
such as every practical teacher will like to have.
Mailed for 50 cents.
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@ $13° Swale Hay, $9.
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POULTRY AND GAME. Western— Tnrkeys,choice
18 @ 20; Fair to gnod 13 @ 15; Chickens. choice
18 @ 20; Fair to good 14 @ 17¢; Scalded Poultry 12
@ 13c. Northern—Turkeys, choice 18 @ 20; Wair to
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Limed, 2t
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N. B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin.
cipalfguaranteed in case of foreclosure.
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war against kidney diseases, 80 common

The Aggregate corn crop of the country,
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time and then have them rs Hg
mean a radical cure,
I have mada the disease of FITS,
EPILEPSY or FALLING
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without the boildings.
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A MODEST
SUGGHKSTION.
If the proud
and
scholarly State of Massachusetts, which
puts, so

much Latin npon every official State doGument,
stamped upon it by its great seal, would put a
bottle of
Hunt’s
Remedy on its seal instead, it
would be briefer, and answer every purpose.
There is a vigorous arm with a sword siriking
Latin blows,
an Indian shooting Latin arrows.
Bat Hunt's Remed
doee more than this. Itstrikes
blows in Latin,
nglish, French, and German,
and in every language, against the most insidious
and

ea—
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da,
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objrction to the Jod-Liver Oil when taken with:
out Lime.
It is Dreseribed by she regular faculty,
Sold by the proprietor, A.B, WILBOR Chemist,
Boston, and all druggists.
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and appreciation. This could not be the case un.
less the reparation was of high intrinsic value.
The combination of the Phosphate of Lime with
pure Cod:1iver
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as produced a new Jamse1a the treatment of
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iseases of the Lungs. It
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Wag, seeing a door nearly off its hinges, in which
condition it had been for some time, observed that
when it had fallen and killed some one, it would
probably be hung.
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Patents, common to good. eves vninnnn. 625 8 675
Roller Flour—
;
St Louis and Illinois..... ..... eens B00 @ A 40

entary work on eight or ten ounces. When anyone
ig in good condition for his work and keeps his

in

your

Farms
MARKETS.

Market, Boston.

i

activity may require sixteen to twenty oun
have found myself in very good condition Tog, 3d-

is very similar

dealers

NEAR

— Salem Post. *' It is one of the most ably edited
| religious
journals.”— Republican.
Departments

Minresota and Wisconsin, pateots..... ig

my opinion that the average gnantity of water-free
aliment required, say by business and literary
men, is twelve ounces.
Men of great muscular1

derstood to-day in America.

Brown's

Cheap

will have a better tonic
effect upon any one who
needs “bracing up,” than
any medicine made,

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Nov. 4, 1882,
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine.
Common extras..
@ 45
Minnesota, bakers...... PEAR
5 8 62

is precisely what he requires. He supplies the
daily waste—no more and no less. This quantity
may vary a little with each individual, but everyone can easily ascertain his own measure of requirement by reducing the quantity of daily” food
until he finds a balance of force and weight. It is

bone

and

beans,

Ah

promotes

loss

Produce

Reporisd by HILTON BROS

quantity of food which enables a

to do Litdaily work

anything
fact,
+ Jife
3 J onmost my 3 stomach,
a inburden
Finally, when hope had almost left
me, my husband seeing Brown's
Iron
Brrrers advertised in the
paper, induced
me to give it a trial,
Pin now tal
the third bottle
and have not felt so well in six
yearsas I do at the present time.
Mrs, L. F, Gurr,

»

The Packets.

liability to

and

.

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,
Baltimore. No. 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

50 debilitated that I could not retain’

Lawler

it of

t
.

andbecame

New
tens,

His Excellericy the Governor, with adIt is,reported that Herr Johann Strauss, the |
a
composer, is ubout to leave Vienna and make
Pats
* wice of
: 0 or mama
his
home permanently in Paris,
A. B.
, Secretary
of State,
|

ittle annoyances outof the

is a condition

= For six years I have been a
sufferer from Blood Disease,

pepsia, and Constipation,

popular com. | #@ Sample copies sent free on application.
posers, as Waldteufel, Gottschalk, Blake, Wilson,
Address
§
i
Schumann’ Aubert, Lamothe, ete., in all 88 com.
posers,

students.

one thousand eight -hun-

ty-two,and

more the

37 Walker St.; Baltimore, Dec, 1881,

Pi! NOFORTES.
Tone, Tock, Workmanshipand Durability,
WILLIAM KNABE & CO.

We learn that the resolution passed by the
sophomores of Williams College allowing the
freshmen to carry canes was purely volun
I and in no sense required by President Carer.

during the history of the institution.

It behoovessl men to show gratitude for

bountiful

feast, the

Order

New ~ York.
ork.

Street,

in our afflicted humanity; and cures ailments of
the kidneys, bladder, liver, and urinary organs,
and brings health again to the despairing. 1f Massachusetts doesn’t wish to shinge its seal, Hunt’s
Remedy would be a significant design for the seal
of some new State.
!
The oldest record of a fite engine m Paris is in
a work published in 1684.

benefits received; it is especially becoming for

to

:

Lasell Seminary for young women is having
a course of lectures on the Evidences of Christianity by Rev. J. W. Bashford.

amg,

seasons,

upon

ment fund is now $5,300,000.

of Thanksgiv-

a Christian community,at stated

man

COR.

Columbia College gets $500,000 from the estate of Stephen Whitney Phenix,
Its endow-

ago. .

acknowledge Jublicly their obligations to their

food

longevity.

bene-

The winter term begins on Mon-

day, Nov. 20.

General Chamberlain and several other veterans of the 20th Maine Volunteers have been
selecting a suitable spot for a regimental mon.
SE
ument at Gettysburg.
A Bronson Alcott has partially recovered
from the two snocks of paralysis two weeks

wo

of

term will be

will be forwarded to any address

application.

The Hon. Hannibal Hamlin and wife are expected at their old home in Bangor, Me., in a
few days. They will probably spend the great.
er part of the winter there.

Preclamation for a Day

the

chest.

Price $1 a bottle.

and

even,more so. Chapel Hall is being reshingled, | of heart disease. $1. At druggists.
The ‘village church will be quite attractive
It is a great misfortune not to have enough wit
when the repairs, now in progress, are tom- io Speak well, or not enough judgment tv keep
silent.
|
:
pleted. The new school catalogues are out,

While filling her Boston engagements, Miss
Emma Thursby bas been the guest of Mrs. Ole
Bull at her home in Cambridge.
The Rev. William R. Alger will hereafter
reside in Boston and give attention almost exclusively to literary pursuits,

A

self almost
a medicine

druggist.

overload the stomach, overtask the digestiye power, and overweight the foFces of life. Simplicity

New Hampton Institution.
«+ The term about closing has been a prosperous one, and, judging from the applications

for board and rooms, .the next
Queen Victoria.

and luxurious

Mr.

4

BICLOW & MAIN

76 East Ninth

Will infuse with new life
the weakest invalid.

cured him of a stubborn case ef rheumatism; and it

grapes, -ap-

spices

that

Por Tw

Authects, Darois, Services,

Keeps off all chills, fevers,
and other malarial poison.

re-

by * Kenne-

is a fact that in all affectiong arising out of diserders of the liver or urinary organs it is a searching
remedy and works marvelous benefits. Itis in fi-

we are disposed to stop when we have got enought
THe more artificial the food, the more elaborate

twenty-four

fit of those coirtemplating the ministry.

many

sugar,

decided

A Sl lineof Chris

fulness, and lack of energy

the claim that it is the most snceessful specific for
Stone yet diseovered, are now in Dr.
Kennedy's
possession. Incidentally Mr. Lawler also states
that the “ Favorite Remedy’ at the same time

luxurious cookery tempt to excess.
With men,
as with animals, a natural diet is self-limiting, and

College

fund for the

Salt,

He

HRISTMAS ANNUAL
80. 13.2 5c;
Ly

Overcomes weakness, wake-

as to warrant for *‘ Kennedy's Favorite Remedy”

There is little dun-

for example, of eating too

ples, pears or bananas,

cooking.

Johnston, R. I. There are now

his

fattened in-

and quality and mode of preparation, theré’is litger,

stone.”

SERVICE, NO. 8.—Glory t
God. Appropriate Scripture Selections
, wif,
New Music by Lowry. $4 per 100; & ets. hy mail,

C Carols by favorite guthods,
cis. each.by Hy

Strengthens the musclesand
nerves,enrichestheblood.

should first try“the * Favorite Remedy,” so as, if
possible to avoid an operation. And heresis the
remarkable rospik: 3‘ Dear Doctor Kennedy—The
day after I cand
offe I passed two gravel stones,
and'Tam doing
nicely now. Ifyou would like to
see the stones I will send them to you.” This letter bears date ‘ Dalton, Mass., Feb. 6,” and signed
‘ Peter Lawler.” The stones which are so large

The hunter and racer
af& not over-

tle danger of eating too much.

have been added to the list during the last
year:
The Cobb scholarship, endowed by C.
C. Cobb, Esq., of Lewiston, in honor of his
son, Rev. F. W. Cobb, class of 73; the Houghton scholarship, endowed by the late Rev. A.
L. Houghton of Lawrence, Muss., class of ’70;
the Randall scholarship endowed by Mrs. Abby
Randall, in honor of the late Isaac Randall, of

the
!

‘struck

‘VU

and gives abundant sus-

most

Mail,

i [RisTuAS

tenance for her child.

dy’s Favorite Remedy”—the invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout, N. Y. Aoother striking case is
now added to the list. Mr. Peter Lawler, of Dal.
ton, Mass., states in a letter to Dr. Kennedy that
he had been troubled with Bladder complaint for
M4 years, and had consulted. at different times,
seven physicians; but nothing beyond temporary
allayment of the pain had been worked for him.
Toward the end of last January Mr. Lawler called
on Dr. Kennedy.
Sounding him, the doctor

fed. All animals expected to do their work are
carefully fed as to quality and quantity. If human
beings were fed as wisely,they would be as healthy.
There are some good rules for feeding as to quantity. When our food is simple and natural in kind

Rev. Thomas Hill, D.D., appears as lecturer
on Christian Ethics. Three new scholarships

There were 46,231 post-offices in this country on the 30th of June last, an increase of 1719
over the previous year.
During the past year
3166 new offices have been established.

Four hundred miners at the Erie and Louisville mines in Colorado are on strike.
While two prisoners were being conveyed to
Ashland, Ky., guarded by troops, a mob attempted to rescue them, and was fired on by
Several were killed
the troops.

devour them.

many

wrought

Very

attractive. Price,

ing mother to full strength

Stone in the Bladder is at once a most annoying
been

:

OE

MM ANUEL —New Cantatas100;by25 Doano.
Cts.
$20 per

Restores an exhausted nurs-

|

Pubs

You will be Pleased with Them,

Dispels nervous depression
and low spirits.

reject

TRUEX,

a Massachusetts
Engineer—Timely
Warning of Mr. John Spencer, Bag=
gage Master of the
B& A. R.R.

markabie cures have

There are no prize cattle on the

It is the stalled ox, and the pig in

not

B

v9

and very dangerous ailinent; but

to a diseased obesity. Horses escape this process
because men do not Lo any great extent knowingly

College.

According to the catalogue of Bates

.

There was a reduction of $15,629,180 in
national debt last month.

prairies.

or for such a

and Theological School for 1882-83, the Senior

by

at sixty-five

pen, deprived of exercise, that can be

reformation of society as shall render unnécessary the granting of five hundred divorces in
twelve years by a single judge.
The second
lecture was delivered by Hon. E. L. Koon, the
mayor of Hillsdale, and was addressed from a
successful lawyer's stand point, especiallyto
those looking forward tov that
profession.
Your correspondent was absent from chapel
that morning and so failed vo hear it. The
third was by Dr. Whelan, au examiner in the
medical department of Michigan University,
and a Jocal physician of prominence.
His talk
was one of unusual practical value on the
subject of Labor and Rest. It was not a mere
humdrum exhortation to the students to take
plenty of exercise and plenty of sleep, buta
clear and impressive explanation of the need,
on the part of the various functions of the
-human—system;
of bodily exercise and rest. |
COR.
Bates

kept her room

will

Marvelous
Cure of Stone in the Blad=der—Large Stones Removed by
¢ Kennedy’s Favorite :
Remedy.”
From the Pittsfield, (Mass.,) Eagle.

-

have got enough.

intro-

Mount Etna is showing great and increasing
activity, and is emitting fire and volumes of
smoke.

Of

numerous in hot than in cold weather, and the artificially heated air that rushes into our room, deprived as it is of its natural moisture by the baking
it bas undergone, is even more productive of vi-

night

the most delicate stomach

|

NARROW ESCAPE

heatedin Winter by an underground furnace up
to ninety degrees. Fights and murders are more

to it at

benefit

& co,

MUSIC and SERVICES,

Cures general debility, and
gives a new lease of life.

A pair of slippers.—The orange and banana
skins;
:
:

piano

How, asks Dr. Nicholls in The Food Reform
Magazine, are we to get at the proper quantity of
food ? Avimals living
in a state of nature do not
over-eat themselves. They stop eating when they

duction into our public schools of regular systematic instruction in morals. Although this is
somewhat common in New England, it is but
: little known 1n the West. Here the churches
reach only one-fifth of the population; to them
alone, therefore, the State cannot loek for the

diminishing of the criminal class,

state permits,

An over-heated apartment always enerra‘es its
occupants.
It is nouncommon thing to find rooms

adds

with more

LOTHROP

82 Franklin Street. |

BIGLOW & MAINS
~ Christmas

Will insure a hearty appetite
and increased digestion.

in which

298 Pearl St., New York.

almost drives you wild?

and

form

For sale by all druggists, and E.

~~ HOW MUCH SHOULD ‘WE EAT?

moral

Liver Oil can be paedyand

oil, and

a

lamentably

is the

weak

ble, and that your daughter’s playing on the

— Our Continent.

has sent

fundamental

their

nutritious

D.

Be Sure to Try

of dyspepsia.

secured to the patient'bya single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by doable the quantity of the liquid

and that your hea« should ache, your bands trem-

rufiie ber temper if she

superior—common

they

the

imperatiye demand

FR1DAY, NOV. 3.——A snow storm prevails
and Nova Scotia.~——ExJews in Hungary recom-

of

yet

Cod.

degrees and opened windows every now and then.

principles, e. g., their duties to parents and to
society. Many were totally ignorant of any
crime in forgery, in Sabbath breaking or in
profanity:
- The speaker declared that his experience had convinced him- that intellectuatraining without moral instruction actually
resulted in more harm than good, and that the

THURSDAY, NOV. 2.—There is a $787,000
fire in Hull, opposite Ottawa, Canada.——The
Spanish ministry deeide not to surrender the
Cuban refugees to the British authorities.-——
Revolutionary manifestoes are placarded in
1
Paris and Marseilles.

by

of them

school education,

in New Brunswick
cesses against the

should rebel, as far as

Id; bland, and

Boston:

will cure the worst case

of New

:

uarto Cloth, Gilt Edges
Turkey Morocco, Antique,

»

That BRowN'S IRON BITTERS

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consugition, scrofula and general debility. The

most

* A SUMPTUOUS BOOK.»
For Wedding Presents, Birthday Gifts
=
mas Remembrances. Exquisitely Tlustrg nse

hae?

Know

C.

* Aporoved by the Academy of Medicine

to the depraved air youg' nerves

in such a temperature

over five hundred men and women to prison,of
whom 80 per cent. could read and write.
Now while the majority had received a fair

Dufferin

B:

QUERU’S 00D LIVER OIL JELLY:

superfluous bed clothing, cross and disagreeable
from little every day troubles that would scarcely

the necessity of furnishing instruction on morals in the schools. - During an experience of

new chamber.——

Twenty-five fishermen and sailors perished

2000

Professor—Don’t laugh, gentlemen; to err is humean.
:

cious passions. It is no surprising circumstance,
therefore, to find the woman who swelters all day

The first was by Judge Pratt, who dealt with

TUESDAY, OCT. 31.—The| Italian elections
took place on Sunday
; the Ministerialists claim

ut

KINGDOM ~ OF = mony

Edited by Arthur Gilman, M. D,

Student (reciting) —And—er—then—er—then—er
—he—er—went—er—and—er—
The class laugh.

twenty-three other persons, all taking oxygen from
the atmosphere. Is it a wonder that after several

Chapman's

metallic cartridge factory at Suffield, Conn.,
is destroyed by an explosion; seven workmen

ABROAD.

THE

The Shepherd kings of Egypt governed
y
aaythe coun-

you are to all intents and purposes immured with

hours’: exposure

=

%

try for 511 years, beginning a
A
iar

of pure,

somes about twelve cubic feet of gas per hour)

Mr. Minard of

a

a

fresh and cool air. The nerves will always be weak”
YN
Horsford’s Acid Fhosphate
if the greater part of the day and night be passed
°
Im"Censtipation.
;
in close, ill-ventilated and over-heated apartments. |’ DR. J.N. ROBINSON,
Medina, O., says: “1
The nerves, more than the rest of the body. to he have used it in a case of digestion and constipation, with good results. In nervous prostration
" properly nourished require a full supply of oxyits results are happy.”

the Senior CIas8 78 having a revival interest in
J-his-church at Gardiner.
One was’ baptized }Sunday, Oct. 29. Several have been reclaimed,
and the interest seems to be deepening.
In
the church at Richmond, which is under the
care of Mr. Churchill of the Senior Class, two
have recently professed conversion.
Prof.
Fullonton’s fourth and last lecture of the course
was given Friday morning,
November
3.:
Those who have enjoyed these lectures can not
but regret that there are not more of like excellence to follow.
COR.

ex-Mayor

Soteldo

1.

The subject was India.

geography

for a few months fh that State.

ton & Co., N. Y. stove dealers, fail with liabil-

FRIDAY,

presided.

Nov.

NERVOUSNESS.

The first prescription is an ample supply

Smith, its political condition and government
by Mr. Crowell, its native education by Mr.
gen. They will, not endure vitiated air, whether
Cox, and its native religion by Mr. Churchiil.
the impurities come from sewers, gaslights, subThe zenana work of our denowination was
terranean furnaces or the individual’s own person,
presented by Mr. Musgrove,and our education ! without making an energetic protest. A gas-burnal work by Mr. Bachelder. Prof. Howe made
er consuming four cubic feet an hour produces
brief but interesting remarks.
The method
more carbonic acid in a given time than is evolved
and spirit of ‘the meeting inspired all pres- from the respiration of eight humap
bejngs. Bear
this in mind, you who suffer
rvousness,
ent with greater interest in mission work.
that when you have shut yourselves up in your
Messrs. Rideout, Curtis;" Mason and Duston
rooms and lighted an argand burner (which constarted; Wed. Now 13for Kentucky, to canvass

:

Quincy,

Wednesday*®vening,

physical

WEDNESDAY,
Nov. l.-——Judge
W. E.
Hayes renders a decision at Davenport, Ia.,
that the prohibitory amendment has not legally
been made a part of the State Constitution.

ities of $600,000.——Josiah
of Boston, dies.

HOW TO ESCAPE

The first meetingof the Mission Society oc-

St

It is the height of folly to wait until you are in
ed with disease that'may last months, when you
can be cured by a timely use of Parker’s Ginger
Tonic. We have known sickly families made the
healthiest by it.— Observer.
;
is

=

explosion of gas.— — Livingstone Hall for the
Fisk Upiversity, at Nashville, Tenn., was dedicated yesterday.——The Western Associated
Press severs its connection with the N. Y.
iAsso., and will hereafter obtain its news from
-other sources.—— Myers & Marcus, dry goods
merchants, of Augusta, Ga., fail with liabilities

of $200,000.

a

Sanitary.

Educational,

TUESDAY, OCT. 31.—The Eureka Consol
idated shaft at Eureka, Nev., is wrecked by an

:
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